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Introduction

This book is the pioduct of ethnographic fieldwork I did from June, 1986 to
July, 198- at a large public university it enrolled some 36,000 undergradu-
ates in the fall of 1986 in the t'nited States.' Parts of that fieldwork have
been assembled here,2 mixed up with traces of some of the reading I've done.
and shaped into a story about the university's undergraduate physics and
management programs.'

I've written about those programs because they're areas where education
and power come together in crucial ways. Physics and management are dis-
ciplines deeply implicated in the domination of the physical and social worlds.
The fact that 1)(6 regulate membership and participation in their realms through
educational requirements makes them prime areas for exploring how students
get connected to core disciplines of modern society, and 11( VW they in:Owne
pans of durable and extensive networks of power.

To address these issues. I'll argue, it will he necessary to rethink what it
means to 'learn or have' knowledge. I will propose that we shift our focus
hom individual minds and group.s in face-to-face interaction. to question.s of
lowv activities are organized across space and time. and lynx organizations of
space and time are produced in social practice.

I will treat the phsics and management programs I studied not as exem-
plary cases of such pru grams. but as 'points of entry' (Smith, 198-) that give
us access to the larger processes that constitute and reproduce disciplines.
Those processes. I'll argue, center around the incorporation of students into
discipline-specific temporal and spatial organizatitms of knowledge.

To talk about knowledge' and 'learning' in such terms I have patched
together the theoretical language laid omt in the first chapter. From psych( higical
anthropology te.g.. Lave, 1988) 1 take the notion of knc)wledge and learning
as products of social activity rather than isolated minds. From social studies ot
science e g. Latour, 198-I I borrow a way of talking about such knowledge-
constitutive activities as organized by networks spread across space and time.
Finally. from get igraphy Ic g , Gregory, 1991) 1 take tools for understanding
how such networks are organized. stabilized. maintainedind integrated into
Luger fl( iw s of cultural and ewnoini( mc non

The result is not a wmplete or particularl stipple language, and I take
much ci onion in stuart I fall's (1992) suggestion that 'the only theory worth
ha\ mg Is that \ hit h vcoi 11.11V to hght nth not that %. likh von speak with

t
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pmfound fluenc Ip 280 cf 198i) I ha% e tried not to shift the buiden
of im snuggles and inarticulateness onto the readeis hut some ma\ find the
fiist chaptel haid going. Mose unacquainted w ith the ideas I am few ()thing
may be bothered hy unfamiliar terms and assumpticms woven through the
argument. Other readers, those who are familiar with some of the schools of
theory from which I hollow, may be bothered by the way I pick out concepts
and ideas from w idely separated disciplines and re-shape them to lit my pur-
poses: the way I place others ideas. place them in strange juxtapositions, use
them to address different questions than their authors imagined, and so forth.
In Culler's ( 1983 I sense, the first chapter clearly qualifies as 'theory'.

'Theory' is a genre because of the way its works function .. Itol ex-
ceed thi disciplinary framework within which they would normally he
evaluated and which would help to identify their schlid contributicins
to knowledge. To put it amnher way, what distinguishes the members
of this genie is their ahiliiy to function not as demonstrations within
the parameters of a discipline but as redescripticms that challenge
disciplinary houndaries (Culler, 1983. p. 9, quoted in Gregory. 199-1,
p liii

However. I do not intend that the chapter should he read as the theoi-y
lot \\ !itch the remainckT of the hook functions as illustration. The first chapter
and the four that follow it are more like two ways of talking ahout the same
issues Itamping ahead in the argument I could say that the first chapter is tnore
mobile than the second. theories are ways of talkilig aiiou worlds that can
he moved about and used in different situations for different purposes. Thecirv
does not subsume or explain .empirical work, it's simply a way of moving it.
or as I.aiour (1) 88) suggests. of connecting difierent networks of knowledge-

ork

Theories are never found alone, just as in open country there are no
clover leaf intersections without freeways to connect and
redirect. \\lien a series of kications has been mastered and joined
together in a network, it is possible to move frolli one place to 311-
tther w ghoul noticing the work that links diem together One location
seems .potentiall' to cc intain all the others. 1 am happy to call the
jargon used to get k inside these networks theory', as long as it is

understood that this is like the signposts and labels that we use to find
out /my bock What we call 'theory' is no twire and no less meal
than a ,LIIMal map in the subw a% (pp I. 2201

Inasnim h as the hist haptei introdm vs smie of the lemmolt cg used in
Me Loci chapteis ou should read it first. just .15 yim might read .t map before
getting on a subw,n 11;1111 litit the program desciiptions are mit mere How
ups or (letails of some 'total pic tutu contained m the first chaptei. Instead. the
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remaining chapters focus on how the programs spatially and temporally or-
ganized the material practices of their students, and on how students in the

programs began to be engaged in discipline-linked practices for producing
spatial and temporal relations.

At the ci Ire. my argument is that learning is not an internal psychological
process (so you won't see me trying to reconstruct the psychologies of indi-
vidual students). but neither is it a pniduct of .rctivities in face-to-face interac-
tion. The first part of this stateent is a familiar point, made in various ways

Vygotskians, students of 'situated learning', and others. It's the second half
of the statement that may generate some initial confuskin, for what I'm g(iing

to argue is that 'face-to-face interaction in specific situations is neverjust that,
and that instead what we think of as Interacti(ms' and 'situations' are, as
Doreen Nlassey (1993) puts it, 'articulated nk)ments in networks of social re-
lations and understandings' in which our 'experiences and understandings are
actually constructed on a far larger scale than what we happen to define for
that moment as the place itself, whether that be a street, a region or even a
continent' (pp. 0')(i()).

On the one hand social activity is now stretched acn)ss vast expanses of

space and time so that, for e \ample, physics students in different parts of the
-nited St a ti's engage in geneialized social relatkins ith one another :ind with

faculty (defined, for example, hv a standardized curriculum and routed through
distant sites by textbooks, tests, and so forth), and compete with one another
for positions in an academic network to which they all belong. This
.distanciation of social action, as Anthon Ciiddens (1.981 ) calls it, directs us to
look at the face-to-face interactions' of students and faculty w ithin a paniculai
program. as accomplished thnnigh participation in networks of st wad relations
that extend far be\ ond the program.

(In the otlier hand, we can also talk, as Massey did, of all the spatiall and
temporalk distant flows of activity intersecting within a given setting. This is

what David 1 ! rye\ ( 1989 I refers to as 'time-space compression.: the articulation
tit 'global' pi, t'SSes in local' settings (making that very distinction problem-

atic). the sense in which physicists from Berkeley are closer in space-tinie to
their c olleagues in Europe than 10 migrant workers in the next county, or
managers in New Yolk to their counterparts in Tokyo than the poor in the
'-.;( mill BB )nx

\X hat Ons boils down to is the idea that when we act we're simultaneously
intmcting with the people and things in die immediate environment and with
people and things spatially and temporally removed Irom us, but none the less

piescilt in the situation in some wa\ . Iii understand how Ad\ ity is connected
to learning and km iw ledge we have to deal w mdi intt/i threads of interaction
This tecluil es us to look closely at how distant activib is transported into and
made manite-a in !Min( ulai settings, mid at how acti% Ines in thuse settings ate
otine( led to activities and spaces elsewhere These are the tasks that occupy

most of tin attention in the bou >k. and if I have slighted other imponani issues
ii is be, au sc I 11,1vt: I wen u u erw helmed nil the complexity of the issue.s

z.
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sou oundmg the matenal oigarn/ation of local educational space-times and
their irtegi anon, through specific. representational technologies, with distant .

space-times of disciplinary practice. -

The first program I discuss is physics. Chapter 2 examines how the pro-
gram zoned students' activities into a small set of material and social spaces
and compressed their time to foster the development of exclusive, within-
program social ties. This produced a distinctive fOrm of social organization
organized around the practice of problem-solving. Chapter 3 develops an
account of problem-solving as a way of integrating students into the disci-
pline's way of organizing the world through textual representations. I show
hoW the different components of the physics curriculum (e.g., textbooks, lec-
tures, study activities) were tied together through representational technologies,
and how students learned to 'move' and organize themselves within the textual
systems of space and time constituted by those representational technologies.

Chapters 4 and 5 deal with a very different system for organizing people
and practices and linking them with networks of power: the management
program. I highlight the contrasts between the two programs when I can, but
given the programmatic differences these chapters do not exactly parallel the
chapters on physics. Instead. chapter -4 shows how the management program
fragmented academic space-time and organized it into distinct, bounded, short-
term units. In sharp contrast to the physics program, which strove to reorganize
the world in terms of the academic discipline, the management program created
ti a al least reinforced I a sharp division between the school world and the
business world. In chapter 5, however, I show how non-academic ponions of
the program ne% ertheless created lines of connection between the program
and the business world by .mobilizing' students in distinctive systems of material
bodily practice.

The final chapter is a reflective ccinunentarv cm major themes of the hi iok
and :I look beyond it. I am conscious of the fact that since my fieldwork the
proliferation of computer networks and on-line o aninuMcations, especially in
fields such as physics and management, may have substantially altered the
configurations of the space-time networks I studied. The representational tech-
nologies I identify as niobilizing educational experience to fields of practice in
the two disciplines may have changed radically. Any such changes, however,
b) making the distanciatim and space-time cc unpression of the fields more
manifest, make a stronger case for the kind of analysis and theoretical lan-
guage I am proposing here. This work is a beginning, an initial and incomplete
exploration of a fluid terrain

Notes

I III tIme t...14(1.Vry NVNICIII used in the university's offt( ial statistics. Ii per cent of the
students were 'white'. per cent wete 1 Iisp.mnic. S per cent were 'Hack', a pa- cent
w die 'Asian Aniencan., aid per Cent wilt' foreign. In the university as a whole S 4
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per (. en( of the students were male .46 per t.ent female In the management program
the male female ratio was i I. but in physics men outnumbered w(tmen 9:1.
I didn't study 'the university as a whole, nor did I 'Obseive' Or 'participate in every
facet of undergraduate physics and management education. My focus was primarily
on the academic sick. of student experience (although 'academic' and 'social' life
( tfien blurred). In the portions of the fieldwork dealing with physics and manage-
ment. I conducted 51 taped interviews with students and faculty; observed many
dozens of class sessions and study sessions; collected and analyzed course syl-
labuses, catalogs. textbooks, and students' classnotes; analy;.ed the transcripts of
recent graduates in the fields; and 'hung out' with and talked informally with stu-
dents outside the classroom.

3 There were 220 and 136 'officially declared majors' in physics and management
respectively, putting them in the bottom third in size among undergraduate pro-
w anis (the largest had well over IM(() majors) All of these numbers, however, are
unreliable. There were, first of all. inconsistencies I could never account for (variances
ttp to 10 per cent) across the enrolment and .declared majors' data that I received
from three sources: thy registrar's office, the institutional research office, and the
departments themselves. Second, the number of management majors is artificially
low because the business school doesn't allow students to 'declare' until their third
years (though many decide earlier). Thus the physics number includes freshmen
through to seniors, the management number only junkirs and seniors. This inflates
the nuinbers in physics, since freshmen and sophomores are systematically weeded-
(alt. The physics numbers also mislead by compressing into the 'senior' category all

students who have been in the program more than three years. Since only S per
cent of th(ise who graduate intin the pntgrato do so in four years this category
actually includes several different age cohorts.

5



Chapter 1

Knowledge in Space and Time

Most forms (>f social theory hare jailed to take seriously enough ,not
onlv the temporality yl social conduct but also its .spatial attributes

first sight, nothing seems more banal and uninstnictire than to
assed that social activity occurs in time and space. lha neither time
nor SpaCe NW(' been incorporated into the center social theory. they
are ordinarily treated more as 'erwironments. in which social con-
duct is enacted . rather than nitegral to its occurence (Giddens.
19-9. p 202: quoted in Soja. 1985. p. 1201.

Nly strategy in this diapter will be to dismantle a network of assumptions
ahout km iwledge and 'learning' by depicting educaticinal practice and re-
search as reVolving around a simple question: how is activity in one setting
(such as a classnxini I related to activity in settings distant in space and titne
(other classrobms or workplacesP I want to suggest that all our notions of
learning, devek)pment. teadung, curriculum and repn)duction can he read as
answers to this questicm about space-time rekitions, yet all suppress considera-
tions of spatiality. At one extreme we have infmmaticm prc)cessors and eogni-
tive structures that roam unprobleniatically across space-time, at the other
situated or distributed ccignitions that dcin't move at all (and in between ideas
that share the weaknesses of both). None of this will do. There are no disem-
bodied heads al-Hmt, but neither are there isolated social interactions or kical-
ized communities of practice. We live in a global workl system and no analysis
of knowledge and learning will suffice that cannot take this into account: that
my activity writing this and ours in reading it cannot be explicated without
understanding how we're linked to one another, to those around us, to world
economies and global flows of culture that shape and provide resources for
everyday practice

The tactic of this work is to foreground the production and organization
()I space and time and look at schooling as a web of movements spun from
multiple flows of material resources and representations. The focus is under-
graduate education in the fields of physic's and management The topic is the
produt non Alois lot the spatial and tempi iml netw (irks of power that w e
call disciplines

In this chapter I construct a language for talking about how educational
piograms define trajectories' through material spaces buildings, cla,srooms



Knowledge in .space and Time

and laboratories to bring students into contact with representations of other

spaces and times textbooks, equations. lectures, lab equipment, and so on
that make those 'absent spaces 'present' in textual form. It is in these

organizations of space and time that we will find the key to understanding
how students 'learn' in fiekls of knowledge' such as undergraduate physics

and management.
The substantive material of the book, then, focuses on students' academic

encounters with the powerful disciplines they aspire to belong to, but the
thread that ties the material together is the issue of how education is accom-
plished as a space-time process. The best place to begin addressing that issue
is an arena from which space and time have usually been thoroughly ex-
cluded: the 'individual mind', the processes of cognition and learning.

From Individual 'Learners' to Networks of
Knowledge Builders

Over the past quaner of a century 'learning' has commonly been conceived as

a process taking place within individuals. People were said to gradually build

up integrated capacities composed of 'attitudes', 'rules', 'schemata', 'cl()main
knowledge', 'contextual incidules', or whatever that could be carried around.
called up, and deployed as needed in specific contexts ( LCI IC, 1982, p. 6-1)1).

Contexts themselves were usually conceptualized in terms of decontextualized
problems. or 'tasks' (e.g.. Leswild, 1988; cf. McDermott, 1990; Larkin, 198'), for

physic's; Isenberg, 198-. for management I. Since the focus was usually on the
individual's mental representations of the tasks, the effect, as Lave (1988) points

()tit in her powerful critique of cognitive science, was a reduction of the social
world to representatk)ns in individual minds.

This focus on discrete, independent individuals has been shared by ap-
proaches as dissimilar as the s( wial psychological acc( mnts that f(icused on
individuals' attitudes and orientatk)ns (Perry. 19-0; Katchackwian and Boll,

I 98S I, and the cognitive psychologies that formulated 'learning theory in terms
of the internal architecture of 'the learner' (e.g., 'Conspicuous in the basic
equipment of the learner is a memory system of virtually unlimited capacity ..
etc.. Estes, 1989, p. 41) In all of these approaches considerations of space and

time were suppressed: the 'individuals' studied Were not situated in specific
social-lusuirical fields of practice, and the 'tasks' the individuals engaged in

were considered as bounded. lkimogeneous events rather than intersections of

inultiple on-going :ictivities.'
To begin re-inserting space and time int() accounts of educatk mai practice

ha\ e tc ) let go of 'the individual and look for units of analysis that can be

Talially and temporally situated. As Butler (1988) and Kondo (1990) argue,
the preoccupation with Individuals' is grounded in a 'metaphysics of sub-
stance' that creates a rigid division between the 'psychological' and the 'social'.
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Identities are, in this view, fixed, bounded entities containing some
essence or substance that is expressed in distinctive attributes. This
conventional trope opposes 'the self' as bounded essence, filled with
'real feelings' and identity to a 'world' or to a 'society' which is spa-
tially and ontologically distinct from the self (Butler, 1988). Indeed,
the academic division of labor recapitulates this distinction in its sepa-
ration of the disciplines, distinguishing 'psychology' from 'sociology'
( Kondo, 1990, pp. 33-34).

Getting around these dichotomies to a vision of actors as something more
than mere sociological or psychological entities (or some additive combination
of the two) is enormously difficult. Consider work in the tradition of Vygotsky
(19-8; 1986), where psYchok>gical processes are seen as inextricably linked to
social activity. Newman (1990), for example. define. ognition as a property
not of individual students but of the 'interactional 2ms' in which students
engage (cf. also ILCIIC, 1982; 1983: Moll, 1990; Newman, Griffin and Cole,
1989; Wertsch, 1985):

What is outside the head is just as much a part of the cognitive system
as what is inside the head.... Tasks and understanding are observed
first in interaction before heing internalized as an individual's
capacity \leaning is actively constructed in interaction (Newman.
1990, p. 188)

Instead of mere carriers of mental 'substances', people at least at certain
points of time are viewed as components of social-cognitive configurations.
Instead of solving externally imposed tasks and problems they actively con-
struct and resolve practical dilemmas. Their 'knowing (although it ultimately
takes the form of decontextualized, 'internal' essences) is the pmduct of activi-
ties cowextualized in space and time.

Conskler lu cw these ideas might reshape the way we talk about know-
ledge and learning the way I make meaning when I'm sitting in the local bar
arguing with muneone about knowledge is different from how I make it right
now as I'm writing this. In the har meaning is constructed in conversation and
it varies according to whom I'm talking, ()tir level of sobriety and so forth. In
my office I can consult hooks, articles, fieldnotes, interview transcripts and
earlier drafts of this text. The difference between what I 'know' in the two
settings isn't in my ability to articulate some head-knowledge that remains
constant across settings, nor do the books, people. or other elements of the
contexts simply 'add to' some knowledge that already exists in my head
Rather, in the two settings I'm part of different cognitive systems (I'm a differ-
ent '1'). My psycholc>gicaf state is integrally connected to, indeed is a product
of. my 'social' situation ( which imludes inanimate 'to(cls' as well as (Alter
people). Finally, my experiences in each setting alter me, rm individual mind,
in some durable wav ( I internalize something ) that shapes future activity.

8
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The ploblem ith this approach is that it depicts the so( ial distribution of
know ledge and cogniti(wi as a transitor ot intermechar stage on the mute
to internalized' that is. despatialized and detemporalized knowledge (cf.
Lave and \Venger, 1991). In this sense, Vygotskian work moves 'cognition'
back and forth from One side of the social-psychological divide to the other
but fails to challenge the system of representation that creates 'the social and
'the psychological' as opposed categories in the first place.' More importantly,
even on their own terms, Vygotskian approaches succeed in integrating the
social and the psychological only by embracing an extremely narrow concep-
tion of 'the social'. In practice they focus on face-to-face interactions taking
place in small, circumscribed settings. Absent are considerations of social struc-
tural or systemic properties, of interactions between people and things that are
distant from one another.' \X"hat makes this neglect so problematic is that
social organization itself, at least since the development of the modern world
system, has expanded beyond immediate, face-to-face interactions to link the
activities of individuals who may never be physically co-present or engaged in
direct interaction with one another (Giddens, 19)-i 1). AS Gregory (1988) puts it:

Insofar as routinized social practices are recognizably the same over
varying spans of time and space . . they flow from and fold back into
structural relations which reach beyond the here and now' to define
/We've/ions with others who are absent in time or space. This is what
'society' came to mean after the eighteenth century: the larger world
stretching away from the human body and the human being (pp. 80
82; emphasis added).

Making sense of knowledge practice as 'interactk in' with others distant in
time and space a form of interaction pervasive in modern society is the
key problem I'm working with in this book. People don't participate as inch-
viduals' in pristine or local small-scale 'communities of practice' (Lave and
Wenger, 19911, nor do they take on stable 'indentities' by becoming 'full par-
tk ipants' in such communities. Such views ignore the iact that 'communities'
aren't just situated Of space and time, they are ways of producing and man-
i:ing space and time and setting up patterns of movement acniss space-time:
they are networks of power. People don't simply nuive into these networks in
an apprenticeship mock., they are defined, enrolled and mobilized along par-
ticular traiectones that move them across places in a network and allow them
to move other pans of the world into that network. A 'community', if we still
wanted to use the term, would have to be seen as composed of extremely
heter )gencous and dispersed elements linked tog('ther in what, f(ill()wing
(1986 ), I will call 'actor-networks' fluid and ointested definitions of identities
and alliances that are sumiltaneousl frameworks of power.

I will discuss these notiiins in the next section, but here let me try to give
vou a sense of what I'm talking about by reworking that account I gave above
about my ow n 'cognitive system' lickge, I was worried about whether '1' had
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the sante mind in the office as in the bar. But where aril 'I right now?' You
and I. as reader and writer, are separated from each other in time and space,
and move together now only through the medium of this text. The text de-
scribes people, places, and events undergraduate programs of education in
physics and management that are spatially and temporally distant from both
of us. Our relationship to them is different. You were never in the space-times
of these programs. I was. Unlike the faculty and students who lived through
the programs, however, I intersected with them only briefh on the trajec-
tory of a social science career and now, instead of moving thmugh them.
I motv them across time and distance and into Your field of vision. I mobilize
compressed, stabilized representations of them fieldnotes and interview
transcripts and link them with other mobile representations (.the literature')
to fonmilate this even more compressed and mobile account, a book. Times
and spaces long gone now appear before your eyes. Read the text and there
'they' are. Does the text 'describe' them? It creates them, constitutes them (and
me), not aS fixed essences the students or professors could create accounts
to contest mine, or you coukl attack my technology for building and moving
representations (my methodology) but as the 'contestable and constrained
stories' ( I faraway, 1989) of a 'positioned subject' ( Rosaldo, 1989). The fate of
the stories is in the hands of others. To move them I need access to technologies
and organizational means for circulating representations (publishers, distribu-
tors), and ultimately I need people like you to use my representations in your
representations, in other times and spaces. To get access to these sorts of
things. to spread nwself out over space-time. I need a disciplinary apparatus.'

The 'knowledge' in this example isn't the property of a 'cognitive system'
( wItether conceived as intra- or inter-psychok)gical in nature). Rather. to bor-
row language from Callon ( 198(c ) and Latour (198- ), it's the property of a
network that produces space and time by mobilizing and accumulating distant
settings in central positic)ns: not (ust my own nu)bilizations of the programs,
but the other mobiliz.athins (the published theories and related studies in the
literature) that 1 attach them to, the networks that connect us. and so forth. 'Ns
Lat(mr (198-1 puts it

What is called 'knowledge' cannot be defined w ithout understanding
what gaining knowledge means .. 'Knowledge' is not something
that could be described by itself or lw opposition to 'ignorance' or to

but only by considering a whole cycle of accumulation. how
to bring things back to a place for someone to see it for the first time
.0 that others might be sent again to bring other things back. flow
to be familiar with things, people and events, which are distant I 198-.

sut h as physics and management are constituted lw cycles of
umulation within networks that organize fhiws of people and things through

/0
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space and time. I will treat education in physics and management as similarly
being network networking phenomena: as spatializing and temporalizing the
activity of students to connect them to disciplinary practice. 'Learning' (in) a
discipline isn't a matter of transforming one's psychological make-up (whether
we see this as a function of developing internal 'equipment' or as the outcome
of social activity). Instead, 'learning' should refer to changes in the spatial and
temporal organization of the distributed actors networks that we're always
part of. It isn't, contrary to Vygotskian interpretations, that we mow from
social to 'internalized' knowing, from inter- to intra-psychological experiences:
knowing is always distributed (Lave, 1988). Rather, we move through different
spatio-temporal distributions of knowing. Students enter into disciplinary prac-
tices when they begin to move along trajectories that keep them within the
narrow range of space-times and distributions that constitute the discipline:
when they're physically mobilized through netwoiks of physical settings,
and when they begin to construct worlds through discipline-based systems of
representation.

The effects of sclmoling depend on the spatial and temporanrajectories
:thing which students are moving before and after educational encounters.
Disciplinary educaticm depends on the students moving along trajectories that
keep them in contact with disciplinary networks. People need labs, note-
books, computers, equations, and colleagues to be 'physicists'; suits, offices,
memoranda and organizati(ms to be 'managers (and the wluile pathway that
leads people int() configurations with these elements is the key here, not mere
p)ssession of them). Drop a student or a physicist or a manager on a deserted
island without their tcuils and c()Ileagues and the questi(ms of what they 'know'
and in what sense they've 'learned' are rendered nu iot. Since learning and
know ledge are not properties or individual actors we cannot speak of mune-
one ha% ing 'teamed' differential equations or financial ratios unless they're
moving along a trajectory that at least periodically re-assembles the distributed
or networked actor in practice-relevant c(mfigurations.

Networks and Actor-Networks

let Mt' try to clantv some of the ideas just introduced 'Netw ork' i, an ambigu-
ous concept, but a basic definition points to spatially dispersed elements that
have been linked together over time. The linkages connecting networked ele-
ments all: imponant as the nature of the elements themselves. As Latour
198") iv

\1 old now ork indicates that re,ouic es ate l.11m. cnt I alcd III .1 lel%

pia( es the ktlOts and the nodes which are connected w ith one
:motile! the links and die mesh: these connections transform the
si alteied tesoinces into a net c p. Itin )
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the content of the networked elements and the structute ot the ties ccm-
necting them are not fixed and static (cf. Powell, 1990; Perrucci and Potter,
19)49; NVellman, 1983). Networks expand, contract, and shift configuration over
time. and even the most stable and predictable of them are constantly being
reapprctpriated and redefined by the nature of the flows that animate them
(just as a driver's route and what he or she transports may vary from day
to day thrc nigh a relatively stable system of roadways). Understanding those
flows, however, isn't just a matter of understanding 'individual' trajectories (a
particular driver's needs or desires or skills), but of understanding the ongoir.g
social activities that enmesh the entire network (the social and economic forces
that shape a society of drivers).

What I'm insisting on is that we push our analysis of the distributed actors
we study the links and mesh of the networks we trace further hack and
out in space and time from our 'point of entry': further, certainly, than I'm able
to manage in later chapters. No 'psyclatlogy. of 'learning' will be acceptable
that isn't also a political econom,. of knowledge.

Before sketching the outlines of such a framework, however, I want to
consider briefly a compelling alternative to the 'network' orientation, Lave and
wenger's ( 1991 ) conception of learning as legitimate peripheral perfigmance
in 'communities of practice'.

There is nutch to admire in this work: it rejects the preocculxition with
internalizaticm that plagues Vygotskian appn)aches, and instead focuses on
learning as a facet of social practice, as part or a process of acquiring an
identity in a community of practitioners. The problem is that these (human)
communities are treated as bounded, strictly local settings seemingly uncon-
nected and unconnectable to other spaces and times. People move in or out

1.ave and Wenger's circumscribed version of the 'social world' in terms of
participation (although no attention is given to the trajectories that bring people
to the peripheries of particular communities in the first place), but the question
of now such communities are structured, maintained and ccmnected to one
another across space and time cannot be asked within the assumptions of the
framework In a sense. in spite of rejecting many of the core assumptiims of
traditional psychologies, Lave and V'enger remain locked into the standpoint
of psychol()gy the kicus on the 'individual' (not necessarily a person, but
a bounded, local entity) developing through the peculiar, despatialized time of
pschology Where their focus is on understanding how one gets to be at
II( 'me on isolated islands of practice, mine is on movement through the dense
strands ol practices that hold together worlds of knowledge

What I ant searching for is a way of talking about how people move into
( become enmeshe(h in) fields of practice understood as organizations of and
w a\ s ut producing activities, spaces, and times Callon's ( 198(i; 198") 'actor-
tidy, oi k. tile( ir is the primary resouic e I diaw on Ac tor-now ork them)

ivii iii temmiis ( if. the eltoits ol iii e\plicitly distributed and spatialized net-
ork of entities w hose linkages to one another are ongoing accomplishments.

12
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The actol-netw ork is !educible neither to an actor alone nor to) a
nem ork. Like netwoiks it is composed of a series of heterogeneous
elements, animate and inanimate, that have been linked to One an-
other for a certain period of time.... But the actor-network should
not, on the other hand, be confused with a network linking in some
predictable Fashion elements that are perfectly well defined and stable,
for the entities it is composed of, whether natural or social, could at
any moment redefine their identity and mutual relationships in some
new way and bring new elements into the network. An actor-network
is simultaneously an actor whose activity is networking heterogen-
eous elements and a network that is able to redefine and transform
what it is made of (1987, P. 93).

The principal virtue of this framework is that it alloms us to look at
identity and practice as functions of ongoing interactions with distant elements
I animate and inanimate) of networks that have been mobliwd along intersect-
ing trajectories. Lave and Wenger (1991) provide a foil again: their masking of
the wider social world makes problematic their equation of 'learning' with
'acquiring an identity wdbin a community. Identities crystallize in the tensions
and pressures proauced as different communities or actor-networks clash. Iden-
tities are shifting. contested stakes of networking practices that seek to pro-
duce or maintain a certain configuration of social space by excluding or
restricting some people and things from participation while recruiting and
reconstructing others to fit into the network.

Gallom (19)7 provkles a useful terminology (albeit an awkward one in
English) for describing how identities and alliances are forged through the self-
constitutive activities of actor-networks. Actor-networks such as physics and
management ( 'disciplines for sh(wt ) constitute themselves in part thronigh
educational practices that shape and so wt would-be panicipants and organize
their participation in disciplinary productions of space and time. Gallon (198(i)
suggests that there are fo nit mo tinents' not sequential stages of the prowess
but overlapping aspecis of the strategies and tactics of network builders of
this networking process: problenuaization, interessement enrolmerd and
molnlizealon

Problematization refers to the ways network builders t for purposes of
expositiom, the 'physics' and 'management' programs, although who's building
what network is a question explored in the body of the text define allowable
Identities and interests fin- people such as students (or for other actors such as
organizations, etc.). The only appropriate idntity for a student in the physics
program. for example, was that of 'physicist-in.the-making' en route to a ca-
reer in research The program had defined itself as an 'obligatory passage
po mu along tlus tratectol) a space-time intersection that students had to
move through to acc owlish the defined identities and interests (Callon, l98(),
pp. 2.0 t, 200).

1.3
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Problematization isn't unproblematic . however. Students have to he de-
tached from the networks to whi:h they already belong and within which their
identities have been defined, and there are other actor-networks in the univer-
sity setting busy trying to impose different identities. Interessement refers to
the strategies network builders USe 'to impose and stabihze the identity of the
other actors it defines through its problematization' (Callon, 1986, p 2cr I. and
the key to this process is the creation of harriers that can be placed between
the entities being networked 'and all other entities who want to define their
identities otherw ise' (Callon, 19)-(), p. 2(18). These can be material barriers
(prison walls), material organizations of space and time that restrict contact
with outsiders (as in the physics program), discursive harriers (the imposition
ii inomimensurable ways of catepnizing or classifying the workl), or barriers

constituted through differences of taste, style and language
As such interessements succeed in fixing identities and memberships,

enrolment interrelates those roles and Fashions the identities into systems of
alliances Interessement and enrolment are two sides of a coin: 'To describe
enrolments is thus to describe the group of multilateral negotiations, trials of
strength and Irk ks that accompany the interessements .and enable them to
succeed' (Callon. 1986, p. 211) . hus the physics and management programs
weren't just setting up harriers to prevent their students from being 'captured'
lw other actor-networks, they were also weaving students into the actor-
nem ( irk by attaching them to each other and to particular material spaces and
practiccs if representati( m. The end results were disciplinary constructions (If
the student The question then is how these constructions were connected to
the still-dist:mt space-time orders of disciplinarv practice.

Callon's answ er is what he calls mobilization the methods used to stabil-
ize the enrolled coahtiors in ways that 'ensure that supposed spokesmen for
aricms relevant (tillecovines were properly able to represent th()se collectivities

and not be betrayed by the latter' (Callon, 1980, p 1%). As Latour ( 198-) puts
it. this means that it must be possible for whatever is being enrolled to be 'first
displaced and then reassembled at a certain place at a particular time. This
inobilization or concentration has a definite physical reality which is material-
ized dm mgh a series of displacements ( pp 216-1- Techniques can range
Iroin mob:hzation in the flesh assembling stnkers for a mass rally, for
example, or translating students mto mobile practitioners of :1 discipline to
the representation of pre\ iousl dispersed entities in stable, mobile, and coin-
humble forms ( textual ( )t-

\\ ill use this cimcept (if mobilization quite a bit, hut w ith si 'me qualifi
( The Callon and I.:licitly account (if mobilization is pi eoccupied with the
question of hi w ,Kkirs at the centei (4 a ileMmking entit thu >hihiie the people
and things they art: eno ihhrnig It ign( iris the perspectives of those at die margins
I 'It, 11\\ alt/ ()\\ .ini. 19).-C), and ,diu V mu( h if \\ hal ii inean I() be a student
incol\ es bein,t; mninhz-ed. It is hard to formulate questions about edin anon

Ithin the hainewoik IA( nim relentlessly treats scientific pray-
A ( MIslrlfc IIH11, lie tAkt's, the pm titioner the scientist, as a gicen
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And there is an even more basic problem with an exclusively center-
outward focus. From the center of an intersection things seem to come from
every direction. everything is now: from a distance. how ever. stable divisions
and routes become visibk.. Adopting the netuynker's center-based perspective
produces a neglect of issues such as class and gender domination, and the
reproduction and maintenance of power structures (of which my focus. the
prochiction of disciplinary practitioners, is a part 1. One result, as Donna Ilarawav
(1992) notes, is that in Latour's v ork enduring cleavages in the social order are
ignored: 'any consideration of matters like masculine supremacy or racism or
imperialism (If class structures are inadmissible ( p. 3321. It woukl he a mistake
to emphasize the fluidity of the workl without noting that it flows at times in
very deeply worn channels I w ill tr to fit the .aetor-network language. then,
\\ ith .1 more general go)graphic al oinception of km twledge constmeti( in that
allows for the existence of worn landscapes as well :ts flowS.

To maintain this geographical interpretatkin and use it to look at discipli-
nary programs I'll make a distinction hoween 'material' and 'representational'
productions of space-time ' TIOs terminok)gy is awkward representations
( lu)oks. pictures. etc.). after all, are always material ( l9--) and ma-
terial structures 'Aiwa\ s ha\ e semiotic properties but it distinguishes be-
tween constructi( ins of space and time that are relatively immohile (e.g., a
building) and those that are more mobile (a texthook or a body). Material
productions of space-time. I will argue, played a key role in enrolling students
into the disciplines, while representational productions of space-nme were
essential to the mobilization of practice and practitioners (although it \\ as illst
the students who were being mobilized hoth textually and physically
they themselves w ere also beginning to participate in practices of constituting
and in( thilizmg the world distinctive to the particulat disciplines). I will sketch
(nit how I V, ( )o d to IVA' these terms ill the next two sections

Material Productions of Space-Time

No ()Fie should have difficult \ ith the idea that all .ictivitv has a spatial and
temporal organizanon that its spread across specific physical regions and has
a duration, a pace. a rlivtlim. What may he difficult is ahandoning the 'physicalist'
wition that spAl.' is mereb. a 'natural' container of activity, and instead accept-
ing the idea that space is site iallv produced and contested As Lefel 199 I )

puts it:

I '1( j;il ,pak .1 I ,..11( nil ) produ( t `spae . thus produced ,t1,4) serves
as a tool ol thought and of action. . in addition tn being ,1 means (4
pin(luctum 11 is ;dm) mean., uf c( wit rn1 , and hence nr dnminatt()n, ot
power. ye( . as stic Ii. it e,,capc,, m Part Irom th(ise hn yi mkt nuke
use nt it up 2o)
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The point isn't simph, that portions of the environment are 'built', or that
material spaces shape and constrain ongoing practice, it is that spaces and
times themselves are produced and constituted through activity. Settings are
always 'practiced', as de Certeau ( NSA, p. 98) puts it: appropriated, reworked.
and given meaning by those acting in them and on them. People fashion and
refashion the temporal and spatial boundaries that define an activity, who
belongs with whom engaging in it, and where and when it can happen. Far
from pre-ordained configurations of 'rrtiture'. settings and boundaries are prod-
ucts and objects of social struggle.'"

Even if we insist on retaining a conception of 'natural or strictly 'physical'
space outside human agency, in the practical world such space is 'disappear-
ing' (Lefebvre, l991, p. 30):

The initial basis or foundation of social space is nature natural or
physical space. Upon this basis are superimposed in ways that
transtOrm, supplant or even threaten to destroy it successive strati-
lied and tangled networks which, though always material in form.
nevertheless have an existence beyond their materiality: paths. roads,
railways. telephone links, and so on.... Each network or Sequence of
links and thus each space serves exchanges and use in spt cific
ways. Each is pmduced and serves a purpose (pp. i02-403)."

Networks ()rganize physical space as they produce and con'aitute the
material spaces of s(Icial practice: buildings. offices, factories, and the channels
of communication and transportation that move through and across settings.
But .practice itself is not reducible to the observable activities of individuals
in such local settings. Practice is distributed across the spaces and times it
praduces so that 'social interactions', 'settings', and 'events', are intersections
ut trajec n)ries that tie together distant times and spaces and give them form as
social space. Managers in their offices interact (literally. not metaphorically),

ith countless others they ne-er see or become aware of as individuals Phys-
ics students solving problems in groups late at night did not just interact with
(me another, but with their professors (who were safely in bed at home), their
textbook authors (oblivious to the students' existence), and the practicing
physicists scattered across the world whose works weft. reduced and simpli-
fied into the te\tbooks. This is the nature of 'interaction' in a world shaped by
disciplines. networks and multi-national organizations; where face-to-face in-
teractions are no longer strictly local events:

)nce e suit byMg erned with the w ay encounters are carried
on b their palm ipating actm iis. it l)ec( mies lear that een ml it is

plainly bra( keted, temporally and spatially no strip of interaction
can be understood on its ow n . the forming and reforming of en-
« milters net essanly occilis across braader tracts of space than that
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involved in immediate ecmtexts ( If face-to-face interaction tGiddens,
1985. p. 292)

Together, the networks that 'hind (Giddens, 1981) large expanses of'
physK al space-time and the practices of actors moving th-:ough networked
settings create what Soja (1989) calls a 'socio-spatial dialec.ic'. This refers on
the one hand to 'the physical and material flows, transfers, and interactif fns
that occur in and across' those settings and embed them in networks stretching
across space and time (Harvey, 1989, p. 218). On the other hand the settings
themselves Me the products of, i.e. they arc constituted bv, the movements of
people and things. In tioja's (1989) words:

Social life must be seen as hoth space-forming and space-contingent,
a producer and a product of spatiality. The two-way relationship defines

or perhaps, redefines a socio-spatial dialectic which is simultan-
eously part of a spatio-temporal dialectic, a tense and contradiction-
filled interplay between the social production of geography and history
fp. 12902

Disciplinary power, in these terms. is about the production of space-
contingent social life at the expense of space-forming social practice about
the staliilization of a disciplinary spatiality and the routinization of activity
within that spatialization. As this implies, disciplinary practice assumes, as de
Certeau (1981) puts it:

place that can he circumscribed as proper (propr(,) and thus serve as
the basis fOr generating relations with an exterior distinct from it (com-
petitors, adversaries, 'clienteles', largets', or 'objects' of research)...
The 'proper' is a victory of space over time p. xix)."

In later chapters we shall tiee how the physics and management prfigrams
create 1)( mndaries between the disciplines and the word. But if it's easy to
conceptualize how disciplines use such boundaries to regulate the access of
'outsiders', it's much more difficult to see how people become 'insiders'. One
of the major goals of the later chapters is to explicate the kinds of transforma-
trolls required to spatialize and temporalize people in the form of disciplinary
praoitioners, to redistribute them as membeis of the disciplinary actor-network
within disciplinar. boundaries.

!here is a preview: as 'space-contingent' fields of practice, physics and
management were unl;ke other programs (such as those if) the 'liberal arts') in
that they w ere It )t awed in spef die regions on f.ainpus -hurt

cla.,sruunts and and used urganizational guidelines (e.g . course-
taking requirements) tu channel students, faculty and textbuuks intu ihuse
regif uls And exclude students from other pn fgranis.

ln thy ph \ acs pfogram this If K;ilization of acttvitY teached all extreme.
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I he putgi am enc losed ( ph NI( all and compressed (s(Iciall ) the spaces in
which students worked, and monopolized their time. By their third year in the
program most physics students were doing their work in small rooms with a
small and relatively stable group of peers, and they were devoting the vast
majority of their waking hours to physics work. The management program, by

cc intrast. routed students into a hounded hut much more inclusive material
arena ta large -business school building they shared with other business majors
in accomiting, finance, etc.) in which many discrete settings (classrooms, cafet-
erias. .study halls, interview rooms) were loosely connected. The activities of
management majors were more diverse than those of physics majors (they spent
less than half their time doing management work) and the students' time was
fragmented into short unrelated units (both within a giv'm course and across
the longer durations of the term, the school year, and the degree program).

The other, .space-fOrming', half of the dialectic was just as critical. Even
within the greedy space-time organization of the physics program students
did, and in a way had to appropriate the spaces and times of the prc)grams and
mold them to their own ends. Participaticm in small study groups, for example.
was a creative response to the pressures of the program (though not the
response of all students), that entailed the appropriation of classr Rmis and
corridors late at night for student as opposed to departmental uses. On a
different scale, management students regularly subverted the official pacing of
their program by taking their courses in different groupings and at different
times than the programs prescribed. Even in physics (where the number and
sequence of courses was rigidly defined) students had some discretion over

hether to take summer courses, how man\ courses to take each semester,
and so lc n-th

The product of this dialectic was a tralectory through the mateiial spaces
of the programs that was, in both physics and management, linked to the
formation of social networks .unong students and the creation of 'distributed'
practices spread across groups ol students and tools. It was along these trajec-
t( Ines that 'students taking physics and management courses' began to change
into 'physics students' and 'management students'.

Representational Productions of Space-Time

\loving through the programs' material spac e-time, however. didn't make stu-
dents into disciplinary practitioners. The physics and management programs
w ere 'obligatory passage points' foi people seeking their ways into the disci-
plines, hut the disciplines didn't exrst in the material spaces of the programs.
:orporaie 'management' .15 not enacted in the business school, and under-

graduate pliy.ac s students rod \ did 'real physics' Instead I'll suggest that
cll.. Iplinary practices were mobilized in representations the contents of
textbooks, ledures, and so forth that flowed through the space-times of the
progiams ;tic mg with the students

18
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It may seem odd to speak of distant spaces and timos being 'mobilized'
and collected at certain points, or of certain kinds of spaces being created in
mobile representations, but consider: when we sit clown and try to make sense
of nl )tes. transcripts. diagrams, pictures. memories. or any other kind of 'data',
the settings where we took our notes and pictures and the interactions that
produced our transcripts are no longer there, they have become distant from
us in time and space. Phenomena are never temporally and spatially co-present
with their representations; indeed, we do not know things as 'phenomena'
until we inscribe them in some form that allows us to consider them at some
spatio-temporal distance (cf. I faraway. 1988. p. 595). As Woolgar (1988) puts
it. our representational practices constitute objects:

The practical expression of, or reference to. a phenomenon both re-
creates and establishes anew the existence of the phenomenon. In
'describing a phenomenon, participants simultaneously render its out-
there-ness .. The implications of isonR)rphism between textual organ-
i/ation and textual phemnnenon are extremely important. Firstly. there
is no sense in which we can claim that the phenomenon ... has an
existence independent of its means of expression .. Secondly, the
notion of isomorphism suggests ... not only that there is no object
beyond discourse. but that the organization of discourse is the object.
Facts and objects in the work! ,tre inescapably textual constructions
(W(iolgar, 1988, p -3).

There is a similarity here to Foucault's (19-2) notion of a 'discourse
OR ise 'practices that systematically form the objects of \\ Inch they speak' (p.
19) hut what rin interested in includes not just 'discourses in this sense but
also the less 'disciplined' improvisatory and informal representational practices
ill. in this case, students In speaking of representati(ms as pr(klucing space-
.ane. I mean both that they functioned as 'signs and significations of distant
material spaces and practices ( I lar\-e\ , 1989, p. 218), and that they were wa \ s
(it creating or formulating space's without familiar physical analogs.

The idea itt representations as signs or significations slioukl nnt bc prob-
ienhtlit .1)(11 ((mcern here Is not on what such representatinns are so much
Is what the dy They shape 3 'pac t )1 practice bv mnobiliiing in the form
of texthooks, cases, prohlems, equations, and so forth physically distant
disc iplinar spaces I the teal \\ ()lid. of physics and management practice. or to
use Live and Wengcl 199 I I tei111`,, the Of full participatinn in the field
of practice so that the\ can he transpnried into the educational spAces nf
the physR s and management prngrams As ith ,mv mohili/atinn, of course,
pladice is stillected tn ttemcndnus reduction die educ ationally signific ant
I" "tit (fl " " ft" (11"\ 1`, s( (file poilion of the lepiesentational
tec hnolngies mathematical ecluatinns, physical Lit\ s, \\ as n1 dressing, or
rituahied Inrms ttf snciabilth that practitintiers use to pniducc .md act upnn
the si spa( c (tf tlie disc whine 'hi //ea ph\ sicist tIl managei means blA

I()
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proficient at the use of these representational technok)gies to the point of
being able to move through and work upon spaces and times that are not
accessible to people outside the disciplines: spaces and times that are con-
structions of disciplinary practice. Thus, educational programs preparing students
for fields like physics and management fields which consist in part of ways
Of Organizing space and time through representations connect themselves
to those fields by incorporating mobile elements of them (equations, texts,
machinery, etc.) into programmatic activity in central ways.

This binding of educational programs to disciplinary networks is just one
manifestation of the disciplinary power constituted through representational
organizations of space. If we think of 'power' as the ability to shape action
across space and time (see Clegg, 1989 for distinctions among several
c(inceptualizations of this ability). (lien systems of representation are core tech-
nologies of disciplinary power. 'flow to act at a distance on unfamiliar events.
places and people?' Lau air (198-) asks, and answers:

by sonwbow bringing home these events, places and people. flow can
this he achieved, since they are distant? By inventing means that (a)
render them mobile so that they. can be brought back; ( b) keep them
stable so that they can be nu)ved back and forth without additional
distortion, corruption or decay. and (c) are combinable so that what-
ever stuff they are made of, they can bt, cumulated, aggregated, or
shuffled like a pack of cards (p. 223, original emphasis)."

When students to(nk notes, worked problems. or analyzed cases, thee
were also mohilizing, moving and combining representations of disparate times
and spaces. The couldn't 'he in' courses that were distributed across multiple
spaces and fifteen weeks, hut they could mobilize their course segments in
notes, combine them, and in a sense IHild the courses in their hands and
review them "as often as they liked, file them awaN, and pull them out months
later. or give them to friends

These practices were connected with those of disciplinary practitioners
because in creating such mobilizations of their (.c nurses, students used repre-
sentational tools equations, ratios, case analyses, and so forth similar to
tliose used in disciplinary practice by physicists and imnagers to mobilize
local events, move them through space-time and combine them with other
mobilizations In this sense their academic practice reproduced the disciplines'
social relations of pi )v er --- what I )on Ally Smith (198", p. 3) calls the 'extmlocal
mode of ruling in which local actualities' are inscribed in 'abstract' (mohilt.,
stahle, and combinable) torills and transported to .cemers such as laborato-

orporate orric'es, or university depaitments where they c'arl he conihincd

into sets ol authontati e statements.
Fducational practices. as components of disciplinary space-time networks,

thus :tic not simply conditioned hy relations of powei, they are constitutive of
them In tine programs I studied, students inserted themselves into power
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relations both by representing experience in the ways of the discipline (so as
to become participants in the disciplinary accumulation cycle) and by repre-
senting themselves and their own experience in stable, mobile, and combin-
able forms (such as grades and transcripts), that allowed that experience to be
transported to the disciplinary centers (the network nodes).

Reconstructing the Aims of Educational Studies

The 'geographical view of knowledge and learning that I've sketched here
represents a doubk. break with the mainstream of educational studies. First, it
departs front the psychological conception of the 'learner' as a discrete entity,
an 'individual'. Instead it looks at actors as 'distributed', with shifting bound-
aries and compositi(ms that spread across space as well as time:

N.Vhat is an actor? Any element which bends space around itself, makes
other elements dependent upon itself and translates their will int() a
language of its own. An actor makes changes in the set of elements
and concepts habitually used to describe the social and natural worlds.
By stating what belongs to the past, and of what the future consists,
hv defining what comes before and what comes after, by building up
balance sheets, by drawing up chronologies, it imposes its own space
and time. It defines space and its organization, sizes and their meas-
ures, values and standards, the stakes and rules of the game the
very existence of the game itself Or else it allows another, more
powerful than itself, to lay them down (Callon and Latour, 1981. p.
)80)

students, all of us, are elements of distributed actors or actor-networks.
When students enter college and begin to move along trajectories that reor-
ganize them spatially and temporally as elements of actor-networks such as
phsics and management, the old divisi(ms of 'learning', 'disciplinary repm-
ducti(m., 'curricultain processes'. identity c(mstructi( al and so forth diss()Ive
into km)wk.dge in motion.

Narratives of a unitary or segmentable actor moving through time (upon
w Inch most of our la Mons ol 'devel( opment. and learning depend) will no
longer sulfite l'eople stretch out in many directions at once and intertwine
with oilier people and things distant from them As Beiger (19-1) asserts:

It is sc. arcel\ an\ longer possihle too tell a straight story sequentially
unfoldMg in tam. And thvs is hecause v1/4e are too aware of what is

tr,o,et.-dng the stcn line laterall\ That is to sa\ , instead of
being aware of point as an infillitek small part ol a straight line, we
are of it as an mlinitek small part of an infinite nunther of lines,
as the cente of a ',LH CA link', !11(11 awareness is ihe result of our
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constantly having to take into account the simultaneity and extension
of events and possiblities (p. +0).

If we're no longer talking almut cognitively and socially discrete actors,
then we can get rid of the decontextualized 'problems' and 'tasks' of cognitive
psychology. If people are spatially as well as temporally distributed. then
students in classrooms (and people generally) aren't simply interacting with
the other people and objects physically present in the settings. They are also
interacting with all of the distant spaces and times that they carry with them
and that went into the constitution of those actors and objects. A 'task' or
'course', to borrow Rosaldo's (1989) characterization of ritual. is:

a busy intersection ... a place where a number of distinct social pro-
cesses intersect. The crossroads provide a space for distinct traject-
ories to traverse, rather than containing them in complete encapsulated
form tp. I")

Each element of a setting such as a college class, textbooks as well as
people, are 'mobilizations' of' other spaces and times moving along trajectories
intersecting in the settings of the programs. Instead of specific tasks, problems,
or courses, the unit of analysis is the system or network of such elements
defined by the recurrent patterns of intersections of the various space-time
traject( wies. Unique or rare intersections, althorh common in everyday life.

are of less interest for understanding constructions of knowledge, which pre-
sume organizations of space and tittle that bend trajectories across each other
on IMIltiple occasions.

This suggests a second break that (' illows from the first. If people are
spatially and temporally distributed and courses are the fluid intersections of
elements stretching out :KT( )sti and moving through space and time, then the
problematic. we have to make sense of is the network of relaticms that tie
things together in space and time: to understand what's going on in one
intersection we have to look at the mesh that connec (s it to other intersections.
The logic or sense of an event or a setting can never be found entirel within
that setting and event. As Smith (198-) puts it:

The everyday world is neither transparent nor obvious. Fundamental
to its oiganization for lls in this form of society is that its inner
determinations are not diso.overable ithin it. The everyday world, tlie

orkl where people are located ;is the\ live, located bodily and in
that oiganization of their known world as one that begins from their
own location in it, is generated in its varieties by an organization of
so( i,il relations that originate 'elsewhere The cervdav
mit fully underst;indabk, ithin its own su ope. II is mganized by

telations not fully apparent in it nor contained in it (pp. 91-92,
cf. ( nddens, I p 2921

3
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These breaks detach us {nun the traditional questions of studies of edu-
cation and learning. Instead of focusing (In the micial f()rins of knowledge and
their acquisition, we're inquiring about the structure of networks, the ties that
hind them ,. and the nature of whatever it is that flows through them. In the
chapters that follow, then, my concerns are not the disciplines of physics (

management (see, e.g., Traweek, 1988; jackall, 1989; Whitely, 198.0, nor am
1 studying physics and management students Instead, I'm dealing with the
stmeture and articulation of the curricuku networks in undergraduate physics
and management. and students trajectories through them.

Notes

I 1 raiectories' has been %anouslv used by so( Lii theorists (Anse lin Ntrauss. Anthony
otkkuis. and Alit:is) descnbe patterns of change or development Although I

use the term. I share de Cencatfs reservations

`iggestS movement. hut it Asti involves a plane Imlleenon
flattening out It is a tans( noun) A graph (which the ('ye can master)

IS substuuted for iii operation. a lute which t an be ieversed Ii ' read in
both directions, does duty for an irre\ ersible temporal series. a mu. ing ltti
acts (pp xviii-xix/.

ceitean's icinedv special List' "f the \ erY common terms 'strategy. and
Lictits seems awkward too llowevel. the sense in Mut li I usc hale, tory is
Iiise ICC di. Certeati s notion of strategy.

.1 (Alt ulus til loite-ielationships which betollies possibk. when a subiect
of will and power lwhat I II call later 'actor-tit:minks] can be isolated
hom lii .environment. li.e . can differentiate spaces and bind them to-
gethei into centel -periphery inside-outsitk. relatit mshipsl. A strategy as-
sumes a i)lat.t.. that can he tircumseribed as pn per I lin piv) and thlis

11,1515 I()) generatmg relations with an extei lin distinct Flom
it ill \ix)

2 lintish Scand.mavian researchers didn t take such a icductne or thstIllssive
sLince towaids social ccmtext and pniduced studies of how tAlege students
pet and address tasks depending on the work contexts in which the tasks arc
embedded. and how different study strak.gies are associated with different fields
and the tasks typical of those helds Itsntwistle anti Itainsden. I982,
\Luton and !svensson, !task. I 9-h. Ramsden and Fntwistle. I 98 I I Even this
woik. howe\ ientains preoccupied \\ ith discrete individuals and ignores (lass
loom piocesses and the sot Lii oigam/ation of study and learning I have cued this
wink hum the link and early lin.ins bet Just ii teplesents some of the most
thoughtful reseatch that has heen done on study in college In more recent work.
however . some ol these rescau hers cited have begun to move towards the
\ vgolskran peispet tit e dist kissed bell iv, ic g . Matti in. li/8 i. Sill t antl Wyntlhanin.

i In Ins t [mime of some C into. Cii t t tgtllliVisuli I SLlclllli.Iil 198". I:onkel. 198-/o.
I98-/ points to the dangei of futilely suhstituting a sok Lit lot a cognitive met II

nism I .2.4.0 lot explaining behaviour As Latour I I990I puts it. Viitiat
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such as the one between the mind and society, 'do not provide any explanation.
but on the contrary are the things to be explained ( p 20). Although they occasion-
ally see through these issues. some Vygotskians seem to become preoccupied
with questiiins (if *internalization' and the relathinship between 'inter-' and intra-
psychological' processes (e.g.. Newman, Griffin and Cole. 1989). without seeing
tlut the inter intra distinction itself is psiblematic and that internalization is an
issue only if une takes a static view of space and time as background conditions
thniugh which aut(monious individuals march. Lave (1988) and Live and Wenger
(1991) do attempt to dissolve the divide. but as I will explain later. I find elements
:if their work problematic.
Vygotskians are not unaware of these issues, hut they address them only in pass-
ing. and then in a vague and inadequate fashion (see. fiir example. the final
chapters in Lave. 1988. and Wertsch, 1985), or they attempt to reduce structural
issoes to face-to-face encounters (see. for example. Engestrom's discussion of the
Manhattan project (108, pp. 20----8). V'hite and Siegal (1984) come close to
attacking this problem directly, hut end up embracing a modified version of ideas
fnim ecokigical psychi)logy. If anything, issues of spatiality and temporality, and
the linkages of political economy to situated activity that th(ise issues highlight, are
receding funher from view In her more recent work, for example, Live (Live and
Wenger, 19911, who at least acknowledged these issues in her earlier work (Lave,
19881. is now fix-using on despatialized 'communities of practice' which she and
Wenger treat as discrete and autonomous,

C The use of the pronoun is tricky. As Harawav (1991) comments 'You or 1 (what-
ever problematic address these pronouns have) might be an individual for some
purpi mses. but mit for others' ( p. 21(i).
C(iinpare these ideas to liatemin's ( vr2) discussion of 'mind as the distribui-d
unit of evoluti(m. liateson asks: 'Supp(ise 1 am a blind man. and 1 use a stick. I go
tap. tap, tap. \X'here do I start?' lie argues:

the way to delmeate the system is to draw the limiting line in such a way
that you do not cut any of these pathways in ways which leave things
inexplicable. If what you are trying to explain is a given piece of behav-
'<cur, sucli as the locomotion of the Nind man, then, for this purpcise, yon
will need the street. the stick. the man: the street. the stick. and so on.
round and round.

But when the blind man sits down to eat his lunch, his stick and its
messages will no longer he relevant if it is his eating that y(iii want to
understand p. r+9).

AN 1 read this, Hateson IS saving that the distribution of mind is a construct
shaped by the analyst's explanatory agenda. My aigument is that distributed net-
work organization is omstantily of km)wledge and practice Rateson's argument
works because he treats the blind inan as an object and ignores the social relation-
ship, in which the blind man namcirnn('s (cf Smith. 198). how arc' walking down
the stieet and eating lunch socially organized. Ilow do such activities fit into the
blind maii's ongoing practik e, ann in this hook is not to explicate discrete
events but to look at students' ongoing practice as they no we towards participation
in disk iplinary netwoiks, .mo to understand how tlut practice is oiganized in and
organizes space-time relations
Again note the ontiast ith Lai e and Wenger's (1991) idea of 'wminunities cf

pia( tit C a", hi 1tI tq learning ( I collo ast Inv position w ith (his one not bekause 1 find
vseak. hut ()Ft the contr,uy berause it is «impellmg). Fur them 'knowledge' is

natImt the konimunitY. in the actor-network framework knowledge is a poi% el
II( in 01 dc tic in, upon an exteriorized Vs ul

3 ti
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8 Clegg (1989), I think, is respondMg to this problem on some level when he re-
works the actor-network concept in terms of what he calls (following Di Maggio
and Powell, 1983) 'organizational fiekls'.

9

Such fields exist only to the c tent that they are an achievement of epis-
odic power in the institutional field, stabilizing relations of power between
organization agencies A. B N. Episodic pc)wer's achievement will con-
sist, first. in constituting a relational field by 'enrolling other organiza-
tions and agencies: second, in the 'stabilizing' of a network of power
centrality, alliance and coalition amcmg agencies within the field; third, in
the 'fixing' of c(mumin relaticms of meaning and membership among the
agencies within that field, such that they are reflexively aware of their
constitution as a field ( p. 225).

This may well be a better language for talking ab( tut physics and management as
disciplines. but it dt)esn't seem flexible emnagh to allow me to talk about the
productkin of physicists and managers. Thus I retain Callon's terminol( igy.
Tins distinction is inspired by lIarvey's ( 1989). and bears sonie similarity to Castells'
(1991) 'spaces of place' and 'spaces of flow'. All of these distinctions are indebted
to Lefebvre's work 1991). However. what 1 mean by 'representational organiza-
tion of space-time is different than what Lefebvre ( 1991) calls 'spaces of represen-
tation' or 'representational spaces'. The former is:

conceptualized space, the space of scientists. planners, urbanists, techno-
cratic subdividers and se mai engineers . .. all of whemi identift what is
lived and what is perceived with what is conceived ( p. 38).

The latter is:

space as directly ln ed through its assewiated Unages and symbc,ls, and
hence the space of 'inhabitants' and 'users', but also of some artists and
perhaps of those, such as a kw writers and philosophers, who descnbe
and aspire to do no tinge than describe . . . This is the donnnated and
hence passively experienced space which the imagination seeks to
change and appropriate It i werlays physical space. making symbe ilk' use
of its objects (p. 39)

I am not altogether sure that tins distinction can be sustained --- in physics for
example, representations of space and represe ntational spaces (space 'perceived'
as oppose(l to 'imagined' ill I harvey's terms) seem to dovetail but insofar as it
can be my wc)ik here is prolxibly ci incerned more with representations of space
than representatk mal spaces. In ,my event, my main interest is in how 'represen-
tational organizations of spa«. time. .tre used to mobilize the world and organize
actors across space and time

In ( 1981) study shows that in arena.s of education such as compulsory school-
ing, the material organization of space-time is an object of struggle The lads' he
describe..s are contesting the material organization of space-tnne promulgated by
the sl ht )01. and perfOrmatively constituting in its place du. space-tMie relations of
winking class hle They dim't organize a cenupeting network of 'representational
slue es'. how eei. and thus ii )winkle to be me orpotated into the siiio ii s iepiesen
lational nem qks giaek.s, examination score., centlicates. etc Advancing them
selves within the sirn'tly local network. the 'lads' have few resources for overo truing
the lnicti iii ol distanc e that separates them Fr( tin the spaces of social power. They
are subjugated ithin the hugei spa( e-titlie networks linked by representations
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11 Lefebvre (19) 1) should not be taken as suggesting here that there is mime pristine
-empty space that has to be socialized through human practice:

The mition of j space whICh is at first (mum, hut is later filled by a social
life and modified by it, also depends on Lii hypothetical initial .punty..
identified as 'nature and as a son of ground zen) of human reality. Empty
space in the sense of a mental or s()eial void which facilitates the
slicialization of a not-vet-social realm is actually merely a npresentatimi
(y. space . Of an actual historically generated space, however, it would
be more accurate to say that it played a socializing role (by means of a
multiplicity of networks) than that it was itself socialized (pp. I90-1).

12 Li\ e's (19(-(8) distinction between 'arenas' durably organized settings not di-
reed negotiable by the Indic !dual and 'settings' the individuaLs personally
'edited' versicin of the arena (pp. 1 "i(1-1 ) could have some bearing here (al-
though the distinction is too static and reminiscent of the cognitive psycholcost's
task envinminent -picibleni space. distinetum 1. l'nficrtunately. Live (1988) gives a
physicalist slant to her comments on 'arenas' (following Barker's ecological psy-
chology) and in practice igmcres them refusing to trace out the connecti()fls be-
tween grocery shopping and production netwc irks. marketing systems. fanuly-work
structure and the myriad other connecting networks. Lave and Wenger (19) 1) drop
the w hole nutter altogether and make few connections to Live (1988) appar-
ently seeing no use for the conceptual apparatus developed to describe grocery
shopping in their discussion of learning in apprenticeships.

13 Lefebvre (19911 articulates a similar but more generalized view of the modern state
as a spatializing entity:

the state is consolidating on .1 world scale. It weighs down on society
ion all societies) in full force: it plans and ownizes society rationalb.
with the help of knowledge and technc dlogy. imposing analogous. if mit
homologous. measures irrespective of political ideology, historical bac k-
grc cund. of the class origins (if those m power. The state crushes time by
reducing differences to repetitions or circularities (dubbed 'equilibrium',
'feedback'. self-regulation'. and s() on) space in its flegelian form comes
back int() its own. This modern state pnunotes and imposes itself as the
st,ihle center _ (national) societies and spaces ( p 23).

Like (.k. Ceneau. Lefebvre is careful to emphasi/e resistances to this state of affairs
.state-imposed normality makes permanent transgression inevitable' (p. 23) Nlv

point is merely that disciplinary power and state power share a similar spatial
lintierpmning

Lerteau (1983) makes .1 very similai argument-

the sc ientific method requires .1 delimitation and simplification of its
(duet. ts . thew coiresponds to the constitution ()I a scientific space. as
the pieconchtion of any analysis. the necessity of being able to intn.Viq.
thu c cbjekl', Oi studs int() it ( )nlv what (an be transported can be neated
\\ fiat c ann( it be uprooted remains bv definition outside the field ()I re-
search I lent e the prc dege that these studies accord to (//sounices. the
data that can mos: easik be ((msped. icc ccudtcl. timisporiedmd \am
'tied 111 set ow plat es . 1)1 the practices themselves. sc tenet: \ ill roam
only mocable elements or descripme sc hemas lea\ mg astcle the
aspects ol a sok lety that cannot Ice so up( coted and nansfened tic anothel
spat(' (I) 20)

.2()
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De (:erteau and Liti ur. of course, are looking at this pnicess from opposite per-
spectives: Litour front inside the laboratory (the only exception being Part II of
Linmr, 1988). de Certeau fnim outside.
.Stability', 'mobility'. and 'combinability are of course defined in terms of an actor-
network: they are accomplishments. not essences within entities. It takes an elabo-
rate system to constitute textual forms as stable, mobile and combinable (as in
physics) ; and it doesn't always work (as in the management program)

In this connection, the emphasis here on writing and printed text requires
some comment. As a number of commentators have pointed out (Marcus, 1991.
pp 401-21 systems of electronic communication have introduced radical changes
into the organization of communication and work in fields such as physics, and the
printed text has declined in importance as a technology for organizing the disci-
pline acniss space and time. Some, like Pc)ster (1990), make radical claims fc)r the
reorganizations of space and time that follow from the new technologies: Poster
suggests that electronic communication networks have m) space time cc)ordinates:
'electronic language . is everywhere and nowhere. always and never. It is truly
matynal immaterial' (p. 8S). One would think that computer hook-ups materially
organized across space and time will continue to be necessary. but in any event
I merely claim that in amlemraduate educational practice at least in the nnd-
P)8Os at the university where I was working writing and print retained domi-
nance. Ben in the very fe.N cases where computer programs were used (e.g.. the
simuhition games in business pnigrams) they functioned as analogs of printed text.
That is. they lacked channel-distinctive properties or effects.

1-



Chapter 2

Producing Material Space-Time and
Constructing Students in Physics

Mt interest in spatial issues grew partly out of my fieldwork. The fellowship
that funded this study didn't allow the university to take overhead money, so
I was forced to make do without an office, a mailbox, or a storage locker. To
do the fieldwork I had to borrow university spaces to write, read, and conduct
interviews in during the day. I could read and write in a lot of places, hut
when I made interview appointments with students we had to arrange to meet
somewhere on the campus I asked the students to suggest places and
then find a place to talk.

After a while it dawned on me that when students suggested possible
meeting places for the interviews I was getting a glimpse of what the urban
planner Kevin Lynch (196(i) would call their 'environmental images' of the
campus a list of the places where they spent time, worked, studied, or just
places they considered significant public landmarks. \X'ith most students, it
seemed, these images were idiosyncratic. My meetings with management,
education, and sociology students were scattered all over the pkice: many in
the student union, others in bars. cafeterias, at the library, at the tennis courts,
in hallways, stairwells. lounges, and even some outdoors My meetings with
physics students, however, w ere always in one place: the plitsics building, an
architecturally austere, 15-story structure set apart from the rest of the campus.

thought this building an unwelcoming place. During the datlime it had
no quiet corners or unclaimed spaces for sitting, talking or writing. There were
no spaces for students to cimgregate in or appropriate for their own uses.
Aside from classrooms on the fitst two floors and a small, eerily quiet library
that always seemed to he crowded with desperate freshmen cramming for tests,
the majority of building space essentially all of the upper floors controlled
he the plivsk's department was taken up bv faculty offices and laboratories.

These were professional workspaces which students avoided and where,
in fact. they seenied unwelcome. \hist students told stories of abusive treat-
ment when they went to professors for help, and by their third year few even
bothered hi try In any event, it wasn't all that easy to Jiml prolessol,,. Few put
thcii name\ on cloOrs ( )1 indicated office hours The diiectory on the go mind

floor v,as quite inaccurate. If you did catch a faculty member in his office, you
had to wait to see them in halls empty of chairs or benches, leaning on the
w all or sitting on the 11( ior

3
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And yet, this building was the center of the academic and social universe
for students majoring in physics. It dominated their environmental image of
the campus. Third- and fourth-year physics students spent almost all their time
there. It was where they socialized and worked, and where they wanted to
meet me, even though we always had trouble finding a place to talk.

This paradoxical role of the building in the students' lives the way it
marginalized them while they treated it as their center makes more sense
if we think of the building as a material space.moving in time. Consider the
one area in the building ceded to undergraduate activity: a corner of a corridor
near the departmental offices where there were three large tables with folding
chairs, and next to them movable chalk boards. During the day these tables
belonged to engineering students in the introductory physics and engineering
course's who came for help with their homework. Late at night, however, they
became the property of the physics majors. As Arnold, a senior, explained, the
tables were 'surrounded by non-majors looking for help [from graduate assist-
antsl during the day'. But 'at midnight or two o'clock in the morning the tables
were taken over by juniors and seniors. Several fourth-year physics students,
like Alice, said this corner was where they spent their nights: 'on the third
floor, where all those physics help tables are. There are quite a few people
who study there.' Other students talked of appropriating the then-empty class-
rot mis as night-time' workspaces.

Whilc management students coukl manipulate or negotiate program re-
quirements to make them fit in with other interests, the physics program seemed
successfully to suppress its students' non-physics interests (or to make sw-
dents pay for them by extending their stay in college and lowering their grades ).
When I interviewed Alice in an upper hallway of the physics building she
talked about her love of literature and other things unrelated to physics:

My biggest literature intetest is in modern poetry, modern American
poetry. Eliot and Frost, Corso and Ginsburg, all the' Beat poets
read liwite in my spare time, too, I like to sew my own clothes so I
like to copy patterns out of there.... I listen to jazz, I listen to folk
music. I play the clarinet, and have really stopped playing with any
glint') right tic )\' , hut I have just always had a real fondness I.( )1. music.

But sl le almost never did those things. Alice spent, by her estimate, 'eighteen
hours a day', in the physics building, going to class, doing homework prob-
lems. studying. When I asked her if that was an exaggeration she answered:

when Fin not sick and behind I spend I have classes here all
morning. I have dosses :ill nuwning somewhere', and I spend the
ahem( snis nen.' And St )111ellines .it night I stuck. hen:

Although Alice's eighteen hours may have been extreme, all of the phV'N
qU(lCilis seenn'd to be putting in deadly hours at the physics buiklingind

s) L)
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for sonic like Arnold there was no escape even when they left: 'I live with a
lot of physics majors, so at home is going to be a group studying around the
table situation as well.'

Along with this spatial localization of students there was a particular
patterning of time and a narrowing of student interests. To see how the pro-
gram accomplished these things I am going to look at how the material organ-
ization of space-time produced by the program funnelled students into a small
physical zoLe those few floors of the physics building and into the
temporal regime that claimed the vast majority of their waking hours. What I'll
try to describe in this chapter is how this 'compression' of space-time (Harvey.
1989) separated physics majors from other students and melded them into
study groups (consisting of people. texts, and tools) that worked homework
problems and prepared for tests. To belong to one of these groups meant in
essence becoming enrolled in an actor-network that connected students to the
disciplinary network of physics. In the next chapter I will look at how the
representational organization of space-time in the program representations of
space on paper and representational spaces produced in texts strengthened
this (alheit still lo)se) connection of students' activity to the social space of
physics practice itself.

Standardizing Space

In prestigious physics departments it's the giaduate programs that receive
most attention: they compete with other physics progranis for prestige the
graduate program of the department I studied was ranked in the top twenty
nationally in terms of faculty reputation. ( Jones, Lindzey and Coggeshall, 1982)

and, according to the department head, the graduate priigrams have prior
claim cm the 'better' poifessors. By contrast, undergraduate programs like the
one I studied were seen mainly as places to prepare students for graduate

( which is hot to say that all of the students actually ended up there).
In spite of their secoindary status. undergraduate pr(igrams play a key n ihe

in physics educati(in. Natkmally, graduate pr()grams in physics depend atm( )st
exclusively on undergraduate physics programs for their students and serve as
the major 'market' for such students (see AIP, 1988b, Porter and Czujko, 1986,
p. -2 ) This dependence has led to a kind of colonization of undergraduate
physics, a pressure to standardize the undergraduate curriculum so that students
entei mg graduate schools can be assumed to possess the same level of training
regaidless of the undergraduate program in wluch they studied. This pressure.
ouplcd Oh the grow ing national dominance of :I relatively small gioup ci

graduate ph slc S departments in the post- \\ odd am II peno(1.1 had by the
1)Ms piodtucd a national standard tor the number and b pe ccl (mist-. con
sideied amopriate in undergraduate 'migrants ( Physics !..iurvey Committee,
19-2. p -611
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The minimal four-ear undergraduate program of instruction for a
physics major at the four institutions surveyed 'Berkeley, Mu. Columbia,
Swarthmore' contains an average of forty-three semester-hours of
physics, nineteen semester-hours of mathematics, and nine semester-
hours of chemistry. (Nationally, the undergraduate preparation for
graduate work in physics requires around thiny-six-hours of physics
and eighteen semester-hmrs of mathematics.1 (International Union of
Pure and Applied Physics, 196n, p.

The physics department I studied had modelled its course-taking require-

ments after this natRinal pattern in NW) undergraduate majors were re-
quired to take a minimum of forty hours in physics twenty-four in math, and

eight in ehemism to Mkt' graduates interchangeable with graduates of
other respected undergraduate programs acuiss the nation. The secluence in
w Inch the (.(cur,,e,, could he taken also became standardized By the earls

it beg 1 u ith

an introductor ourse ering the full range of physics, now always
including calculus and extending over a period of one to two
years .

The dominant curricular progression in the junior and sen-
ior ears einhodies a more or less canonical sequence of courses that
deal in greater depth with special areas of physics. Thus. most of the
topics are repeated, hut this time with the use of differential equa-
tions. computer programs, and some reference to current research
!such a sequence (il courses typically includes classical mechanics,

electricity and magnetism. (Tues. thennal physics. electronics, and
quantum physics ( Physic s Survey Oinimittee. 19-'2. pp. -62, -03i.

lound this basic pattern if the piogram I studied sonic hlteen ears later
the manor diderences being that electronics had become an optional course
and a full tour cc curse', were (he\ ()led to various aspects of quantum mechanics

(see ppendix
"fhis national standardization of program structure plaed a ke\ tole in

disc iplinar reproduction by making it possihle to overcome the geographical
separation Of undergraduate programs and link diem together tightly, merging

them in a sense, in textual space. From the perspective of the discipline this
hnly:tge tic nil( igemzed and stabilized the supply (il personnel destined for gradu-
ate programs (w here people begin to engage in thc real work' of physk.$),
and made it possihle lot progiams scattered across the country tic commun-
it ate quit kk

It follows how e% cc. that with slit Ic .1 tight standardization ()I t urriculum.

the puiblem.Lizatioli c cc dclinitic in ()I tw ahle identities and inteiests that the
1110)grani cc ccistnccctc'ii fur undergraduate physics student,. \\ cry narmwuu.1

theft. %%ere encitimnis pres,sures tc, edtlde stlIdeins \\Al() o Aild nut adwt the
appmptiate identities As I said earlier, students w ere expected to go on to
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graduate school in the field, and from there to careers as professional physi-
cists. If that wasn't what they had in mind, one professor explained, 'they're
making a mistake lmajoring in physicsl. They should be in engineering.' All of
the students I interviewed said similar things.

The undergraduate program can be understood, then, not as a site for the
infusion of physics knowledge into students' heads, hut as a path (itself com-
posed of many intersections) shaping a lock-step trajectory through a curric-
ulum that restricted students' activities to a small set of material spaces dominated
), the discipline. The end product was a highly restrictive social space that tied

together practices spread across great physical distances.

Weeding Out Students

This spac e-compressing trajectory began even before students entered c(illege.
ligh school physics and calculus courses were necessary prerequisites for

pursuing physics in college: the vast majority of undergraduate physics majors
nationally were drawn fr( tnt these courses, and 90 per cent of entering gradu-
ate physics students had passed thrcmgh them ( l wter and Czujko, 1986, p.

I. This tight linkage was an historical construction. Post-Sputnik concerns
over the quality of science education had allowed faculty to )0st the 'sophis-
tication of their undergraduate courses, which in turn demanded the creation
ccl a highly selective system for funnelling the 'brightest' students into the field.
As one professor explained, in the early 1900s:

There ,wasn't enough modern physics lin the undergraduate curric-
ulund, it was almost entirel classical physics in those days And people
thciught that v. ith such bright students at the undergraduate level we
ought to he giving them graduate material.. .. This was a nation:d
movement \Ve introduced !the Introductory Nlechanics1 ... designed
fur physics mators, whk It required at least one semester of calculus.

increasing the complexity and difficulty of the undergraduate curriculum
meant restructuring high school math and science curricula so that, in effect,
they became downward extensions of the university cuiriculum (Palk:irk] and
landent old, I 9 , p. ten Since the introducuiry uni\ ersity physics courses
required calculus preparation and presumed at least some familiarity with
phsies con«Tts, high school courses in these ateas became the critical gate-

ays int() the space," of the discipline.
students' chances of taking such ccMrl's were determined largely by whet e

they \\ en; to high school. students at sulnirhan schools with predominantly
w bite student pc )pulations wen.. mote likely to ha\ e taken suc It comsys than
studcmts In cm sell( )ols with large poor or minority student populations I All),
1988a) When physics (2( turses were:1\ adable at the poorer schools they were
geneially ol infenor quality tic\ eet, l988, p. 91)
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Even by high school, then, the spaces of phsics education were highly
restricted and, not incidentally, gendered. Only 19 per cent of high school
seniors took physics in the early l9K1s 26 per cent of the boys and 1-1 per
cent of the girls; and only 8 per cent took the calculus required of beginning
physics majors 10 per cern of the boys, 6 per cent of the girls (Raizen and
Iones, 1985, p. 98). The results are programs, like the one 1 studied, where 90
per cent of the students were male. the vast majority from middle or upper-
middle class suburban scl tools, and almost all white.

Moving from high school to the university just intensified these space- and
socially-compressing forces. First-year physics students began their academic
careers in classrooms and dormitories shared with students in other programs,
but by their third year their academic activities were kwalized in the physics
building. Along the way the range of their social contacts at the university
narrowed and their time was organized into tight schedules dominated by
physics work. This compression of space-time was set in motion by organiza-
tional mechanisms designed to winnow the number of students majoring in
the field.

The lower division course sequence introductory mechanics, introduc-
tory electr(mragnetisin, and waves was, in the words of one professor,
'designed to weed out students. It's used by the college. I would say of the
people that registeribmit 25 per cent fail.' Courses designed to flunk large
numbers of students are not unconumin in higher education, of course, though
their function vanes across disciplines. I tacker 1989), for example, points to
the practice in engineering programs of simply suppressing the supply of
graduates. She quotes one professor as saying to his students that '90 per cent
of you womkI make goi kl engineers. but only to to 50 per cent will graduate'
fp. 12 I. The attitudes of faculty in the physics program I studied were less
cynical: instead of restricting productkin they thought of themselves as simply
dismissing the students who lacked the skills and commitment to study physics
Physics prok.ssors boasted about the high failure rate and said it was a 'natural.
feature of physics programs:

Genrally in anv physics course about 30 per cent of the class will fail,
unless it's an upper division course for physics majors where there's
already been some weeding out Rut if the course is taught at the
sante leyel consistently, 30 per cent of the class will think. I don't
know why that is. It's independent of the teacher. it's indcpendent or
the textbook, it's independent of anything. We've discussed it a lot
.unong ourselves. It seems that you just keep building the complexity
ot the material and you eventually reach a point where everybody but
the pei pie wit() really can become physicists give up. And it seems to
lx indelwndent oh hov, tar you go A guy (an be a physics major and
take live physics courses and then all of a su(klen he flunks . We
grade rather leniently otherwise everyone w( mkt flunk. So if some-

\ who inakes a C or H might be tnaking less than SO per cent ot
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their work. And so it's not surprising that sooner or later he reaches
a point where he flunks.

The 'leniency' in grading. as the pn)fessor put it, meant 'curving the
grade. defining the mean score as a or 13. and awarding grades above and
below that in terms of their distance in standard deviations from the mean. Of
course, this pniduces a distribution in which about 30 per cent of students
must flunk out. As students recognized. grades and learning were not closely
Connected:

All plisics grading is done (wi :I, you know, normalized type system.
w here the average grade is usualk a high C or a low B.... The aver-
age grade on one test I 1.00k \\ as a 32.... One person wa,-: in the 10s.
one was in the Sos, one was in the 00s and one was in the -0s.
Probably two-thirds of the grades were in the 2os ....And so the
professor comes aking and norm:1111.es alid says. oka . everyb(xly who
made up to 20 gets a C. IO 5 gets a U. and everyone above that
gets an A. And so maybe that's an indication that the test was too
tough. or that the professor's not teaching the material well, or that
none of us gi\ e a crap something like that but still it just ends
up that the glades are given on how well the class d es. . . Its very
possible that no one could be learning anything and vet %in] still get
peopk. ith As and Bs and C. and Ds .. (Luke).

The 'weeding out Akomphshed bv such grading practices meant that
only minorm of the students wh(i began the program as freshmen made ii
to the third year. As (inc. professor put a.

The heshmen and soph( imore classes always fill up: but by the lime
oil get to the first junior class we're lighting for ten students Cie

lust (in die verge of not flaying enough undergraduates to teach upper
di ision undergraduate Courses (Marker)

The social space of the program imploded Students who survived began
desciibe the selectivik ol the prcigram ith pridt... that quotations like this

onc °lilac Ion\ e\

The ph\ sit s undeigraduate depaitment is small. I don't know how
man\ students \\ graduate each \ eat, 11011\ something like that. at
the most., It's not a big number. ever. I mean. it decays exponentiall
the numbei of people in ph\ sR s, it re,illy guc,, (km fl espee lath. the
lusl two \ems iAlnel

.N. Trmyck (19881 5Ugge515, the studcnts stuvid eel this winnow ing
lo see themsel es as palt of an e\trentelv testricted communit\ p. -81
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of elite students in elite institutions. At the same time, however, their sub-

ordinate status in that comniunity was forcefully communicated to them. The
physics program had a bo)t-camp mentality, an equation of learning with

suffering. FNen 'successful students occasionall felt overwhelmed by the work
and could get 'bad' grades. If we ignore the vast majority who got weeded out
and look at all the students who successfully completed degree programs in
physics over a (nie var period. 29 per cent actually flake/ at least one physics
course. and many others had 'withdrawn' front physics courses, presumably
for academic reasons None of tlie management graduates whose transcripts
examined by contrast. had failed a management class.'

Temporal and Spatial Boundaries

The physics programs began to monopolize student time from the freshman
cal onward. In the very first physics course students were typically required

to do large. weekly .problem sets' In theory the homework was supposed to
supplement other forms of studs. As one professor warned in his syllainis for
introduct( Cry mechanics-

You are kidding yourself if vc)11 don't put in about three holli's of study
tune for every Incur spent in class. not counting time spent on home-
\\ ork 'stud\ with the aim cit. understanding, memorization is w orthless.

'students. Inn\ ever. described homew ork problems in the introductory
«curses as tune-consuming that the\ had little tune fin. ()flier kinds of study.
Lem. tor example. recalled that

)ne (11 ihe things you get out of \ our early classes is on get used to
doing a lot c Cr homework. That may SOund kind of funro.. and it is, lint

its true I mean, when I \A as in high school I V% lnpped through home-
work ill five minutes um Ards the end Of class and I never had home-
\\ ork in high school bec allse I d do it right then .. fso when I gut

here I wasn't. used to like .spending nnist of the night (lc cing pu Hems
and getting three in lour hours sleep And the massive quantities of
homew ork the\ tend to give \ oti in initial classes teaches you that

ou re going to have to do that Ista up all night wi irkingl. if not
thiough dittit tilt\ then lust through slicer volume.

It should be linclei stood that the In >mew ork pioblems w ere lust one ol the
cnk-intensive requirements students 1:n ed. the\ boasted of cnislung work
Lid.. I ii y hqtAarilphc. a'. I pi (Val t'd It'a% (2 a studs pimp s;:ssiiiii .11t nurui

midnight lit had liegun .11u nit (,) i I p m and was still :iping silt tug with six
students p1 esent I Glen mentioned that he hadn't slept the night before lie-
( arise lie'd been `4Iad it ig tut test Liutie fespinded v, ith a litam of her (

'
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study requirements: after her physics lab earlier in the day she'd spent two
hours studying rocks for a geology test before coming to this study session,
and on top of that she had a German test coming up which she wouldn't be
able to study for at all, not to mention the study. that would he required for a
vector calculus test later this day.

The inelasticity of time created by this kind of schedule and by the tight
pacing of work within physics courses, meant that falling behind almost always
led to failure:

Last semester, for my first quantum test, I studied for approximately
two weeks. That's about eight hours a day. That's fourteen days at
eight hours a day, and I still made a middle I) on that. The bottom line
is that you just have to stay very on top. And as soon as you lose that
on-top feeling and position, you're really sunk. Because it's almost
impossible to regain an on-top position once you're behind (Paul).

For the students who survived these trials-by-time in the introductory
courses and remained in the program, physics became an even more time-
greedy, enveloping major. By their third year, almost all student coursework
was in physics and math, in required courses strictly sequenced by prerequi-
sites. This concentration of coursework, and the problem-heavy nature of those
courses, created 'interessements' in the form of temporal streams or bound-
aries that separated physics students from other actor-networks into which
they might be enrolled (e.g., fraternities, sororities, etc.). When other networks
did prevail, as in the case of two students I interviewed, enrolment in physics
was forestalled. One of those students. Melvin, spent most of his time outside
class with relatives who lived in the area:

I don't have really Very many close university friends. I have nephews
and nieces wh() are near my age, and I have two sisters here. My
parents are here right now. And most of my socializing, I guess, is
done with them.

Without friends among the other physics students Melvin worked alone,
failed several physics courses, and ultiniately abanckmed his plans for gradu-
ate school. In the case of the other student, Luke, it wasn't relatives but a
fraternity he'd joined prior to his freshman year that monopolized his time.
I le did all right in the introductory physics courses which covered material
familiar fnini high school, but quickly enonintered problems with the upper
clic ision coursework.

'st.(.( Hid semester \kJ'. OIL' first alsS, .1nd I did real w ell in that
but I'm sure that's because I'd had two years of it in high school.

And the same kind of thing happened with my sophoinoie year, taking
the (Alicr two lower division physics classes. I didn't du as well, just

il)
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because the stuff we'd had in high school wasn't quite up to the same
level, but still I spent almost no time doing it, I spent a lot of time at
the fraternity. And so my grades started to go down, and by the time
second semester sophomore year hit they were pretty low. and I'd
managed to destroy a pretty good GPA. And then first semester junior
year was rock bottom. That was the end of it. And I kind of got an
ultimatum from home and that type of thing.... I just did not have the
study skills that it takes, the daily grind type of thing. I had no idea
w hat it took to do that. And I would try to do the homework the night
before, by myself, and I would just get frustrated because I couldn't
do the first one, so I'd blow it off. Then I'd have no idea what was
happening on the test.

After failing some upper-division physics courses he switched his major to
secondary school science education.

Unlike the management students I'll ckscribe later, who cultivated local
ties Outside the university to gain practical experience and develop contacts
with potential employers, physics students did better if they av(iided I( wal ties
(even to the department: there was an expectation they'd go elsewhere for
graduate sch(iol). Theii enrolment in physics, then, was the product of a struggle
aniong :lemr-netwcwks (programs, families, fraternities) in which material organ-
izations of space-time, in particular temporal and spatial boundaries, played a
critical role in organizing bodies. Bob, for example, compared physics to his
othei ourses, and explained that the latter WM::

a k it easier. So that changes your whole attitude tow ards it . . if you
put more than five hours into it, or even if you put that much time into

that's the most you could ever think of putting into it. And in a
lot of the physics classes I took, you would be putting in problem-
s( mg and studs ing and reading but mainly in problem-solving.
You'd be putting in anywhere ln)m, ah, nine to twenty hours a week.
There was (me semester where we counted up the I1(mrs that we had
been working out of class, in physics. and it was, it averaged out to
over twenty hours a week Most of it was problem-solving. And with
the other classes that von take, unless you're in a math class there's
not really .111V problem-solving And the only thing that you really
have to keep up with is reading. And you might havc to write an
()( casional paper. but that wasn't difficult They're mainly just com-
paring things

Alice ga% e a bleakdown ( )1 how that kind of Moe was spent

/11, ()ii spend the greatest am( quit of time onl the ph\ sic s, I tam

him C.U.11 PhVsk s ei,ght hours Ur) a
homew ork ,i,signment eac II week. And that's ovei and above studying
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for tests. It doesn't include ally of that kind of work or going over
chaptcrs or rewriting notes. It takes me a long time to do a physics
homework assignment.... Working prt)blems either Ittr homework or

)r just practice, to learn the material

Required physics and math courses accounted for over half the physics
students' total undergraduate coursework andalint)mAt)ftlfeir upper-

,.

division coursework. The courses colonized the students time outside of class
and focused it in a specific material setting. Students spoke not just of spend-
ing all their time on physics but, as we saw at the outset of the chapter, of
spending it in a relatively small set of It wales. The curriculum stabilized students'
identities as .physicists' by creating space-time barriers that cut them off from
alternative networks. The result was a distinctive socio-academic mechanism
of ennilment' in physics a way of stabilizing identities as physics students
tho >ugh alliances: the study groups.

Study Groups

When I began my fieldwork my notion ( f problem-solving in physics was
shaped by the classic o )gnitive science studies of 'expert' and II( )vice' pn)blem-
solvtng in physics (see Nespor. 1990a I These studies describe probletn-solving
as something that happens in the head, ur at most in an encounter between
the head and a pencil and paper. For some reason, probably because I'd gone
through college w orking mostly by myself. I easily accepted the idea of study
and learning as an individual encounter with .subject matter'. Then the first
ph\ sics student I Interviewed, Arm Ad. disabused me of this idea by explaining
that most of the students in the program studied cullabdrativelv in groups. I

gradually ahatfdoned Illy collection of 'think aloud' protocol ! p.->bletn-
'-"ilving and instead began to talk to students about the group, ar t' ,t! in on
group tneetings when I could.

Although I saw one pn essur (mom rage students to ....,ether, the
stud\ go nips I saw were student initiated and organized. The groups emerged
in different ays. Liz, a sophomore just beginning to work in groups, ex
phined the genesis of her group this way.

There s a group of us that are friends. We had Intro Chemistry to
gether, sonic IA II', were in mechanic s together, some of us were in
IAN1 together And it happens that we all have tIns class together, so

e get together !some of the people there are added I guess you
could constder them part ol the t'flre go nip now, because the\ 're in
idiet l.issi v c.f.(' HI IP /\\ 'II) they know w Cie stud\ mg and the\

Acing and study
Ae.spur du/ ruff hare NIudr.QInuP, like that m "1"1"""`."01d

or du/ roll do problems will) other In'ople>
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\ot in mechanics. Nlechanics we weren't cll. a lot of those people
weren't in my mechanics class, and the ones that were. we weren't
that close yet, to get together and stcld'S :''onie of them did separately.
but I didn't with them. Aft in FANI. we had some study groups.
mostly before tests though, not every week to do the homework. This
is the first time we've really had a set time and place that everyone
goes to every' week to do the htnnework

Regardless of the path. by their third year in the program most physic's
students had settled into a routine of collaborative work. AS Liz's comments
suggest, most of this work focused on hoinework problems. and for several
reasons, the pr(tbkins can been seen as a major determinant of the studv-
group format.

First, instruction throughout the physics curriculum revolved an Rind
sets of homework problems, assigned weekly. that led to mid-terms and final
tests. This problem work gave a cyclical, weekly rhythm to students activity.
Second, the large number of required courses students took together, the
sequencing of these courses by prerequisites, and the 'weeding out practices
described earlier. meant that lw the beginning of the third year (the Classical

namics and Ntodern Physics courses ) classes \\ ere small al s cut twenty

studentS I aild students were interading ith the same classmates from class

to class: mean. vou coukl sav we form a new group fOr every class, but

there's the sante people in every class' Alke I '11's irtuall the saint! [group of

students) class every link!' (Karl).
Finally, once the population had been compressed this way any coin-

penti\ (mess that might have been produced lw the strong exclusionary pres-
sures in the early courses was replaced by a logic' of cooperation. Students
talked of wi Irking together as a necessity for stir\ ival in the program. and the
e klence, in terms of the kinds of grades they made. suppous that claim. Glen,

for example. said that while he

probahk chic iiiitne\\ urk by myself, I cli nit think I ,\<,uld gct
gociti 3 grade. and I don't think I'd get as 1111.1(11 cicit id it. BeCallse

I get other people's viewpoints I ma look .11 a problem and tr t()
tiginc it c)ut s, oh a c ..1\ that's real real difficult And I ina o. get the
answer But somebodx else ma\ say. 'Ic)(tk, this is a I()1 easier method
to du IL lir this is a cci easier \\ ,IV I() look .11 it And it reall\ helps And
also \ oil can help cither people wIth our know ledge And not onlv
does tliat help them. it helps you If you c an explain it. and learn how
to explain it to somehodc else. a lust so nnic hi iyinforces \-cuir n

know ledge And I le.dk think that that'', a g(HRI way to clo ,et ith

hum h ,1 peoplc it den)

Thc pin, sic s students I inter% it'w cci conskleied then textlic coks opaque.
then lectuies boung glosses on the huilk. and, w ith a few exc eptions. their



faculty aloof. Several. when I asked them about going to professors for help.
tokl me an anecdote about asking professors for help with a problem and
being told something like; 'I did this twenty years ago, I don't need to do the
Ihnnew (irk' (Melvin) or (and Paul's referring to a different po)fess( r than Melvin):

I went to him one time and I said, 'well. I'm having a hard time with
this problem: lie looked at me and said. 'well. I solved it twenty years
ago, now it's your turn.' What a jerk (Paul).

For us these comments are nice illustrations of the stability and standard-
ization of the curriculum across time and space. For !he students they were
emblematic of the way the program placed interpretive responsibility on their
sh(mklers. In this context, study groups were a way for students to construct
a supportive environment. As Arnold explained:

We all depend on each other from class to class. These tables up here
on the fifth floor, although they are surrounded by non-majors look-
ing for help during the day. If y(m come up here at midnight or two
o'clock in the morning and there's a group of us trying to do these
problems. A couple of different years represented, the older years
helping the younger years. There's a lot of that.

Working in groups helped students discipline themselves to the long hours
required in the program- Arnold spoke of how he and his group pailners
'forced each other to study'. Rut the group work sessions were also social
occasions that made the work bearable and occasionally fun: full of joking.
jockeying for status, and conversations that sometimes digressed far from the
academic tasks. By the students' own accounts, the many hours they spent
together in and (nit of classes and in the study gong's created close friend-
ships aiming group members and locked them into friendship networks that
excluded non-physics students (the women, for reasons I explore shortly,
were excepticms, having friends unomnected to physics in addition to a core
of physics friends).

Rob's account illustrates the trajectory of students' involvement in the
groups. I lc transferred into the program from another university in his second
\ ear and at first had been socially unconnected. Ile explained:

Basically what I'd do, if I knew anyone in the class, then, I'd just ask
them if they \\ anted to get together and study sometime on this stutT
And w e mainly worked on hotnework and we reviewed sonic f(Ir the
tests, but alt. if I (11(111( kilt)\\ an \ one spe( Ili( , then I w oukl just
kind ( I take pot luck. and maybe the people who were sitting around
111C. nr someone who seemed like they asked a lot of questions in
class and knew what was gcung ( m, I'd see il they \\ anted to stud\

to
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ltimately Bob became pan of a stable study group. and the memhers of
the group became his cl()se friends.

Since there's a core set of courses, you usually go through them at the
same time. There turned out to be some courses that you weren't
taking with your other friends. depending on how they arranged their
schedules it was sometimes different, but usually there was at least
one person in .our class that you had been in a class with before.... I
studied for maybe a year to two vars with just the same people ... you
get to be real comfortable around them and you get to know them
very well. And we've all become pretty good friends.

These comments suggest that working in groups was in part a conscious
strategy for doing well in physkw (the students didn't study in groups for theii
other courses)

To inc. I think either You're extremely bright or you're a fool if you
dim't get in a study group. Because 'ou save so much tune, simply
because when you sit there, even if you're trying to explain a problem
that you already understand to some(me, you learn it that much better
by explaining it. And you find out what you don't know while you're
trying to explain it. Also, if you're having a problem with something,
then soine(me else might have a different viewp()int on it so they
might understand it a little better. And there's also the fact that you're
not sitting by yourself for five and six hours on end, pounding over
a problem instead you sit in groups of four or five and pound over
them for four and five hours (Bob).

Taken as \\ hole, the spatial and temporal organization of the under-
graduate program enrolled students in a physics network hy compressing the
material spaces in which their activity unfolded, monopolizing their time, and
distributing their.activity across other students and as I'll suggest in the next
chapter, across material instruments (pencil and paper, chalklx )ards ) and arti-
facts (textlx a )ks ). When the physics curriculum succeeded, then, it tied its
students very tightly to the physics network -- hut it didn't always succeed

Partial and Failed Enrolments

There \vele clear mt ent lye., to participating in stud gic maps Ol the students
I interviewed. those who worked in go nips had grade point averages of 3 ()

.ilioc (on .1 (1 `-4. .1.1c ), loly those w ho worked mdividuall , that Is, NA how
spatial and temp iral relations inclutk.d people, places and times outside phys-
ic s, had grade point averages helow 3.0 The 3 0 level is significant because it's
usualk the minimum required for admission to a graduate physics program

.11
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(although it's by n( means the only selection criterion Graduate Record
Examination EGREI scores and letters of recommendation also count).

All of the students I talked to were aware in a general way of the aca-
demic advantages of working in a group, hut some none the less refused to
participate, and not everyone who did participate 'belonged to the groups in
the same way.

Women were marginalized in study group activities.' If the groups were
distributed actors, their gender was male. All of the women I interviewed
belonged to study groups. All of the study' groups I observed had women in
them. ilowever, the very group processes that assisted academic performance
pushed women toward peripheral positions in the groups. The pressures weren't
overt. None of the women I talked to felt 'discriminated' against, and Alice
even speculated that 'if anything, people remember me because I'm a girl, and
so it's an advantage for that reason.' Rut the nine to one male female ratio
seemed to produced a pernicious dynamic. Male students monopolized the
discussicin and women's comments and questions were ignored (if not treated
as serious (see Nespor. I)90a).- Thus while women were enrolled in the
physics network and took on identities as 'physics students', they were re-
legated to a kind of 'knowledge-weak' identity ( Nespor, 1990a I. Sometimes this
became fairly obvious in the interactions. This exchange, for example, comes
from one sophomore pioblent gomp:

Cimld you do this without putting an m in there, just by putting
a K in there?

ic Liz. after thinking a moment] [Laughs]. What, just putting
a spring in ... You could, but that would be an entirely
diffetent problem and that's not what they asked for [general
laughter].

1.1z- Okay. cotne on [embarassedl.
Mick: In fact, it lou want to, what you could possibly do is. well,

let's see, if you have K over til .

I.iz- Well they also say springs and masses
Vick: Yes . I know okay, well, if you want to put another spling

under here you'll have t degrees of freedom and two masses
and it reallY gets nasty.
Sc, vi intl juq mike that for K er m

mrs later in the same session I heard I.iz exclaim: .1 finally got one
before somebody told Ilk' how to do it: I can't claim this kind of deflation of
sell-confidence was shared by all the women in the program, but it was wide-
spiead Even Alice. a senior cruising through the ulum with it 3.E) glade
pc (MI ,lytT.IgY, ti cid Inc.

I (lim1 lui%e quite as natural an ability as I think a lot of other people
do sonic wl imen. but more men. There's Rist more men in physics
It's an inciedihlt . helming majority

/2
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Nlost of the Wotnen in the program were either uncertain about c(intinu-
ing in the field or had decided not to. Debbie, a senior, wanted to get into the
astr(maut program rather than continue in physics. Liz, a sophomore in the
middle of the weedout courses, felt 'under a lot of pressure and was thinking
of switching majors out of physics even though it was her main interest. And
when Kelly, a classmate of Liz's. said she didn't want to go into academia her
explanation was 'I look at my physics professors and I say: -Do I want to be
like this? 'S( > Any interest she would have in physics, she explained, would
be in teaching it: 'I would only do it (become a professional physicist! if I felt

like I had a real talent for being able to get things across to people.' Similarly.
Alice, who did want to continue in physics, said the thing she looked forward
to most in graduate school was being able to teach. None of the male students
mentioned teaching as something they wanted to do

Part of the reastm for this disenchantment with the discipline was that the
space-compressing and time-greedy nature of the curriculum stringentl lim-
ited the time the women could spend with female friends or male friends vho
weren't physics students (as best I could tell, the woMen in the program did
not hand tc)gether or work togethei ). Just being in tlie flekl coukl compromise
one's social life outskle it, as Kell\ explained: 'Some people are shocked:
-Vom're a physics inajoi?- and then the conversatkm kind of lags.' Even when
the women could work a 'second shift' to build a social life, the king-term
trajectory of a physics career put tremendous stresses on it. Alke, for example..
described her situatitm thus.

I'm dating someone now. hut I don't expect anyone to follow me off
to wherever I go to grad school. Wisconsin is a possibility I mean.

I don't even know if I want to live there for that many years. It's just
not considered the thing for a man to follow a girl somew here, wher-
ever she decides to go. It's usually the other wav around. And I just

couldn't see settling down until I get out of grad school. I just think
it would he real hard. It's son of weird because a lot of Inv friends ,tre
beginning to think, you km iw, friends w ho are engaged are think-
ing it s sort of odd because I don't have any thoughts of that. Som.

11,t c at least six more years ,chool

e's plight was the con.soluence OOI of simple disclimination hut of the
wa\ ph\ sic s a discipline piodik es .1 highly restucted and compressed social

space in older to stahilrie aetivit yam distances ot physiil sntc e. The
undergraduate program moved students Ii)wm-d,.. the discipline I , compress
ing their spatial practic es. bllt the tnide-off for being able to tnove fast :Ind fat

ithin the network w as not hieing aNe to> Illoy(' ill Mill )1 it very easily
liCt lki.11. hi )\\ , qttai. Ilcd di ",\ 1 1 1.1 1 1 light And

hc.rnICtic AN piogram space seemed it W `411clefils IrOM physics

piograms at other institutions. and it explicitly prCpared students It>i odic!
piogiarns .1111. kind Of network ICqUIR'd .11. tors Mu> cuuld inuvc acittss Ihc

t
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distances it organized with relative ease not only textually (as we'll see in the
next chapter) but bodily. Women's bodies, as Alice's comments suggest, were
culturally constructed as less mobile than males, or rather, their mobility was
seen as dependent upon the mobility of males.

The women in the program, then, were only 'partially enrolled' in the
physics actor-network. Overwhelmed numerically in the program, marginalized
in the study groups, socially isolated, women might succeed in finishing the
program with good grades, but seemingly at the price of their identification
with the field.

Some men in the program were only partially enrolled as well, but for
different reasons than the women. Instead of being marginalized in the study
groups they declined to participate in them and developed other enrt 'Intents
into the physics actor-network. Their social backgrounds played key roles in
shaping these strategies of participation.

Most of the students in the program (at least, I should say, most of the
students who'd survived to he seniors) catne from quite affluent backgrounds:
both Arnold and Eric had fathers who were executives at major computer
corporations, Luke's father owned his own software company. Alice's father
was a supervisor for a state government elnnmission, and so on. There were
two students who came front 'working class' backgrounds: Paul, whose mother
did 'clerical work' (his father had died when he was in junior high), and Lent,

hcise father was a truckdriver. l'nlike the other students I interviewed, both
cummented, unsolicited, on their parents occupations. Paul, f( )r example, called
his mother's work 'excruciatingly mainstream' and explained his interest in the
experimental side of physics in terms of his repugnance for the kind of paper-

wused work she did:

I think that's part of my repulsion to that. It's sterile. Non-inspiring.
non-stimulating in an intellectual way I get a lot of feedback in what
I do, what I do with my physical self. I get a lot of feedback in the
way I feel emotionall and intellectuall also. And when I find things
out of the ordinary that require thinking about things in an unordinary
way, then that's stimulating all the wav around. It keeps me interested
and thinking. I like that Paul).

tried to explain tlie discontinuity between Ins trajectory though schools
and Ins parents', providing an elaborate explanation of ho w. his father and
mother could be 'intelligent' even though they didn't have high status jobs:

My dad is a tnickdriyer, hich in my opitnun is a real shame, because
he's an intensely bright individual. Ile has no problem figuring things
out lin not sa\ ing I'm bright I'm nut that conceited. I don't know ,
ma\ he I am, maybe I'm not I just have a gift for figuring things out,
.md he has that same gift I km tw he's intelligent Ile's just lazy.
In high school he used to get Ds and Cs because he never did Ins
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homework not because he did badly on the tests, he did well on
the tests, he just never did the homework ... it was boring. Ile'd
rather go out and play with his friends or whatever. And he wasn't
interested in going to college. IIe doesn't like school and I can't blame
him. My mother is also a very intelligent woman. And she's much
more intelligent than she allows people to think. I don't know why.
It's not like my father discourages that. I le's. always yelling at her, 'oh
come on, don't ask me, just do it', but for some reason she seems to
tend to I don't know, in a crisis she will stand up and just do what
she wants, but a lot of the time she will defer to other people for some
reason. I don't understand why. I'm not like that at all (Lem).

What makes these kinds of cinnments interesting is the way they contrast
with the other physics students answers when I asked them what their parents
did: flat descriptions without commentary.. But if Paul and. Lem felt estranged
fnun their families in soIlle way, they had not 'acculturated' to the physics
plogrant, nor did they seem to want to.

Both, although they were aware of the benefits of group work, eschewed
participation in study. groups. Elsewhere I've discussed their decisions in terms
of Bourdieu's I986) notions of cultural capital. arguing that their tastes, interests
and styles of interaction made them unconthmable working with the upper-
middle class males who dominated the groups ( Nespor, I990a). I fere I want
to highlight how the spatial practices of the students attached them to the
ph\ sks network in different ways than their peers.

Paul had done pan ly in high scla)ctl and ended up gc)ing to a 'state
technical institute' (a kind of trade school) where he trained to be an electron-
ics technician. Finding work as a technician unsatisfying he decided to get a
university degree in physics (though the university refused to give him credit
for his technical institute courses and forced him to begin in the freshmen
courses) I his low grade average notwithstanding, Paul's technical skills quickly
got him a job that moved him into the spaces of physics practice earlier than
his peers. TIMM of the other undergraduates, who ;inked themselves to
physics thmugh textual practices tin classmcnns and problem-scAving sessions),
Paul w on a niche as 3 device-maker in an experimentalist's lab:

liii mu( h ahead of my contemporaries, just by the fact that I've got
a two-year deyree and can design clectnmics In physic's there's Ili it
a lot of coursework designed to familiarize people with electionics
Theme's one coutse in the undergraduate curriculum, maybe two, but
thev.le ink key Inc >use, by and large And so I can design things,
and that's hcIpcd tie )ta immensely

Paul avoided die other students In his c lasses and c\plRaly icic(med the
stuck gong) iminAt kir doing plohlems I le w orked alone at home or in his

51,1«' at the lab
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I don't enio interacting with the undergraduates in ph\ sics because
they have a very unsophisticated view of physics. They haven't ever
done it. And I can be as snobbish as I like, so to hell with them . .

So when it comes to solving problems, I don't !alk to people. If I can't
get a problem I c onsider that a perscrial failure, and I Will just work
harder on the problem.

Paul made poor grades in part. as Ile saW it. because he approached life
differently than other physics undergraduates:

tr\ to experiment and get things that are really outside ol the physics
train of thought, just because you can become, and this happens time
and time again, people are so completely monomaniacal that they're
lust geeky idiots that know nothing about anything but how to solve
the Schroedinger equation or something like that. And they're not able
t)) carry on a conveisation to people that are outside of their field. And
I think that's reall a shank' The\ 're just not well-rounded.

SCCIIIc ot the other male students in the program were sensitk e to this
kind of criticism. Arnold. for example, made it a point to tell me that -a lot of
us ,ne quite in\ olyed k\ith intranmral sports, do a lot of that' (though still 'w ith
other physicists') liut the mainstream male students like Arnold were, at least
in nk inter\ iew s with tltem. \ ery insulai speaking frc1111 the perspective of the
program Paul and Lem, on the other hand, were openly critical of aspects of
the program. and «11\ sations ranged muc Ii !Hort.' \\ kick over non-
plk sic s issues

Alone among the undergraduates I interviewed. Paul had his ow n space
in a Lib 15p.tie itsu.ilI leseR'ed for graduate students. post-do('torates, and
plot essors) and associated maink \\ ith graduate students Ills (Aperient e
working in major laboratories left him feeling that the temporal organvation
(If undergraduate life w as simpk unrealistic.

Iln the unclergiaduate itogi.imiil our time frames are cliyiclecl up
g(4.. seinestet and I Ye plt weeks and I Ye pq classes and if I do

do it I can do good Cu bad .And everything is very compartmentalized
and \ our nille !Lime is e\er\ thing is cl(me for \CflI. You can lead
\ our hle mindlessly And y, RI can sit and think and eat and sleep. and
that s all \ CCII really ILRe to do Ever single time !tame, tune dimen-
sion. is figured out for \ And the real world c)I (hung science is
ompletely dilfeient flow 1)1,11 You It,i e to set up out tune fr,iillcs
"Iiirkqel, C,11,,a,md if \CCII 6) it piRCIR, IT \ (Mr nine !Mines ale

.1 little tCH, mg. then \ (Cu ailed on the caliwt 1)\ \C CIII supenois

The (diet uking class student, i cm, used teitlis similai to Paul's to
kit..., ,1thel ph\ Nil`, Illlielit`
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MOst of MV friends ;tre not pit\ sics students . INlost physics students1
are \ erv introverted and like all they think ahout is ph\ sics. all the\
want to think about is physics. apparently. You can't strike a conver-
sation up with them about much else. "Hwy seem to be quiet and just
bash:all\ boring. :They sit in libraries \\ ith books and read and
that's boring to rile. There.i, v hole \\ odd out there and \ ini've got
to try and experience it. in my opinion. to be a well-rounded person.

Lem didn't work in complete kolation, howcver: almost alone am( mg the
students I inter% ic\ ed he spoke of regularly consulting with professors (not
necessank those from whom he was currently taking courses) about his work.
of having found several with whom he could talk about problems.

Roth Paul and Lein, then. had found niches in what was usually 'faculty'
space While this may have given them more .mature' or 'well-rounded'
olientations Icc ph, sk , 51,111, terminally marginalized,
no routes to fuller participation in those spaces. R doing their coursework
iihc.'peiidenth c if othei students. Paul and Lem were never enrolled in the
distiihuted tor.: that populated both the graduate and plolessiomil levels in
ph\ sics. Learning to work as the member of a team wit:, more than a strategy
for academic success. it \\ :IN an aci.oniplislitilent that began to shape students'
capacities for participating in the dominant fOrnis cci s()cial relations in the
piolessional work of the field Paul \\ as. at first glance, an exception. but the
niche he had carved for himself in the laboratories was a strictI\ subordinate
one Instead of collahorating c)n the design of experiments he made de\ ices
for them to others. specifications Ile worked.1(w te.1111,, lather than a- a mein-
licr ()I them.

It \\ as sulking. in fact, that in addition to Paul and Lem. all of the women
I inter\ iewed except Debbie (\\ hi) \\ anted to he in the astronaut piograin)
preferred the expenmewal side ot phi sics to 'theory'. and that these were the
onk students among those I intemew cc! w Ito had decided on the
experimentalist unite licasle\ and .Iones 1 1980, p 38) argue that this .predi-
k.ction for theor is common among entering graduate students in physics.
something the\ attribute to a lack of .meaningful Lthorator\ experience' at the
undergraduate le\ el Thr, is .1 plausible expkmation (the laboratory ...onipo-
nem (il the prmTsIttn 1 studied was weak compared to those of similarly ranked
prl )gr.uns. and the most prominent faculty meinhers were theorists), hut it

is also true that the students \\ ho chose the non-theoretical emphasis w etc.
also the ones marginahted and self-excluck.d frinn due woik groups. suggest-
ing that the groups fosteied or at least supported the 'theoretical orientation
t()N\ aids ph,,tc,, orictitath in that Alice. even though she partici
pAtcd in the gioups made \ tic, go, 4.1 glades. seemed to feel herself
unctimpocci tic puisue

I don t have the mind tic \\ .1111 tic sit Mid (to .11"Psit;l0 I'C.1,,c)11111g In( h

wh.11 1110 al ph\ sits is to MC I mean I ciii I ,,ey the «inner ticity,
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as well between the ideas- I'd rather d° does the theorY apply
to the real WO rick. I don't reall% want to sit and derive ric..w theories.
I \\ ant to test them. I want to see what they do.9

I return to the issue of how group work shaped students practice of'
pllysics in the next chapter and suggest there that the study group was a social
space supporting particular representational productions of space-time: pro-
ductions of disciplinary spaces on and in paper in mathematized, 'abstract'
forms In brief, as students moved through the physics curriculum representa-
tions of reality became more and more detached from the spatiality of every-
day practice and hence it became more and tnoie important for there to be a
cohesive network like the people, textbooks, and problems that made up
the study groups to maintain and enforce the representational practices that
produced the space.

The 'learning' that took place wasn't a matter of internalizing krniwledge
as Luke pointed out M his explanation of grade normalization earlier, pass-

ing and failing weren't necessarily connected to knowing anything but
neither w as it a matter, as Lave and Wenger (19911 would argue, of performing
authentic physics at the periphery of a community of practitioners. They sug-
gest, I.( ir example, ti iat.

...l'here are vast differences between the ways high school physic's
students participate in and give meaning to their activity and the wav
professional physicists do. Tlie actual reproducing community of prac-
tice, within which sclo xAchildren learn alxiut physics, is not the com-
munit of physicists but the community of schooled adults (is this a
'community' in the same sense as physicists constitute a community?l.
Chiklren are introduced into the latter community (and its humbk.
relation w ith the former community( during their school Ve:Irs. The
leproducticm cycles of the physicists' community start much later,
possibly onl% in graduate sch( col (pp °N-l(10 I.

liut this line ( )I argument m orks onh, if we accept an atemporal and
despatialized conception of 'communio,' The fact that high schtiols and under-
graduate oollegcs are instituticoally separate from graduate or professional
pli sics doesn't mean the realnth are unconnected: they are, in fundamentall
imp( crtant way'. I showed earlier, where yoll attend high school Is crucial
to your chalices of becoming a physicist. ilk. fact that undergraduate students
(or high school students) aren't cluing 'real' physics doesn't nu..an that what
they're d(iing isn't an essential part or the trajectory to doing 'real' physics. Nor
is it the Ca's(' that Ingh school and undergraduate piogiams ale simply allocative
Me( 11,11mAns sorting students. they were also, crucially, moving students into
configurations, distributed actors, that «mld move within and work upon the
spa( clime of the discipline

18
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This distribution ot students in actor-networks is a necessary pall of the
process by which the discipline assures the use and intelligibility of its key
representational organization.s I it space-time. We can give a kind of answer
now to the question Latour (1988) asks:

What is this society in which a written. printed, mathematical form has
greater credence. in case of cloubt. than anything else: common sense,
the senses other than vision, political authority, traihtion, and even
Scriptures? (p. 511.

It is. in the case of the physics program, a narrow society of pc,ople bound
together by tight social ties and spatial practices that compress the workl imo
sinall material spaces stnmgly bounded off from other social networks. And
now we can turn to the second quandary Lanai!. provides-

\lost of the -domain' of cognitive psychoh)g and episteinok)gy does
not exist hut is related to this strange anthropological puzzle: a train-
ing (often in schools) to manipulate written inscriptions, to array them
in cascades, and to believe the last one on the series more than any
ekidence to the contrary (Latour, 1988, pp. 51-2).

In the next k.hapter I will examine licm: this trainnig was a(VoInpir+hCd iii
whit, rgi adulate physics
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When V as an undergraduate in physics our first real course, this was
back in 1958. this was the first upper divisnin course for physics majc irs.
the first that re.dly used a lot of calculus. I remember SO people in it .. It

as a two-quarter course. The sconid quarter there were five. IThe aun-
ts ratel is university-independent. teacher independent. cc iurse independ-
ent. as long a the course was of the level ot sophistication that the normal
physics ccnirse is

-S The consuming character of work in such fields is seemingly independent of one's
interest ccr commitment to the discipline Ilackei (19891. who was studying engi-
neering programs. reports how she fciuml het If neglecting her other responsibil-
mec: and devoting all her aailahle time to study. This experience is reminiscent of
Bums\ ov's ( 19-9 I experience of -making out on die industrial shoplIc c cr. of being
captured by the game of work almost against one's will
The prccgressie gender segregation of physics began in secondary sill( nil and
intensified er the years

Although one tinrd of all high-schc nil graduates whtt have taken physics
ale women. only It per cent of the piiysic s Bachelor's degrees are awarded

wc mien Women repiesent a Nina!! percentage of physics giaduate
students and fewer than 8 per cent of the new doctorates were earned
hy diem iner and G/tiiko. FM6. p

The processes I describe at work iii undergraduate education niaV he quite diderent
hoin those in K-1.2 pubhc school or in graduate school
Although some commentators on women in science education illead. 198C. Smad.
l98;Th chaw on Gilligan (1982) and Lever i 19-ffl to suggest that women are chs-
ads antaged in c('mpenns e go >up atm Ines hecause of values or developmental
tac tins I would emphasiie instead their token status in the groups as the key factor
in the constiuction of their identities is knowledge-sveak (cf Kanter. 19-8). F( )1'
ieseiiu h asting doubt on die gencialciabilit ol Let er s arguments. see (.1()01\ iii
( 1988) and 1:der ( 1990t

8 Memory. Arnold. 'stew art and Foriles analyyed patterns in nine
fields (modern languages. philosophi . political science. husiness. discipline psy-
du dog\ . cins . education. c hentistr. .md ph!.sics t and found collahorative effods
to he muc h mow commcm in physics than the other fields This appears to represent
a trend (it er time 1981 the acerage numher of authois tor papers in Physical
Re/ reit leltem V,.i i 8- I Mem( wy e/ a/. 198C. p In l'ii it had been only 2 2C.
a ;WM elv small misc cit er the acerage of I in 1930 (Brooks. 19-8. p 10:o To
some extent, the rise ni collaboratit wolf. fedi:Lt. (hanging emphases in the types
ot ph\ sic s being dt me Ft ,r essample the I ttst ct ei:ige number authors of papers
in the .neas ol fluids and plasmas was only 3 HI elementary particles it was 11.2.
(and ui exoeninental paper, m elementary particles a t ds 2.8 113) ( Win( irt ef ill
disS. p Kim cit ind his c olleagues .111.11W. The t ()sl (If doing e penmental
icsc ii, Ii HI physics is ptc'li,ihil iii, chief was tc it this iollak tratitin Fccmcnity if

st ci, c utpcis tesc.nt heis to shale sc iontifi, . quipinent. ( )

Kleppnei ( 1)8; notes that small scale group iesearc h few graduate sui-

""tking " .1 pi"tessoi rese (r1 her us still die dominant fooll of limning
1.q slit sic !1.1t111.111 shic1CIlls lit Cs11111,11t, 11 (11.11.1c It.'11/cs Illy liammg .1N out MI

pci gtacluate students m ph\ sic si 0.1cppnei. I (NS. p SS I

Rcad, Linnhat ttith .111 hiackei sclUtcIlc)cim (ilk on teal ning to lie an engineer
w ill cite noted si MR. SMULffinc, And ontiasts hei ito Rims 'tins might he a

plat tic mention them Me !Alt si, s plc igtani I studied w.is not as «impentit
as I lac kin s enginecong. mit tt CR' students w inking on 1/1161c ut ith And
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singular JAW, <A`, t()waid the test and (I( )t Understandmg t .1989. pp. -4 1.
32) I never saw any of the toking (1990. pp I 18-203 that Ifacker describes. In
Lontrast IO the fetishism and en)tkization of technokigy in engineering. physics
students prized 'theoretical. skills (again, this CI CukI he a function of the particular
lulture of this program). The smnlarities, however. are lust as SU-king: the greed
nature of the curricula, the inelasticity of time as Hacker puts It. and the
matheinanzation of the field created a 'daily experience (thatl required control of
sensualit\ . the enuitiims. passio11 . one's very physical rhythms ( I989. p -;())

5/
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chapter 3

Connecting Students to Practice:
Mobilization in Physics

Scientists start seeing something once they stop looking at nature and
loc,k exclusively and obsessively at prints and flat inscnptions ( Latour,
/986a. p. 16).

'Me total amount that a physicist knows is very little Ile has only to
rememb('r the rules to get him from One place to another and be is
all 17,0)1 (Fevninan, /96 5, p. 45).

Physics was a struggle fiir me. I collected texthooks during the fieldwork but
I couldn't 'read them as I read other hooks (nor, as it turned out, could the
students). I could follow' the lectures in the lower division classes but I'd
fiirget quickly and I never knew lu)w to slim the problems even w hen the
math and cc mcepts they required were well within my grasp. Students let me
come to their study go cup sessions, and occasionally they'd stop to repeat
something for me, but a lot of steps in the definitions and solutions of prob-
lems went unstated they involved conversions and transforniations that
students took for granted and a lot of the 'discourse' took place through
quickl scribbled, filen re% ised or erased diagrams and equations that I cciuldn't
copy down (my audiotapes these sessions were usually useless and I didn't
hay e the resources to videotape).

I had to keep reminding myself that I wasn't trying to 'understand' physics
or management the way the students did. To do that I'd have had to enrol in
the actor-netyy inks of the disciplines myself (not just take or observe the cc airses,
but become a physics major) and what I was trying to do instead was
undeistand how the students got conirected to those actor-networks. Instead
of trying to Interpret or analyze texts books, problems, or whatever my
interest is in how texts and their uses poiduced spaces and times and spatio-
temporal relations. I .ndergraduate physics education was scattered across a set
ot heterogeneous Ii icales departments, programs, «mrses, classrooms, labor-
atories 1 c) olganize these spaces into the kind of 'network' dim could connect
students to flows of disciplinary practice, activities in one space had to he
nansliinned into representations that could be sent ;icross space without chang-
ing mui. II They had to be mobilized
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A Chain of Mobilizations

Physics consists in part of discipline-specific representational technologies for
constructing phenomena and spaces and times that are not accessible in our
everyday material spatial practice. In professional practice machines play a
critical role in these processes (Traweek, 1988), but at the undergraduate level
of education most of this work is still done through writing. Writing produces
its own spaces. Textual practices can imibilize the disparate, widely-scattered
phenomena of everyday material practice and bring them into a work setting
and under the control of practitioners. Textual practices can also create spaces
and times outside everyday practice the space of dreams, poetry, cos-
inok igy, quantum mechanics. In physics education these two uses come to-
gether. The everyday workl is mobilized and then reconstructed in an esc)teric
form.

Instead of talking about students learning physics, then, I'll talk about the
pathways and trajectories that entangled them in the discipline's representa-
tional productions ot space-time. Although this entanglement didn't make stu-
dents practicing physicists in am sense, it did crucially connect them to the
discipline The media of this connection were the textbooks, notetaking, and
prublem-solving practices that involved the students in the use of equations
and matheinatized representations and mobilizations of the world. I

cess wasn't something that happened all at once. Instead, students gradually
moved into physics across the years of their academic careers.

The representational organitation of space-time in the physics program
built through a recursive now ork of courses. Students covered topics in

'mechanics' and 'electricity and magnetism' three times: in the two lowei di-
introductory courses. in the upper-division 'classical dynamics' and

'classical electrodynamics' cmirses. and then, as Alice put it, 'when you get to
be a graduate Istudend ou do it again Three times Instead ol seeming
repetitive, students and facultt said that the second and third passes through
the topics treated theni at 'deeper' le els In one professor's words:

students can get .1 superficial understanding of the topics in their
heshman %ear, but they're n(ct reall able to .tpply these concepts; in
fact thele not even aware how supedicial their understanding was
until they lace incre iiiij ult problems later on I find that most of the
student!, in the (las, seem to fc.el th.1I tliev're encountering the topks
for the first tune, even though they had the basic concepts in their
hist Year or thek sec(ind ear In fact, in na own experience as :I
student I 'cciii I didn't wally feel conifi crtable with classical Imlet hank.,

0.1 ci\ Ing Phl) and I \\ 11()Infit.'d tc) it'arn tfi,it Hi\

Inst tea( hing assignirlent ( 1,1usll al mei hank s at the introducton.
and intermediate let els It wasn't until I had several year, of teach
ing expenerk e at those le els that I found m\ sell comfortable w
met'hanics

5 ;
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ith each enc.( ountet topics w Cie constituted m incleasingl mathematized
forms that squeezed the world into a diamond of numbers. When students and
faculty talked of a deep as opposed to 'superficial understanding they meant
a mathematical understanding. One of the students. Bob, gave this analysis:

Like with (introductory] electricity and magnetism we'd just have a
basic algebraic. equation: and with the class I had in classical electro-
dynamics we started off with a stationary electrcm, and derived
everything in static electric theory. And then we made the electron
move, and then we derived all of di rest of electrodynamics from a
single moving electron. And you learn so much more. I mean, you
derive all the algebraic equations. And it was a lot more complex, and
it w as a lot more difficult. But it was also a lot more interesting. I. . .1

It was mainly you look at everything at a deeper level. And instead of,

say, looking al bon. is it iii well, it's done this way you look
'now at tubt. is it and it's done this wav because of these things.
And the sante goes for the classical dynamics. That was also a very
interesting course... I dcm't think we covered a whole lot of different
pltenomena (from the low er-diviskm courses], but we mainly just looked
at them at different levels. \X'e looked at. alt. LaGrangians and
lamiltonians, all of these in classical dynamics. And you start looking

more at the energy in the system, where you looked before more at
lust, well, we looked at, well, the pendulum wc mid swing this way
and it just swings that way and well say, well, we know the
pendulum swings that way. why does it swing that way?

In physics, diagrams and mathematical equations among the most stable
and movable ot representations formed the bedrock of a representati(mal
technokigy that v, as shared (hut employed in eery different ways) by profes-
sional physicists and beginning students (cf. Latour. l9(-. pp 2()-1 ). When
the professor spoke of being 'able to apply concepts' he was talking about
heing able to deploy scich representatic ins

Int )\-c representations like equatiOnS itcross the different kinds of spaces
that make up a disciplinary nem ork. however. the\ had to be mobilized in chi-

lerent kinds of «mtainers for different kinds of journeys. The different mobil-
izations \\ etc like links in a c. !lain connecting students in the program to the

Phu."' ("' cif ph\ sics king htikire they actually entered that field of practice. In
the pn igram I studied there were tom critical links in this '( hain of mobilization':

I 1 ) The equations of ph\ sic, Welk.. mobilized in textbooks that linked

\ s pia( tit e tic ili \ sic s edifi and ct inflected geogtaphically
dispersed edut ational progiams

itlfin the program. pnitessors mobilize.1 the equations in the to \ t
books in their lecttuvs, transforming them into linearly produced
chalkboard rept esentations
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Students nu)bilized these equations in the lectures in their class notes,
to be scrutinized and recombined in study and prc)blem-solving
activities
The problems in the textbooks mobilized the equations, linking to-
gether types of problems and shaping how students nu)ved thomgh
the representational space-time

The product of these mobilizations was a progressive stripping away of the
'everyday worIcr and its replacement with a mathematized world. To see hcm,
this w as accomplished I shall examine each mohilization in turn.

Textbooks as Educational Mobilizations of the Discipline

If. as Harvey ( l989) suggests, 'the written w( n'd abstracts properties from
the flux of experience and fixes them m spatial forms ( p. 20(0, then we can
see phsics textbooks as spatial forms that mobilize distant physics practices
(albeit in 3 specialk reduced form) and make them available in classrocims.
lextbooks can serve as mobilizations in part because they are constructed in
a distinctive rhetorical style. they are made up of statements that lack Inc)dalities..
References to agency (e.g.. the author), the agent's actions, and the antecedent
conditions of those actions are excluded from the text (Woolgar. 1988. Latour
and AV, iolgar. 1986. pp ci Olson. I 980 ) 'Why? Because sucli modalities
would link the statements in the hooks to ongoing practices: every modality
Illakt' .1 statement more mutable. less mobile, less easily combined with other
statements When modalities are excluded. as in lex11)0(cks, ".1 statement takes
on the character of a context-independent universal that can he !no\ ed across
space and time. II is rencleied:

clecoicl cii am, trace of ownership, cc cnstruction. time and place It

could have been known for centuries or handed down hv thin
sell togethei with the Ten Commandments It is, as we sa\ 1 fact
( Latour. p 2i)

lh making statements stable and mcivable in this fashion, it's possible to
1(/ facilitate communicati(ms .1(..rOss distances and tie together net-

works of prac tic e spread out in space and time At the sante time, the denser
and more tightly organized such networks, the more easily they can create and
maintain Iacts. As we saw in the last chaptet physic s is a tighth wo en net-

oik (it Inst111111()Ils du(11111.1It'd I)\ 3 td.111ACI\ s111.111 numhei of highly funded
dcp.irlinents and labs that can define what outfits ;1,, ,md what c( Milts
.1, ,111 .1t1C(11131(.11 piepaied giaduatc

Tins standaidizanon ccl c urriculum is accomplished through the use of
textb( >mks that are highl stand.mliicd Anti dem( dalited in form and content
In 1I11, NCIVNC. It'\11)(V/k., dchne the undergiaduate phsics curriculum The
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demarcate discrete subject areas and levels, and define the basic topics to be
addressed at each level. Thus most of the graduate programs descrihed in the
handbook of Graduate Programs in PhisLs.lstrommy. and Related Fields
( 19:6 I define expected levels of undergraduate preparation in terms of
five or six textlsioks. For example:

Mlograduate Impetration assumed: For graduate work in physics it
is assumed that the student has an undergraduate background that
includes the folk ming: mechanics at the level of Svmon, Mechanics,
electricity and inagnetism at the level of Cook. The Theory (y' the
Electromagnetic held: thermodynamics at the level of Rief, Funda-
nwntals of Statistical and 'Thermal Physics: atianic physics at the level

Nlorrison, Estle and Lane, Quantum .Vtates of.Voins, .1Thlecules, (Ind
Sol ids; quantum mechanics at the level of Park. Introduction to Quan-
tum Theon. (AIP. 198.S )

The particular hooks listed ';11) from program to program,' but the hooks
.it each lever are generally similar. Once set, the configuration of hooks used
in a partkular program is diffkult to change because of the tight prerequisite
linkages hem een the required courses- a substantive text change at (me le\ el
would disrupt the entire sequence. As .1 result, there is 3 very .low turnover
ln textbooks

Me undergraduate students1 all will take courses later on for which
this is .1 prerequisite. and consequentl the suhiect matter has been
deckled upon l essentially 3 department c, mrse and curriculum
committee And it will riot stra\ el\ 11111(11 11-0n1 that. Students must

cover .1 certain number of topics There's a textbook committee made
ot people w Ii have taught Me course -- four or the people

and the\ w iii go ci arious textb,,oks and select the oik. that most
losch, Ira( ks the suhiect matter There Is a vanet\ texts w hich do

that Siiiiihuu

hciy.. hide Auci INA Ck el. in tile \ arious texts at a gi\ en let el Here is one
piotess, cr. tot example. c, miparing two texts used hi! diC 1111111d1RIOR phsics
1, num.,.

5(0

I l )( list.'d .is k and HAIKU\ I'llats the one
that I usccl \\ hen I \.1.-. uncleigracluatc.: Like I I the material lin
the ne\v texthook. >ham, ,til is all lilt' ',Milt' iii f.111, 11 1111 1111/1i .11 .111

It 1111 1/11111.'... the\ linglit as well ha\ c. unit'd 111/11i (lilt' an-
( 1 lc int's 1( lu.ukt. Ills exalliple Inteiesting \ncl his prohlenis are
mole Intelestiti.., Instead It a bloc k sliding II all inc litlecl

tilk's111 cli S .11)( cult 5 111C (al skidding (in Cif .1 l,lt L'11.1( k I le puts real
inimheis in The piohlc,flis arc, in, hin to w L,n thcmgli \ (al lc

t'\,1111\ the same piohl( ni I ',lentil

tlt)
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Or "Amp s comments point to anothei c ntic 511 feature ot textbooks in
physics. p until now lye been talking about how the standardized,
-demodalized fOrm in which the texts are written allows physics education to
be spatially integrated across schc)(115. departments and laboratories spanning
the glcilx... But if physics textl)ooks are representati(mal technt)logies for solidi-
fying a dense social space across physically distanced settings and practices cif
.facts are a good medium for connecting practices). textlxmks are also sites for
p0K.Iticing particular representations of space-time. Hy that I mean dial physics
textbooks are components of practices for mohilizing the physical world in
textual form, and ultimately reconstructing it in representational space-times
accessible only thrciugh texts or machinery for inscription: frictionless planes,
perfect harm( title oscillatcws, particles and waves. and so on. We
can get a general sense of how these practices developed within the recurs-
ive curriculum by briefly trac mg changes in textbook treatments of physical
phenomena

Enrolling the World in Physics

Just as students were enn )Iled in the actor-nem oik of physics. so were Worldly
phenomena In the textbooks lor the first courses in the physics sequence. the
spaces of the physics textworld \yule initially described hy analogy or contrast
\\ iii the .c..\ encla\ non-ph\ sics world Consider this passage from an earls
haptei in the first mec hanics textbook-

her\ day experience suggests that a force a push or a pull is

needed to keep an object moving at const.mt velocth For example.
if the wind pushing a sailb( cat suddenly dies out. the hoat will coast
along tc)r mmic. distance. hut it will graduall\ slow down, stc >p. and
emain stopped until a new gust of with; omes along I however. w hat

ac wifl \ (IONA n a sailboat is not the absence of a puptilske
lorc e. but, rather. the piesence of fricw CI) for( es t nder ideal frktionless
C. onditions hod\ Ill MC lulcl continue to move forever

p

The text stans us ill .I familial space. the \\ odd smlhoats, but it iede-
lUies that space for us explammg \\ hat .really slow s the hoat down
defining the action m temis ()I a new entit\ Inction Then we re told what
would happen in ni ideal space 1 rept esentation of space that can't be
hound .sCut thew , but that exists in the textv, odd \o equations. diagrams. or
illustiations it cc ympan\ this passage The 0. (.1 (Li\ analog the sailhoat
is like .1 Int Kiel 111.11 \\ (.111 11'.t.' It lilt' \ SIC. S \\ le111,1111

1(111t'd 111 the familiar space ot eyer)da\ pim lice, NH eida\ prat tice has
been 1)1,6k:wan/ed. gi\ en i spec mh/e(i identity at cessihle onl \ through
the (chhgal( \ PA",igt. llC CM) Uf Ph \ 5iC.5 ivpiesentations of space
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«intiast, in a passage that occuis nuich later tn the same text, refei-
ences to -everyday objects play a very different role:

Consider a tightly stretched elastic string. such as a long rubber cord.
It we snap .one end of the string back and forth with a flick of the

rist, a disturbance travels along the string. Figure I 1 not included]
shows in detail how such a traelling disturbance conies about. The
string IllAy be regarded as a row of particles joined b small, massless
springs. When we jerk the first particle to one side. it will pull the
sect md particle to the same side. .and this will pull the third, etc. If we
then jerk the first particle back to the original position, it will pull the
second particle hack, and this will likewise pull the third. As the
motion is transmitted from one particle to the next particle, the distur-
bance propagates along the row of particles such a disturbance is
called a wa \e pulse ((Manion. p. 3()). [author amendment]

Ilere we sec an interessement.: the plw sics actor-network creates a har-
rier between the physical phenomena it defines and alternative defining net-
works. This passage is comprehensible onli- in terms of the discipline's
leptesentations or space Although the passage supplies a specific -everyday'
nnage for the reader it's qffickly clear that instead of a 'Iong rubbei cord. (a
phenomenon that could be enrolled in various non-ph\ SIC., representations of
spac et we re dealing with a row of particles joined by small, massless springs..
Rather than -slit wx mg this paincle rc cw. a diagram creates it: we would have
no c tear w \ (A tInAgitIllig st.1(..11 art .(6ject. ithout something like the diagram.
and the rest of the paragi ph makes little sense unless one can see or has seen
similar diagrams

Ii such scientific chagrams. as Lync Ii ( b)i-is I suggests. -create the impres-
sit tn that the obit:cis or relations the\ represent are mberenil.t mathematical
p loot, then it s a small hut ctuisequential step to disjiense with such dia-

grams and operate primank in mathematical terms This is the principal means
thrt fligh w Inch phenomena are -enn died. their identifies stabilized through
alhan«.. in the ph\ sits AO( cr-nem (crk Consider this iiitioduction to the
\\ A\ (.! pulse In text tot a third-year c (curse in modern phsic s :

\11(clher 1,1111111M phenorliellnn ni>1 &sc.. rihahic 11\ a single tracelling
.1\ e is that ot pulse, such As A slIcklell !Wise. A nip (A one end ol

a long string. oi the hoel opening of a shunter' in front of .1 light
suRe The-main teristic of a pulse is that of localization in tune
and spat e A w ave cci a ...angle in:quer-RA and v.avelength such as an

,,1 iS 1111 Iris //u ha.11.1/.111(fll 111 11111e 111 511),ICL1 lii icIdt.'1

ik'sk OW .1 ptlise. A gioup A \\ A\ es ( ii dfflelent tlecilleIR ,111(1

\\,1\ ck.ngths rrnurst he taken The king,: ol wavelengths oi hequencies
needed depends on thc eXtellt (A the sit,Re t. A nine, (A the pldse iii

gencLil, ii thc e\tcnt ri sixic c,' cieIt,i \ , is SHI,111, r,inge cci \,rve
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numbers delta k must be large. The mathematics of representing at-
bitranly shaped pulses by sums of sine or cosine f.unctions involves
[(curler series and Fourier integrals aipler, 1%9, p. 201i

Even diagrams are no longer sufficient to formulate the phenomena; the
'objects must be represented in mathematical equations. The txtragraph still
begins with the 'everyday world' but only to undercut our common experience
of it a sudclen noise, the flip of a long string, the brief opening of a light
shutter. are described as belonging to a single class of entities within the
representational space of physics. Students are nu longer dealing with entities
constituted through the familiar material spatial practices of everyday activity:
the entitles have an identity only within the dkcipline's representations of
space. They have been 'enrolled' in the physics actor-network, ; 1st as the
students were.

Textbooks as Engines of Instruction

I don't want to go too fal". however, talking alum( textlucoks Rh( nit consid-

ering Ii cw the ale used. Fr( on my perspective as an ()Insider textbooks seetil
lo tie together distant plograins and departments and formulate a distinctive
representational space lime What pr(clessots and students actually do with the
texts is another mattet Fveti given the demudaliied formulation ()I the text
statements theme is still room for different appropriations of the text!' by pf"-
lessors using them to teac Ii courses. and Ittr diveigent readings lw the students
in the «noses It the texts are to be useful in holding networks together in a
stable (onliguration and keeping activit ';ni-tiack'. then the representations in
the texts ha\ e to be memohili/ed ti 1 varlet w a%s

The iii()st obvious mobiliiato clls ale the profess( Os' lectuies over the sub-
lec t matter in the text s 'hawed\ ( l8) has noted, in both .lapan ;Ind America

the textbook is 111(' principal engine of lipstick:non Ii unclergiacluate physics
echn anon

Ph\ si; s is ntrocitoed first l() thy undergIjd1.1.1lt: HI a le \tlicH ck 1 he

Hist! tu 011s. \\ II() are piesented as expelts cml pli It. (although not
spd c. ialists in all solnields simultaneousb. I. explain the Ithitell;t1 in the

textho; (k 'students are given pmblem sets. Ic s()Ive iii utdel 0 dent
( )1p-41.th' thell t If the mitem,11 Ch.meck, p

Ihit r11\ sit s pudess is I El ked u \\ 111(.11 r.t. I I 111),\\ ulg the textbooks

losel\ in then sechlieilc lIl imitl t L15 t'1.1ge ttt ittplt s The talck. (1111Cilh,

(.11(' qt'd pIt'll\ he ,t \ilcdiet

I VoIjIch s,t\ gynci,ti I cli ) lend I;) ttditty, the I .(11, 1,e( ii ise I ILI\

h ijiici IbIt' stilt li iii Cll. III 111s1 111,1t u S VI\ letS

g""cl 11"tc", t'sc I! I tit 'II I if di( )s\ thi. 110( /is ilWs li.is t ii }thing It,

-)9
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for a test. And I think it's the responsibility of the faculty to :;elect
hooks that are similar to wnat they're going to teach in the course. I

also have seen studies Wilk Ii indicate that the students learn httle f r(nn
the lecture to begin w ith. So I've realized that most of what I'm doing
is simply trying to explain to the better students mune of the finer
p( >ints and trying to help the weak students overonne the difficult
parts I Mort( ).

Fa( ulty aIll)wed textb(Scks to define the sul)ject matter and pedagogy of
the courses they taught partly because the subject matter Wati considered 'dead',
.(lassical' material unrelated to the issues they dealt with in their research.
NI(weover, since teaching assignments were made bv a departmental commit-
tee and changed fiom year to Near, faculty had no personal investment in
particular courses. and did not teach them frequently enough to develop dis-
tin( e approaches to the subject matter. Instead, most professors followed
the textb(ioks and monitored and imitated the practices of others who were
tea( Inns.; or had taught the same courses. One professor compared himself in
this w a\ to am ,ther pnclessoi ho'd taught the same book:

I made nIN students work more problems, and I think my tests were
slightly harder. Rut we covered. to within an or pages, the same
parts of the same 1)0(4: and the students would see a difference onIN
in that perhaps the\ would say one instructor was easier. Rut the
topics oven., I woukl I le !MK II the same ( ikon).

It appears paradoxical. giNen this subservience to the text, that for students
((curses Naried radically depending on ho taught them. Paul. w ho called the
plotess(n just quoted Ipirrible, beyond belief argued that

You (....111 1111... identical course and have different instructois, and
the\ 're almost completek different «iurses Even though I don't pun

Iot ut emphasis on what an instruct( cr says. it's lust, it depends on
w higher vou have some idiot bellowMg out some kind of drool up
there at the ft ont of the mom, or somebody Vt ho's realIN competent
and can realIN show Noll some interesting mental connections.

Pall! \\ ot the l Ito I.\ of ked ItIste,ld ttt in .1 stud
group. but on tIns point Ills !ICI t. elIttotIN ere shared hy othel students (though
the\ tended to) use less ( olurful la azuagei. the texts :md «intent might be
stand,udiAcd and lignIIN sequen( yd. cut lectures NN (Ay not Although students
thinlcd that Plule`oCt`) list .\ ti)te the bo()k t() it,. I li()1» III 'walk houng.
H tines ( lice C. the pi, clesSi oh\ lotisIN did not and (ould not ha\ e lepro
hs Cd OW I'M CI ks ex,tok in then let tun:. Instead, Innbillied the

t'IllhOdll'd iii thil' RAN equations and diagrams They temporalized and
te)-(pati.thied the .-4.1t1( tc\t tiansformed them into tollt's

/
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Mobilizing the Textbook: Lectures

As representational organizations of space-time, physics textbooks presented
students with coinplete 'terrains' described in explicit, non-modahzed terms.
To do physics was, for students, to chart journeys thnmgh these textual land-
scapes. Lectures, to follow the metaphor, were like guided tours through
the terrain. If the textbooks mobilized physics in a stable form by deleting
mention of agency, actions, and the antecedents.of actions, it was through the
re-insertion of such modalities, the reconstruction of textbook 'facts' in narra-
tives. that the physics 'in* the textboiiks was used to bind together courses and
class sessions within a course Lectures described the kinds of journeys that
were feasible through the representational space, which were worth taking,
and how one ntight negc)tiate them.

\\"e can begin to get a sense of this 'modalization of textbooks by con-
sidering a couple of pages in the textbook (Crawford. 1968) tor the third
cimrse in the physics sequence. \X'aves. The book section is labelled 'Example
10: Two cimpled LC circuits' and consists of a small quantity of text, eight
equations and one diagr:un.

These passages. wInch students encountered in the secimd semester of
their second var in college, are framed almost entirely in demodalized, dis-
ciplinary representations of space-time. The author begins by presenting a

swili in terms ut a diagram (A two coupled LC circuts. a highly formulaic
repiesentatiim of a kind that students had become acquainted with in thcir
1ntroductorx Electricit\ and Magnetism course. The section begins:

Let us find the equatkins of anotion' motion of the change in this
case The electn miotive force (end.) across the lett-hand inductance is
I. al A positive charge Q; on the left-hand capacitory gives ut eint

tliat tends to incicase I. (with our sign ((in\ entii )ns) (Crawtord.
1908, p 2--ti)

In tins Lishicm the diagram is translated info the lign.c manipulable represen-
tational tormat of equations rhe text then directs 115 ti .expre,,N the configu-
ratiim of the s.stent in terms of currents rather than charges' by differentiating
arid using conseRation of charge to simplik portions of the equation to pro-
duce 'c oupled equations of motion. (It's assumed that these equations have a
ic«igni/able shape for the students) The normal modes :IR' given, and the
text ,,ek-ilon (Aids IA Ith paragraph that links the example to other examples
in Olt' tCSI and hgesh.id(iws issues t() be discussed Liter in the hook

As w fatten. this lx )1, section is like a piece of toad map that shows how
different routes link, which exits ate available, and how clilkTent pomts iii the
terrain i an ounneelt.'d \\ hal it Licks is n% hint of MI% Inc routes emst and

))nc. shi w ant t cc c him one plac e to the I \ \gent and .1( II( 41

hAve been excised. and ',indents alone ic ked resoun es to leintroduc e them
Instead. the\ had to cliaw on the problems in the Nic )k. their fellow students,
and. the ley Jul) ith hi( II I hegm. the lectures of their pudessois

()IJ
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The lectuw Hi examine here is lw the professor most highly regarded hy
the students I interviewed. Dr smith. Some, as Ice already suggested. dkl little
more than parrot the hook, hut the best narrativized the content and reintro-
duced some elements of agency and action into the demodalized text. The
lecture segment described below, which is taken from the third course in the
curriculum. Waves. (leak with topics very close to those dealt with in the ho)k
section discussed above

In beginning the lecture. Dr Smith did not explicitly orient the students to
,Iny secti(m (4 the text. Instead, cOnnections between lecture and text were
implied b the use of similar diagrams and equations, and time content of both
were linked to previous subject matter (the motion of coupled springs and
masses) bv the intoklucti)n of an agent:

small began by suggesting that when God made the universe. -he got
laz and instead of inventing new rules for different forms of phe-
nomemt. made very different kinds of phenomena abide lw time same
rules. Thus electromagnetic systems operate in the same ways as tile
tuck hankal systems (the sprit-11;s and masses) that the class had been
dealing with up to this point

While the invocation ot God w as a great rarity in plh sics discourse, it
served a double function here Hist. it supplied a reason -nature. for the
!demi( al mohilizations (mf two (apparentI\ ver\ different ph\ swat systems It

told the students that the identity was In Of 'the av things are' rather
111.1n MI anal\ /11Venience comention Second. this kind ol
explanation set up a funniclatA condition on the discussion: there could be no
explanatimm or disc mission I/I why. mechanical and electromagnetic systems
w etc des( nimble with tile same fc irmulation. it was simpl \ a function of na-
ture. of God's will ILI\ ing fr:imed the lecture in this way. smith could then
prim( ccci \\ ith the nanalhe formulation of the IA (mutt Ile began h\ draw ing
.in -exampk: on the hoard

r---(TOTP--4--(1101M
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iiagrants such as fins one ((Cr the nu)re (Jet:tiled ones in the text ) kindled
together J sel of representations. Making sense of them presupposed that
students were not onI\ famihar with those representations hut \N lth (his par-
ticular- w at, of connecting them. Thus even though the students had encoun-
tered such diagrams in their pret ious course (Introductory Ektetricit and
NI.e4netistn) first step was to see if they could 'read' it properly

.\\ hat C mean to you'''. :smith asked. One student answered. 'charge'.
Charge/ responded. 'C. means charge to you/ Another student
tried an answ er 'storage of charge/

Not getting the answer ht.': wanted, hegan t reate .1 narrative to
lead the students through tile representations implit it in the diagnmi. Ile he-
gan h\ shifting the focus of the lecture from the diagram to an 'everyday'
C Chick t formulate :1 IVO t.t..ttliAthie \'`,1Cal ;Mak ts..t CCI the V`4e111 (Jest rihed

in the diagram Ile began lw

pit king up a fiat. unfolded piece of aluminum toil. 'suppose I give vou
tins piece of aluminum foil', 'smith said, 'and let's sa\ there's an elet
tut al energ source in the comer of the room and electrkity is iantas-
tkall expensne right now'. and I say. 'okay. ou can take this pit...ce
()I loll and pffi .III

thc duirgc "ni "al"tt hai's io stop vou from ..)et. ()ming nt

\Ithough the letture was tormulated in a questioning stN lc, the (lass was
large C about MI '41.11.11.111`,1 and 'smith didn't wait for .1I1,.\\ el', !laying

els% (la toncrete example. he now hegan IC emotle it hack ink) the
stern CCI ph\ .1(...

'smith e\plained that as the C h.trge re,INed. tiC. 1( thage ()UM

go up. and the stored energl would dissipate 'Now'. ntith asked.
w hat if I \ at I (IC d IC lip III J 11.111. CCI UNIed it into a t'\ limier. how
woul(1 that alfet t the pp h. ess/ It would. he explained. pv)(luce dil-
lcient voltage tor the same charge As the shape. the geometry. changes.
the apacitoi (and this, he explained. is w hat C stands fot ) changes
smith \.1.t tie the equation destuilting this relationship and expktined
tl Lit in the ample git ahot e. ou want more C. harge per voltage.

",1111111 ille -\ V( /hag(' I,

',Minh then talke(I .11)olit hal this lll.IIlt III (II C C I( Minh', .111d

CC
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We have gone from the diagram 'back' to the aluminum foil and then
kick to the diagram and the 'exotic phenomena embodied in it (capacitors,
oltage, etc.). The diagram has been .mt )dalized. inserted into a narrative that

supplied an agent and actions that gave us a 'reason' tor the diagram. That
is rather than simply defining 'C.' Smith tokl a story that illustrated a use of
the diagram. t'sing anothei everyday phemmtenon as illustration. Smith re-
peated this kind of back and forth movement through the representational
space

smith tlien asked ifistoriudly, how did conductors come about? What
was an early conduCtor?. Again, he provided the answer: The lighten-
ing rod.- Its top was a sharp point, and this meant [Smith drew the top
ol the rod and the lines of forcel that when lightning struck it, the fiekl
created at the point was so strong that it ionized the air, pulling the
negative ( barges out of the air and neutralizing the negative charges
in the roof of the Inmse.

hins cleated .1 srnall, ',AC discharge The rods themselves were con-
nected to the earth I grounded) w ith a copper pipe tan excellent con-
chic ti H i. scc that the charge would (Fa\ el LIOWn the copper and he
neutrah/ed m the cauli What wa.-. discovered, however, wits that
sometimes. instea(h ccl h )11( iviiig the «ipper in the canh. the Went

'MUT). Oil the \\ile, onto tool

I Li \ iun tin cif a nal Ian e, smith hen du..\ ii ithci 'HOW
sc_hmc_'ni,ttiec_hi;igi.tnt. shilling thy locus nom the .e\ eivi.lay' analog (the lightning

nd onto a R.plesentation anti a phenomenon imported In the repre-
sentational `1),It t It ph \
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Why would there be aR s between the charged balls. Smith asked.
instead of a flow of curren: through the copper wire% 'it's not simple
DC resistence', Smith pointed out. and he went on to explain that the
person who discovered this determined that the wire must have a
property related to changes in the current. The wire is an 'inductor.
the current building up in a 'crop pniduces a magnetic field and chang-
ing current produces an EMI:, and changes the voltage. The field times
the area of the wire equals the 'flux' (or the number of field linesi.
Flux is proportional to current: OW. And if \\ e use 1. to represent a
cc instant. the inductor, we get the equation:

0=Ll

ior oltage we get these equations

(10 f.dI
= Id =

1

dt dt

mull reminded the students that the worked this our for solinoids,
single loops, etc. in their previous physics course, Introductory Elec-
tricity and Magnetism Ile mentioned Faraday's role in the discovery
(r1 these relationships, and pointed out that industrialization as we
km )w it w ouldn't have been possibk witlyrut an understanding of
these processes. Then returning to the initial example, Smith wrote
the equati( ins for the system and %cent on to lind the modes, w (irking
through the details in 111()IV tit'pth than 111C book had provided

The ( lass segment I've described iliustrates two central features o,' phsks
lectures I list. smith emphasized the connections among phenomena made by
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the hook (tor example, between springs-and-masses systems and circuits)
and, when students had trouble with the 'abstract P.presentations in the text,
he strategically shifted to more familiar, everyday representations. Second, and
nu tie importantls , he reorganized the content of the textbook into a collection
of brief narratives. Instead of gc ming through it section hy section, he focused
on particular points and illustrations and showed actual pathways through the
m \ riad possible connedions and routes in the text. As Karl's description or
Smith's teaching suggests, instead of having to memorize the entire road atlas,
students could focus on particular kinds of journeys.

ie would take ideas and make them quite clear, without making you
feel slow lpausel I guess for one thing he went through the course
and took out all of the very important critical points, and he would
introduce critical issues and introduce them in so manv ways that
finally you understood it ,:ompletelv. And so you didn't have to learn
absolutely all the side issues. All vou had to really learn were a few
critical points and everything else was quite clear afier that, hecause
you just put it in terms of Mime fundamental concept. And the whole
course came out (Karl).

In lectures like this one, then, professors took the virtual landscapes of
the textbooks and transformed them into real-time journeys accomplished
thiough the use of diagrams and mathematics: they mobilized the equations in
the textbooks in.to a visual format that the students could, in turn, remobilize
in their lecture notes.

Mobilizing the Lecture. Taking Notes

"It) get a sense uf It:chafes fri int the students' perspective, we have to look at
the ph\ sical organization of the lecture. The introductory, lower level courses
for freshmen and sophomores (such as the one front which the excerpt given
abo\ e was taken) \\ ere taught in a room in one of ,he older buildings on the
campus several blocks front the main physics building (the rest of the building
V%;IN used exclusively by departments other than physics). This 'physics theatre'
A.v., designed for large lectures and demonstrations and i.ad well over I on

scats stacked in sharpl angled rows. Rather than a podium the teacher had
a long lab table 011 Whit. h t() set up demonstrations. A television mounted high
to the side of the (. halkboards and a projection booth at the back of the theatre
were also used oceasionAly 1.or demonstrations.

For the lectures. there were three levels of sliding chalkboards rising fu tin
aist lyel to the high (ciling When one la )..nd was filled with equation and

dtagrams. the pntless(cr pushed it up C rather than erasing ) and «twinned his
c.'\pc tsition on a new I ioard Thk allowed him to de\ clop carefully and explicitly
yquatii Ins and their derivatic WV% hlr Chic MIldent' ahd to 41(.\V their applications
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by working example problems. It also gave the students time to copy the
board, to write it down in their notes

The init la. space of phy o asics education was thus rganized as visual

arena for faculty perfiirmances. The professor's work was the visual focus of
the setting. tie was physically set off from the students at the bottom of the
room, surrounded by the paraphernalia of visual display. The major f()cus of
vision was a system of moving, (werlapping chalkboards that allowed him to
-save visual representations and refer back to earlier equations and derivations
during later parts of the lecture. There were also less frequently used demon-
stratkm apparatuses that allowed the creation cif visual displays designed to
break down and restructure students' everyday habits of seeing: illustrating the
superposition principle kir example, by setting two hacksaw blades held on
end in kes vibrating out of phase, then cutting the lights and turning on a
strobe-lamp at the proper frequency to show them moving 'together'.

students were spectators in this setting. At a period when plw sics ac-
coumed for only a small proportion of their coursework, the room was a
special setting for Undercutting their everyday practices of ordering the visual
world By the time students reached their third and last course in the physics

theatre Waves this visual practice was pushed to its extreme. As Lem
explained it. Waves was the course where one became acquainted with .new-
sorts of phenomena like oscillating systems that N.% ere 'unfamiliar' from every-

day life and from the introductory courses.

It expands your ht trizons. you might sa\ You get used to not working
alt dolls and rocks and hrk ks and cars. y011 get used to things that

are not distinct in themselves, Like a wave on a string is not a graspable

obiect It's something that's transient. And you get used to working
with things that change in time and in position. They're fleeting. they're
not always there. They're constantly moving and changing. It's not
like 'throw a rock this far boom, it lands. how far away did it land?'

YOU Call ask more interesting questions about waves.

Okarses like Wa es began to introduce students to the representational
space, peculiar to physics, that contained phenomena not found outside in the
eye!) da workl That is. students became participants in distributed systems,
11.1'11.111\1k, \is.(e)rill(rie p tire

phivsk
much more sparingly (films never in Inv fieldworkiind even then required
.1 certain kind (if leading' to he made sensible. A row of steel balls suspended
in a frame from still rods and connected w ith springs could represent certain
kinds ccl wae' cm Mc cns. but the semiotic character of the demonstration had

changed hum the eathei i ouises There, a hoc ke) puck gliding, seenungl\
ithout decelcaation over .1 plane of dry k e. produced a dire( t sign ( hockey

puck ) referent (law of Mt Olt mc link In later cum ses, however, a ck.monstia-

non might c onsist ccl siet.d halls and springs (sign) linked to theii referent
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(siinple harmonic motion) thiough the medium of a smbol (the w ay e) The
nbservable was no longer simply portrayed in a. different fashion, it was made
to stand for something else. The physics theatre had become not just a setting
hir instruction, but a place where a different order of seeing was required
one which looked thrciugh evelyday appearances f(ir the flat inscriptions hidden
beneath. Within this setting, students took notes diligently.

Generally I'll copy anything that's written on the hoard. Most of the
professors that I've had, the information that is most critical is the
things that they write down on the board. I write down some of
the things that they say, but usually what they're saying is mainly just
an explanation of what they've put up on the board. So you're writing
what's on the board and then their explanation of what they've writ-
ten up there. Or if it's for a certain type of problem, if I'm able, then
I'll write down instructions on how to do the problem, or clarifications
on why you work a problem a certain way. It's generally you write
down alRait everything that you can (Rob).

I take down most of what the professor will sav, and all the details of
the proofs, unless it's one that I happen to know is in the book.
Something like that. Or one that I know I can work out myself later
(ni And so it's anything at all that I could possibly want later. That's
how i think about it hut I always end up deciding that I woukl want
ever. thing ( Karl ).

If you were to peer over students shoulders during a lecture, as I often
did. ( ai wOuld See Sheets of equations and diagrams with very few words on
them nothing like my notes quoted earlier in this chapter. Part of the reason
fig this was the pace of lecturing and its visual organization. In courses where
the professnr's words carried the main informative burden (such as some of
the business courses described in later chapters). students did mit need to
watch the board constantly they watched the professor, and when he sig-
nalled that snineihing was wnrth noting they cnuld keep their heads down

riting In physics, by cnntrast, students had tn move their eyes hack and forth
II( int the hnard ti i the mitepaper (it was impossible to get the math dnwn right
with( iut watching what you were doing) and I fnund it physically very difficult

even as an experienced nntetaker to get down anything more than the
equatinns on a page Even in this I had greater prnblems than the physics
students who. so to speak, knew the basic :grammar' of the 'language' the
pinfessi a w as speaking and could better anticipate what was to c(nne

Thus when I sat in the plivsk.s theatre I found in self torn between wanting
ti simpl sit hack and NA an II the Is iaid wink and concentrate (in the

explanam hich usually allnw ed me f(illnw what was piing on
and make sense (if the physics), and frantically trying t() write everything
dim n and leaving u lass unsure what it had been alu nit The students, by
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contrast. weren't simply following the professors passively, they were running
ahead of them, trying to anticipate what would be written on the board.

If !the professor] says, you know, 'let's try and do it this way', I'll go
ahead and I'll work a little bit ahead of him in my head and just kind
of write it out and see, if what I'm doing is the sante thing as he's
doing. It's more of a comparative to see if my, if the way I am thinking
about it is the way you should he (Mick).

It's important to me to try to keep a little bit ahead of the prolssor
rather than just mindlessly copying what's on the board and not pick-
ing it up. And so this means I try to stay a step ahead of him and this
also means I get sidetracked and go off solving my own little prob-
lems. But you take notes of the basics of what he's putting up on the
board, how to do it. But then more importantly you're doing asides.
All of the good physics students that I work with do ihe same thing,
you say, 'ah, this is why this works' . You're trying to anticipate
what it is, where he's going, and what the next step is going to be
(Arnold).

You try to do more than follow along. If they're doing a proof, you
try to anticipate what the next step is going to be... . It's always sitting
there looking for questions and seeing if he's answering them or if
ou can answer them ( Alice).

Instead of simply reducing and compressing the course into a mobile
pioduct (as management students did in theii notetaking), the experience of
taking notes w .15 as ( Or more) important for physics students than the content
of the notes In taking notes the students were interacting with the professors'
perionnances at the same time as they were reproducing them in immutable
and mobile fOrms on notebook paper. If the textbooks were like maps and
charts, the notes were like nautical logs of journeys that students could accu-
mulate. compaie. and analyze in a single fonim the stud group sessions.

That professors 'wrote the book' on the chalkboard, taught straight out of
the book. or 'explained' the book, was thus not obvious to the students as the
k.ctures unktIded. As Debbie explained, the realizati( in of these identities v. as
an .icomiplishment. a disco i\ cry.

I take the notes in class, listen to w hat he says then I go read the
textbook and then I go back to the notes and icalize that it's the same
thing (laughs) . I nevei, say, reread the hook f(tr a liberal arts course

Itt ph sicsl I rcall go through it carefully because, especially out
physics books now in the upper levels, they don't work out eveiy-
thing tor 1 tu. They leave it hi w the reader. And this reader goes through
and ',loves it to herself, because it really helps in actually working

o()
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problems, or working on .1 test. to know where the background for-
mulas came from. So I go through it ver carefully . .1 And then I do
the Ill Imework ( Debbie/.

The expository sections of the textbffoks were opaque. complicated. and
students could not rely on them as the primary sources ot enlightenment
(tInise who tried failed)-

I don't do readings because textbooks put me to sleep. And I'm not
kidding, it's almost like a pluibia or a mental block. I start reading a
textbook and I fall asleep. Within 2(1 minutes. It's just too dry. I don't
learn well from books because I like to be able to ask questions. II" I'm
reading akmg and I read something that doesn't quite make sense to
me, and no matter how hard I think about it, for sonic reason I'm just
mg lin.iking at it right or whatever the reason that it ckiesn't make
,ense. e\ erything they base on that m) limger makes sense. If you
don't understand w hy the building stands up, then you'll always look
at it in awe. The whole thing just doesn't seem like it should be there
And s() that gives nie a real problem (Lem/.

Y(A.I can't read an atlas as you would a novel Instead, students relied on
the lectures to make the texts sensible and on the end-of-chapter problems
that served as the f(icus of their homework.

Mobilizing the Textbook and the Lecture Notes:
Homework Problems

If the textbooks were like atlases that constituted the landscapes the de-
s( nhed and lectures were like narratives of journeys through those land-
st. apes. then the text .problems' were like outings or field trips They keyed
students to how their textbooks and notes might be used.

I tend to read textlitioks backw ards. In other words I look at the
problem. and then I ',Ce what the textbook has to tiaN" that applies to
the ploblem. and then I work the problems and go backwards. I'll
lead a ( hapter till I ugh, but it reall doesn't help ou. I mean w hat
ou 'should do is \ C )ti read a chapter and then you get to the problem

and then ou solve it, but if you read the problem first you know what
Ilure Int,king j()r. v hat kind ( )1 ideas ou need to understand (Alice).

hoblenis welt: also the Le\ tasks k Weans Im-h students welt: ealu
ated I loinew oil: problems usually counted for 20 to 30 per cent of a cigirse
glade. and the tests that .k.offinted fig the remainder consisted Ill piobk.ins
like those in the homework This liomegeneitv in the task structure of courses

"(/
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meant that students studwd, and studied fin tests. not b.% ing to memonze
formulas. definitions, or cot cepts. but by exercising their abilities to move
through textworkls in the form of problem-solving. As we saw in the last
chapter tIns wati a collective experience:

You take the notes and read the text and I make an outline of what
it is that we've learned and try to put all these notes and scribblings
into some logical order. And then you just work problems and work
problems and work problems. And argue alunit them with you class-
mates I Arnold).

hut in most of the classes, the notes are vou read through the
chapter maybe, again beftne you take the test, and you definitely go
thrimgh all of the runes and make sure ou understand ever)thing in
the notes, and then you also use tlie notes to help in problem-solving.
Be( MAW most of the good professors will give a lot of examples of
different t pes of problems, so )(mil be able to do the homework,
and so when You're working the homework You can look back at the
examples they've done in class and use the notes that way too (Hob).

Mudents took advantage of the standardization or textbooks in the disci-
pline to Ilse non-assigned textbi toks as sources of study problems. These
additional texts did not describe or include different things: they simpl) pro-

ided additiimal maps ol the textspace.

Almost eervbi)dv reads things from outside the assigned homework,
sok es problems. Thew's stuff from the librar , or books just pur-
1 hased for instance. the Fevnman lectures I think evervhock

ho's seilinis about getting out of here owns the Fevnman lectures
and uscs them as .t iesouice I I They introduce the same material
from a different point of view and give problems to work (Arnold)

The additional problems these texts pros ided. like prohlems generally,
posed short tourneys though those regions they gave the students opportun-
ities to .get from one place to anotheC. in Fevninan s (19(6) words. Thus
students activek looked fin probkms and used them as haineworks around
which to organize their study gri nip activities

.Nll of the problems in a pli)sks textbook are nexer assigned. so
there s alw a \ s a lot tlicri. Akb, a I()t cif times, especial!) in quantum
mechanic...". the teacher will bring ()tiler problems, and w ill leave parts
..I dn. h)t> I up to )ini Ii ) \Cu( :st. And OW ( p1,1(

a «niple of friends and I sit arinind and ask each other abt nut make
up ploblems Sometimes they relate to class and sometimes lust for
the fun of it (Alice)
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This semester we find it extremely useful to do Ithe prohlemsl in
groups . ou set up the poiblem, and usually there'll be at least one
person in there who'll say. 'well. I think we can start in this way', and
if. you know, if we start working on that tangent and nothing works,
we'll say. 'well. I guess that's wrong, let's try something else'. It's
flu istly trial and error and practice.... It helps because different people
key on different things when y<>1.1 read a chapter or when ycm under-
stand pniblents (Kelly).

AVe work on something until we come to a problem. One of us NA ill
have ,t prohlem on it. And then we'll ask each other if we know how
to do it, or what did vou think about this'?' and then we'll usually
usually there's someone who has sonle kind of idea on it. and one of

w ill go up to the board and start writing out our ideas on the board.
and then everyone who's having a prohlem with it will sit there and
work on it together (Nib).

Participating in the represemational organization of space-time of' the
texthooks and prohlems was scimething students could not easily do alone.
They needed texth ioks. pencils, paper, a room with a chalkboard (not easy
to find in physics buildings. the group sessions would move friiin week
to week as space was available) and they needed each other As Alice
explained-

I very rarely do homework assignments completely on my ov n. a

very work t(igether climate .. \\*hen You get stuck you don't just sit
there and mull over it. And yi in don't have to run to find a professor
every tune you get stuck. 'Me othei thing is that they tend to point out
your weaknesses. You know, Mike knows this and I don t. So I guess
I need to stuck' this more Four heads is better than one. 1 alking about
physics is a real important part of it. If you just try to always think
about it or write ;thou( it I don't think y ou ever know what you knew
You need to talk ahout it, you need to he able to put it into words.
what you know. Because if you can't, then you really can't understand
it And so working with other people forces you to put it into words.
to say what y ou think, to say Yvhy Vull think your answer is right and
his is wrong . e work, just going through. basically solving prob-
lems And w e would just take turns Each getting up to the blackboard
and writing die next equani in, and arguing about why things are, and

ii We helieYe the answer is this, and there were a lot ( )f things that
hiuncl we didn't understand and we argued dm nigh some of them.

II the tc >wain s material iirganization id space-time compressed students
into gi( nips, thcn the problem hit-nut provided the medium and the trigger [Or
group interacti( n Althi night some authors have pointed 0) the emphasis on

bi
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problem-solving as the generative force behind the development of disciph-
nary 'mental sets' or 'Finstellungen' in fiekls such as physics (Kuhn, 1963). I

think it more fruitful to say that problem-solving is an exercise in mobilizing
phencnnena and producing disciplinary representational spaces. This relieves
us of the dubious cognitivist assumptions behmd the idea of *mental sets and
allows us to ask two important questions: why was problem-solving the prin-
cipal pedagogical medium in physics education, and why did social, group-
efforts became the dominant Icirmat fOr working problems?

Mobilizations of the Physical World within
Disciplinary Space

A.., we go 'further' ( in a social. not just pinsical sense) from the center of a
network (such ;IS the practices of professi(mal physicists), more and nutre
mobile and immutable representations are required to bind the network to-
gether In physics education each mobilization was accomplislted through a
stripping assay of 'context'. the textbooks mobilized equations by stripping
away the context of practice. the lectures mobilized the textbooks by stripping
away the context they supplied, the students' note-taking mobilized the lec-
tures by stripping away the words of the professors, and the homework prob-
lems mobilized everything by stripping away all except the equations and the
diagt anis. the basic building bloAs of 'reality' in the representational space of
physics

This relentless reduc.tion of the w c,rld to textual fOrms allowed students to
construct linkages among the courses in the recursive curriculum:

It's really kind of funny, because as one is taking 3 clav, at least I

s tend to feel that it's alum id from every other thing It's veil
specific And then you'll be taking another class, and then and only
then chi yull start seeing the overlap. and onc e yi)11 get really into
things. it s all a big continuum (Paul)

Atter yint'se taken a course and you're on to the next level, you see
liciw that course really helps you to get to where ycill are now. And
you do that each step of the way. As you're actually taking it you're
basic. ally trying to get tluough the course, pass, get a grade, and
unfortunately I find that I (.1()II'l understand it as much w I'm taking
it as I do (ilterwanis when I've seen es erything. then I see how it
all son of fits together and intertwines I Debbic

Irac ii expostue tit a topic ross the c ituiscs and t.cals P.' Ws(
1111( C5L'I 111(4C mathenianzed limns (forming what katoui calls a

.v.cade of representations') Thk mobilization thn )iigh increastng lormaliza
non. inade it possibly to hind together the \ atious nurses ol the c urriculum
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in a way that connected them in turn to the heterogeneous spaces of the
disciplinary network. Latour (198') suggests that formalization is a way for
disciplinary networks to stabilize their control over a region of practice (to
impose or maintain a spatio-temporal structure):

\ti hen people wonder how -abstract' geometry or mathematics may
have some bearing (in -reality', they are really admiring the strategic
position taken by those who work inside the centers on forms of
forms. They should be the weakest since they are the most remote
(as it is ()hen said) from any -application'. On the contrary, they may
become the strongest by the same token as the centers end up con-
trolling space and time: they design networks that are tied together in
a few obligatory passage points. Once every trace has been not only
written on paper, but rewritten in geometrical form, and rewritten in
equation form, then it is no wonder that those who control geometry
and mathematics will be able to intervene alm(1st anywhere. The more
-abstract' their theory is. the better it will he able to occupy centers
inside the centers ... The more heter()geneous and dominating the
centers. the more formalism they will require simply to stay t( twther
and maintain their impenum (p.

As the mobilizations of the equations became more formal (to hind the
large network) group activity became important precisely because the -empir-
ical orld had been factored out of the equations. Students ino ing through
the c urriculum gradually lost access to everyday, familiar referents, they were
forced to draw upon each other to formulate abstract. referents (phenomena
existing in physics' representational organizaticm of space-time).

Kuhn ( 19-o) put his finger on the technology of physics education the
problem but missed its function in suggesting that:

)oing pr( ihlems is learning consequential things about nature. In the
absence (if such exemplars, the laws and theories he (the studentl has
previously learned would have little empirical impact.... The student
dis«iyers, with or w idiom the assistance of his instructi r. a way to see
Ins problem as like a problem he has already encountered. I laying

the tesemblance. grasped the analog between two or more
distinct pioblems, he can interrelate symbols and attac.h them to
nature in the ways that ppAed effective before. The law-sketch,
sa I = ma, has functions as a tool, informing the student what simi-
larities to look for, signalling the ,Qestalt in which the situation is to be
seen .flie iesultant ;t1filit\ to see variety of situations as like each
otheris subjects for I = ma or sonic) other symbolic generalization, is,

tlfink. the main thing a student acquires by doing exemplary prob-
k:nis. whether with a pencil and paper or in a well-designed labora-
tory ( pi.) 188, 1891
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kuhn's cognitivist reading igwres tile social nature of problem work (learn-
ing *see connections among problems was a social, discursive accomplish-
ment ), but even more problematic is the notion that students were 'attaching'
something to nature. 'Nature', at least the wav we constitute it in everyday
practice. was precisely what had been purged from the problems. Indeed. it's
not clear that this level of problem work was even relevant to the represen-
tational practices of physicists. Paul, the only student among those I inter-
viewed with experience in a major research lab, observed that,

Academic problem-solving . is so completely removed frinil what
ou have to do, ultimately. I mean, you're never going to have to sit

and figure out how a penny spins and show it mathematically. And on
top of that. everything is set up for you. It's so completely orhogonal
to real life situations.

If there was any .nature. or 'empirical realit to be found in the problem
sets it was a reality con.struc tea by and in the practices of problem-solving. As
Arm >Id explained, looking back from the perspective of a student near gradu
ation. the introductory courses had provided:

a better intuitive grasp for v.hat's going on. By the time you've gotten
into classical dynamics or classical electrodynamics the math is so
powerful it's just amazing to be able to solve these problems that
voti had to slave over in earlier courses just in one line. But if your
only intioduction to these ((incepts is through this very powerful
mathematics, you're going to lose touch with w hat's going on behind
the math. with the physics. And so you develop, perhaps. sour intui-
tive grasp of tile real world in the introductory courses, as well as iust
an ability to comprehend this mathematics and apply it. It's a
levels pnicess. In graduate school VII take exactly the same thing le g..
mechanics]. except al a higher level of mathematics.

imments like this illustrate the importance (l antuition and 'physicalit'
iluith of which were accomplishment-, won through years of coursework) in
the discourse nf phc sics. they rooted physics in a -real', objectise
Alice's comments suggest, tins sense of possessnig a privileged access to the
ph\ sical orld as a constitutive element of being a physicist:

You can't learn the higher mathematic content i yc ni don't understand
the plinciples behind it I InCan, !,c)(1 u.n C to keep a real good grasp
cci ss hat is ph\ sical and w hat isn't, oi else sliti'd be a mathematk Ian

Rut w. hat does this discourse ut canitik hi Alice's Jct.( Riot
below . a haim is no longei something von sit in, it his he(Acint: an obtect in
the iepiesentanonal space-time ccl

U
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\X'hen you take mechanics at the freshman level, you don't solve
anything that's real. You're working with frictionless ropes and
frictionless rods and frictionless pulleys .I ine...n massless rods
nothing is taking into account all of the little perturbations, the little
things that make life interesting, and make a problem interesting. You
can't, you know, solve what happens when you push on a chair. I
mean a chair is a complicated object, it's not square, it's not spherical.
it's not shaped like a rod.

What was 'physical' or 'intuitive' here were forms describable in math-
ematical terms. Mathematical formalization became the necessary bridge from
the pre-physics notions of physicality that the students brought with them to
the program to more 'abstract disciplinary notions of 'concrete' reality. Karl
explained this better than any of the other students I interviewed. Ile began
by saying that he tried to keep everything grounded in a physical understanding:

When I study physics, what I like to be able to do is be able to reduce
everything that I know down to a few concepts which make sense
liased on a physical level. So when I k s, )k at a step I like to be able
to reduce it, to take that equation and understand what it's saying on
a physical level.

But then he went on to explain what he meant by 'physical'

The framework that I've had has changed considerably from the time
that I came in, especially when I got int() my quantum mechanics
(lasses, where a lot of things aren't physically interpretable, but what

dO is start out with a set of abstract postulates and come up with
it. so that was a very interesting idea to have abstract postulates.
lin interested in math too, and that was very exciting to me, very.
interesting. I had a sudden realization that ihe physical postukites
the .physieak postulates were also abstract, that I just saw them,
that was all (Karl

notion (it .ahstmet phy sicality widely accepted among physicists.
The Physics surye Conuniuee t vr2), km example. defended college physics
programs from the charge that they mer-emphasized the mathematics and
till fled . students into mindless equation solvers'

leas( In for this pfl"ccupalion witli formalism is the kmtastic gromtli
ot quantum me( ham( s and its impact on most of physics But thcie is

at lea,,t twic (Alter cause To look at a prohkm from the proveihial,
and soinew hat subjectively defined, physical point of view may seem
like the natural, innate, human approach, hut actually it requires time,
patien«. and expenen«. to develop physical intuition Alth( nigh good

6,)
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teaching can help a student substantially in this process of maturing,
there is no reason to discard the learning cmtch provided by easy
familiarity with formal manipulation. Excessive mathematization of the
curriculum for its own sake is certainly undesirable, but the use of
formalism is Obviously to he encouraged whenever it can eliminate
impediments to physical understanding (From Physics Survey Com-
mittee, 1972, p. -63).

This is a distinctive ontology, one in which mathematical formalization is
necessary to eliminate the 'impediments', presumably common senuous experi-
ence, that hinder physical understanding. As students encountered the 'same'
subject matter over and o-ei, abstract formalisms became physical intuitions,
the 'physical' became 'abstract'. It's as though the further one moves from
everyday space into the space-time constituted in the representations, the closer
one is said to move to reality, to nature. 'Nature' itself is that which connects
lmerogeneous spaces, and those connections are mathematical forms. As
Feynman ( I965) puts it: 'If you want to learn about nature: .. it is necessary
to understand the !anguage she speaks in. She offers her information only in
one form: mathematics (p. C8).

This did not mean, of course, that the students confused the everyday
with the physics world, that Alice could no longer simply sit in chairs, or that
Karl made no distinctions between cars on the street and elementary particles.
The students nmved through the representational spaces of physics as, and
(mly as. compments of 'distributed' actors that included other students as well
as their professors, their textbooks, and their pencils and paper. The curric-
ulum did not annihilate the everyday world, but it created a different 'real'
workl in representations of space

As h mg as 1.e deal with discrete 'local' phencimena, we can formulate
them in concrete. inodalized representations 'based on simple experience with
everyday objects': 'pendulums', for example, to talk alxmt sinyle motion, LC
diagrams to talk about electricity (cf. Feynman, p 12"). \\lien we want
to examine many dispersed spaces and phenomena, however, it's necessary to
represent them in forms that are mobile and unchanging flow to connect
pendulums and circuits? Our everyday associations help little; it's difficult to
visuali/e the two phenomena as one. BLit the connection is easily accom-
plished if \\ e transform them irto mathematical representations. An equation,
as lii cur l9;-- puts it ties different things together and makes them equiva-
lent. p 238 The inure spaces we want to connect, the greater the 'range of
phemmiena we hind, the more mathematically involved the representations
he( ome and the more problematic intuition based on everyday experience
bet (Imes

But this was not the entity stoi \ Ph sics students, soine\\ hew in the
0)1.11W of their undergraduate studies, st()pj)ed focusing simply on du.. prob-
lem of mobiliring everyda\ pheix >mew translating them into mathematical
lot ms so that the\ cnill'(11'd ( thiei mobili/ed phenomena and

u
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instead began to work with representati(ins that had bec()Ille detached fr( im
phenomena second-, third-, or mh-order mobilizations I Latour, 198-, pp.
2 t3- ).

While it was important for the students initially to link equations to visual
representations of physical systems such as circuits, after a point, like sailors
operating far from shore, their primary media became die equations them-
selves. They followed the chain of mobilizations until the links themselves
were all that remained in view, the initial ancholings had receded into the
distance Instead of functioning as incklels of physical s\ terns, diagrams and
other visual representations became partial illustrations of mathematized sys-
tems. and once into the quantum mechanics poilion of the curriculum the
phenomena students dealt with were no longer approachable except though
the mathematized representational organization of space. Traweek (1988). tn
her studs of high energy ph\ sicists. describes them as building:

an extreme ..-ulture of objectivity: a culture of no culture, which longs
passionately for a world w knout loose ends, without temperament,
gender. n:uionalism. or other sources of disorder for a world out-
sic bliman time and space (p. 1(2, emphasis added)

In the undergiaduate physics pnigram we can see the beginnings of the
practices by means of which physicists move out of human, everyday bodily
space-time, and into the textual space-time of the discipline just as the mate-
nal organization of space-time in the pnigram pressed student, into groups
and closed out ()insiders . the iepresentati(mal organiz.ation of space-time con-
nected students w ith a domain of practice inaccessible to outsiders. The tra-
ie\ Mies of disciplinai \ practice lead almost exclusively toward a relatively few
organized centers -- research universities and laboratories where powerful
tel hnoliigies of representation and construction mobihze the workl in a lot m
malleable to the discipline The result is a tightl\ organized disciplinary actor-
network. one in w Inch people physically distant and never in face-to-face
interacti( in can work together on specific mobilizations or constructions of the
world (theories or experiments)

'ale mobilization and compressy of the %. odd into disciplinary spaces is
not, howevei, the onl Vv.I a discipline can omstitute itself as a powerful
acto, -now ork In the next two chapters VII e\amine the management program
as ant )(hill A a \ educating practitioners for now (Trial disciplines, one whkh
In( (yes them along trajec tot les int() loosely oiganized oetworks and mobilizes
their prar lice in a very different fashion

Notes

Vin,111%. then. %%cll.' .11( !WEAN 01, ii the% d taken 114.11 Si hiiiil phis s
\ Int ii 11'41.111\ 111( gmund is tin- 111,1 tv.() t tillegt. nn-cs. ,1111(.11 iii ,1
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matheinatically sunplified form. sharon Traweek (198s) suggests that this recursbe
curriculinn reflects a strategic withh(Achng (If tile .truth comm((n to long novitiates.
c(tudents.

learn that information taught al each state is often distorted or partial. a
very rough approximation of the truth. w hitch is to be disclosed at later
stages No\ ices are thought to 1)c unsuited to a full disch)sure of truth in
these first \ ears ( p sot.

As the text makes clear. I don't think this is the whole story (and for the
Liculty s part I think it was less an unwillingness to share the truth with entering
students than the fact that 'the truth as the\ understood it cotikl Only be expressed
in terms not yet nteaningtul to students)
In any organizational flekl dcmnnated 1)\- an ()ligopoly there are sta,ng pressures for
product standardization and hconlcogeneit\ (cf. Peterson and Berger. 19-c. DInlaggi0
and Powell. 1983) since the textbook industry itself has an oligopical structure
0. .oser. Kadushin and Powell. 1982) there is a general pressure fi or the standardiza-
tion of all texts in a gis en market area. In the case of physics an oligopically
structured discipline these pressure!, se(111 10 ha% e proiduced a rigidity
As KlIhn C 19-(i) h,r, o(bsened. ',Lich a textualliation disciplinaro practice is a
common feature of science fields (or al least. 110LIld uuahfy. their educational
components)

an extent unprecedented In other fields, both the layman s and the
pm\ fitI"Iler s kiio o ledge of science is based on textlftioks and a few ()the,
types of hteiature deiived from them o Kuhn. l9-0. p

Mc top twenty graduate plograms in the National Academy of science t 1983)
tanking, listed thin\ -six texts in their liesi uptions of undergraduate prepaiation.
Few ()I the textbooks in use w lien I studied the pnigralll ert..' Limier decade .1

(in the undergraduate management program. by contrast, none of the leNIN
was more th.m five \ ears old)
'haw cc. k g es on to anal\ /c what she all-. the .subhnunal messages in a textbook.
but does not (-online how textbooks are read or used by students or faculty
The lightning rod example was a 1.lnllilar trope in physics textbooks prioi to
\\ odd War II it. g.. 'saunders. 193o. pp
hiiieek s stud\ some of Me idler practices those (if expenmentahsts
working V, ith experimental machinery that constitute the space-nnie order of
pin sics Again. und....rgiaduate programs are onl a beginning. the students w In
gmduate tut 1111 them do not emerge as fully-fledged chmaphnan piactitioners.

0)



Chapter 4

Constructing and Isolating Academic
Space in Management

Yhe student's career on camjnis is trivial ic comparecl with inture
,-ewards and responsibditws, but given Certain COMMW1 conditions.
his experiences are an 111111111ing preparation fin- the executive
?ears of 'education. haVe Many implications Ibr the tipe qf student
(a) who attends school with mon, vocational than intellectual pur-
pose: (b) who wishes to panicipale widelv on campus and .vet craves
g(aml marks, and (c) who fin- these and other reasons is fOrced to
budget his (ime 'Dalton. 1958. p. 164).

The physics program's compression of space, exclusain of outsiders. and
mobilizations of physical phenomena represent one example of how a .SCi-
ence. begins to shape practitioners by connecting them to the world it con-
structs. in this chapter and the next I'll examine a very different wav of pniducing
social spaces and actor-networks: drat of c(nporate enterprise, at least as it
manifested itself in a management program that created an extensive but trag-
inented disciplinary space and mobilized social phenomena in bodily prac-
tices Where the physics program pulled its students out of their bodies, the
management program reomstructed and mobilized student bodies.

If the physics program was like a moving pathway shuttling students into
discipline-specific material and representational organizations of space-time,
the management pn Tram was more like a boundary that simultaneously de-
fined and created points of passage between two regions: the academic world
and the business world. It follow s that the discussion of di? management
piogram and its students won't have the structure of the preceding chapters.

Me material organization of space-time in the physics program gradually
(.1.1t off physics students Inim other material spaces and seixtrated them from
students in other poigrams. The management pn)gram. h c(mtrast. congre-
gated students c(iursework in the business school buikling by their third year.
Imt allow ed students rutin tlti. diffetent business lin igrams to mingle with ea( Ii
other. Whereas physk s students' coursework c msumed their waking ii flits,
the «iursework in management was never so demanding as to occupy the
majority ()I students' time outside the classroom.

The tesult ii physics was the creation of a distributed actor, the ptobk.m-
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sok ing gnaws. that o)uld sustain the massively reductive educational text Lial
space-time pn)duced by the representational practices of the discipline. In the
management program, by contrast, students intersected with large networks
that expanded social space instead of compressing it. Instead of a dense social
space that linked a small group of students together with strimg ties. manage-
ment students were tenuously linked by weak ties to a potentially erugniotas
network of practitioners. These weak but highly extendable ties were fash-
ioned through the bodily practices and styles of sociability that were part of
the pncgram's material production of space.

Reversing the order in which I dealt with the forms of spati:d production
in the physics program. Ill eXamine that material production of sp.0 e-time and
bodily practices in the next chapter and begin here with the representational
pn cduction of space in the program. The reason is that the latter, which in
physics was alx mt nu ibilizing and compressing phemmiena int() disciplinary
forms, inertly pn)duced two rigidly separated domains in the management
program: a weak. subordinate 'academic.' world defined lw the representa-
tional pr,ctices of the business sc hool, and a robust 'real world defined by the
material practices of the modern corporation. I want to show how this division
was produced before examining how it connected students to domains of
disciplinary practice

Variable Points of Entry

In contrast to the :;,()0() Bachelor's degrees awarded in physics each \ ear in the
t ,, about 190,0(g) Bachelor's degrees were awarded yearly in business at the
tune of this study. I- pei cent of them in management ( licmgstad. 1983, pp 12,

1())

A.. a field ccf practice, however, .management' isn't lust larger than phys-
ics lc, also more internalh differentiated and mole spatially dispersed (Whitley.
1') I, describes it as a frawnented adhocrac\ ') The most prestigious business
sc imc nil. an) graduate institutions that de-emphasiie or don't offer undergradu-
ate degrees III business fiekls These graduate schools I crient themselves 1()-
..tr(1,, producing workers for the growing managenal rimks of the modern
corporation (Chandler, II ( )thel institutions, like the one I studied, have
maintained speciahiecl undergraduate !mucus \\ Info simultaneously building
up their giaduate piograms ccl \\ heeler, 1900, pp 02- t)

\ lihough graduate unclergiaduate plograms have cht lerent goals and
-rudent licuicics then IS .1 tension betw eel) the t\\cc in institutions 111,11 «in
tam bc tim .1t the uni\ c'Islt I silltIk'd, asi lat. II( cmi ccl thlt! ithimigement
clepaitment's Lit imitv cc citc VIM Med on graduate edllt )1') and telt that impr(1%
mg the reputation ()I the department Ille.1111 de emphasiiing (or eliminating)
the undergiaduate pn)grain e do not a 1(4 ccl emphasis on the mulct
wakluale piogiam the new department ( h.mu tc dd umic

I .0 Ul
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The widely-held philosophy in this department is that the studenis are
better off getting more of a Liberal Arts education at the undergradu-
ate level, with enough professional training so if that's their last de-
gree then they are employable.'

Teaching responsibilities for the undergraduate courses had been shifted to a
small group of older. tenured faculty. and a number of non-tcmure track in-
structors (for the most pan retired executives hired :IS adjuncts).2

One consequence of this situation was that, unlike physics, where shifting
teaching assignments distanced professors from the content and facihtated
textb(x)k-based standardization of the curriculum. undergraduate management
faculty ( including adjuncts) essentially 'owned' their courses, defined the con-
tent and function of the courses for themselves, and taught them year after
\ ear This connected the undergraduate management program to its organiza-
tional field very differently than the physics program. 'Hie graduate component
in management w as oriented towards academia (in the P111) route) or the

managerial ranks of national firms tin the .\113.A route), while the undergradu-
ate component oriented itself toward the lower and mid-management ranks of
regional enterprises.. many of them linked to the business school through
alumna corporate contnbutors and recnnters, or through the faculty who as

cluILtilts or former e \eclat \ es retained close ties to regional firms.
The result was that being an undergraduate management major seemed

to mean little more than getting I in any of a numbei of pathwa \ s that might
lead to a g(ux1 une of these regional firms after graduation. Students
«iuld step onto these pathways at anous times in their college carcers. There
were mit. as ill the ph\ sics program, spatial and temporal boundaries limiting
students- eta\ into the nunagement program to an early stage in their ata-
denut careers There was mine if the pmgressive compression of spatial and
temporal practices athl soctal ties that c haracteiiied physics students academic

.110.1, nnin lugh st. hool (inward ' onk .(ine of the management students I

inter\ mewed, II1 fait, !Ltd decided to major ill the field in high school "l'he

others toc il. achantage of the pH igr.un's temporall\ loose course-taking re-
qu)tements tc c inme into it in the middle of theft college cateers

a .1(H)sy «iursc stiuctine I Wean that althuugh there were man\ re-
quired 1.( /HNC', I .ce Appendix 1) there were tew prerequisite restrictions on
\\ hen t I ic.' c uld he taken cd -audents u c «impres., iequired

cuisc\\c ci h Illti c a minnnal ninnbei ccl sCilleskTs. WC\ CI Mkt sw itch to business

m Melt "slA c itch dr iluid \c,us. ic ose management as a major then final \ ear.
In the c. (Mises uitc c then sdledlitcs \\ mlii Mt peat difficult \

illic ',hick:las. Inns. .1( cl* And began idlcgc ui pri igmms iithi
ev lust( mar\ plessines ( iii then case engineet ing. pimpam ith de,01)

%ccd ccitt cciii .md hed lc) management heiawse cif giade problems
Itatt. hit example. iniced tc c management from the pre-ilL'iiiitry prugimu

hi( hi lii 'd ))111\ gime int)) in the hr,-,t place he( au,-,e his git Uncial was .1 dialtal
WC( ciiil \ 'kk. Led Ilwd ass. BlisalCss, ((Hi, had
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introductory. lower-division courses atmed at weeding out students: notori-
ously punative courses like economics and business mathematics. As Sheena
recalled. her freshman economics class met at

Nine o'clock in the morning Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. I'll
never forget that class (laughs). He always talked to the chalkboard
always talked to the chalkboard. And, vou know, it's one of those
classrooms that goes straight up. 1 alwa \ s sat at the back because I'd
alwa\ s come to the class a minute before the bell rang. And he locks
the doors If you're late you don't come in. If he ft)rgets to lock one
of the doors, 'cause there's two entrances, he vells at Not.' and he will
ask you to leave. You must pay attenticm. you must take nc )tes. or else
he'll ask you why You're not taking notes. If you fall asleep in class
it's deadly A few of us did that

Courses like this, and the business school's minimal grade point average
requirements (there were In me in physics). winn( >wed the study body. Unlike
ph\ sics. however, the goal was not to produce a small, highly-motivated co-
hc cit of students, hut simpl: to reduce die very large number of students who
wanted business degrees.'

The maiontv of students were not refugees. however Ft tr some. like
)elhert and Velma. the program was a fall-hack \\lien the\ found the\ wanted

husiness degrees hut didn't have an interest in any particular field For other
students such as Dell and Rhonda, both of whom were double-majoring m
marketing. the management degree WA', simph a hedge against lob shortages
in their preferred field This also indicated. of course, the students flexibility
or lack t cf commitment to a specific occupation I )ell. for example. liked mar-
keting best. hut w as considering an internship in insurance underw riting on
the atI\ ice ot his girlfriend's hoss (who was in the insurance field) Curtis
\\ anted to work lot hank. I) )t iecognized that \\ ith die banking industry in
a slump this might be iirpossihle Rhonda wanted to wt)rk in marketing for a
mii.i(>i pharmec cunt )1, crati> cn. hut had disco\ ered through cc cntacts in the
field (het lathci was a dot tor) that the\ rarel\ hired emplthees clitectI\ out til
« dlege

[Irak sc tine student, went into management bet au.,e sttniehmly
suggested it tu thcm Ium example. majored in management hecause
slic (I read an atm le in It orking it cow,/ maga/me des( huTit31
141.1.11()11 glow mg field. not 11('( Mist' slit: had all\ cii> m interest in manage-
ment ) )1 Iwspitak 1-c ,1 11, q,c111% thc det 1,a( )11 lc) niajor m management \\

iii\ Lithe! s t lic»)sing I \ Alm) I \ilf(' \% ILO I ((.11)1cd 1( (1( as a 11((.1,

111,111..111d ((11% (Intl (c (1(11111',111(".,.. .111(1 50) 1 ',MCI all

1111111. .111(1 11(' s,Uch, \\ 111 dun I (1111 get, quc cte. the t'.1(1('1 ,111t1 111(PA

111/(1.1I tlegtcy \ titi t an get in 111t: .4 11( 1( )1 ccl 1111111t'ss (A111(11 1 hc
lick(' tc 11(' management
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Knowledge in Motion

The choice of management as a major, then, in sharp contrast to physics.
had little to do with the field itself. It was the product of expedience, the
exclusion of alternatives, or the result of external direction or advice. It follows
that the program itself was not defining identities and interests it was not
advancing a problematization in the same fashion as the physics program.
In the next chapter I'll suggest that the program was mobilizing students in a
way that made them particularly 'suited' to the problematizations of a whole
range of corporate actor-networks to whom they might be connected. Here,
however, I want to note briefly one aspect of the different constnictions of
gender in the two programs.

Management students were drawn from a inore diverse array of family
backgrounds than physics students. Parents of the latter were college educated
and I.< ir the most part employed in the corporate. academic, or government
sectors of the econonw . There were also working-class students in physics,
\\ hile I ne\ er encountered them in management (although there are bound to
have been some). Instead, the parents of the management students included
small businessmen and lower-level managers as well as professionals. and
their educational backgrctunds were varied: some had not gone beyond high
scluxil "It was the positUM of women in the two pnigrams, however, that \\ as
nutst strikingly different.

In a sense, if physics w as a prototypical 'male' program (part of a rigidly
structured career sequence planned out years in advance), students' trajec-
tories ink/ the nk'nagement inaj( w resembled the '4 x)se. episodic structures'
that I )orotliv Smith ( 198, p. 66) says characterize woolen's lives, 'not so much
a career as a series of contingencies, of accidents, so that I seem to have
become ho I am almost lw chance' (p. I While (X) per cent of the physics
majors were men, an equal number of men and women majored in manage-
ment. While women are still disadvantaged in actual managenal practice (Ranter,
I9), several characteristics of the management program I studied opened it
up to women

First. the much more porous sociu-spatial houndaries of the plogram
deflected some ot the potential pressures on women pursuing a traditionally
male field in a predominantly male business school with a faculty heavily
doniinated by men The principal forms of social organi/ation and support
were located nutside the aeadeink setting, in groups that were in mime cases
«tinposed exc losively ()I woolen It.' g . the sororities) V omen in management
didn't ha\ e ti) depend on. let alone work with, the male students Seo mid, the
ielatively small number of oiurses requiring students to du grunp wurk on
ases oi solve problems nia haxe lwen lat tot. at.« cuntingt t. er pluhlein-

onente(1 field when.. students did w oils together cii homew7ork prohlems in
gic ups. d male management was now hew neat as tone-
( onstmong as plwsies \\ omen majoring in the Ileld didn't have to de\ ote the
piepondeianc e ot their \\ aking hours to it. nor clid majoring in management
«minot one to !millet edit( anon or to a highl \ determined c,iieei path The
w omen malonng III management saw themsek es in lin' lutme mu\ ing in and
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out of various jobs. perhaps changing careers altogether at some point. Melinda,
for example. was about to take a personnel job upon graduation, but in the
longer term she wanted to get married, have a family, and perhaps work
programming computers Out of Iter home: 1 want to work to live, not live to
wc)rk'. While male management students expressed similar sentiments, such a
statement would not have been made by a serious physics student of either
gender.-

L'nlike physics, then, where enrolment meant taking on the identity of
'physicist', a member of a scholarly conlnlunitv expkging how the world
worked, a degree in 'management' wasn't attached, in student or faculty eyes,
to a particular identity or ideology, or to the 'mastery' of a particular body of
knowledge.

Courses That Do Not Constitute a Network

In phsics. the temporal frame of academic activity was the entire sequence of
physics courses leading to the Bachelor of Science degree Faculty and stu-
dents alike Ir coked at the coursework as being substantively connected, either
in the sense that later courses drew on practices introduced in the earlier ones.
or in the sense that topu s and' issues were being cycled through in different
courses at different levels of complexity. In management, by contrast. each

Wd essentially self-contained and separate from the courses that pre-
ceded or f Alowed it Unlike the time frame in phsics that stretched across
((curses arid \ ears, the fifteen weeks of the semester \\ 3, the relevant temporal
unit in management each course built up to a climax (usually a final test I and
was then firrgotten as students began the next semester w ith different pr( ries-
sors. students . and subject matter

where physic.. compressed social space inward toward the small pmblem-
solving groups operating in the academk setting. and coiled nme through the
recursive treatment of topic s, the management program expanded students
social spate and fragmentet1 their Utile into segregated. short-term episodes

expanding social space I me,in that thc rgram extended tlie frame of
student acti% \ hes ond the 1), itindaries of the at ademic setting 1)N connecting
snidents ti stutk.nt cci ganizatu rns and business practitioners By fragmenting
nine I mean the progrun cleated a temporal order composed cif tIVR (nine( ted

Inc-. k.c cuises didn i build trpern cci iclate ii one another .md classwork
onsistcd cit brief. disc roe tasks

.1 he most stoking tonsequent c of the shon term tune fr.une was that
.1111.11C theu tourses m terms of their linkages to past or

tuture ac adenm expericnc .s. and so wei0ed them dire( th in terms ci w hat
the\ tonsideicil the (cruises ('ttada\ or real w odd iclet alike ',Indents JOT)!
question Ore general important act minting in business practice, tor
ample. bin Ilict \wren I sure of the tele\ ant c cci Ihe two required .1( k Minting
titlist's iii .1 iii,inagl'intalt i\t . ir (int: ill illiSHICS, miSimalk

s5
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have an acomntant working for you. (Joe) 'Irrelevant courses were either too
'theoretical.. like Introducton Organizational Behaviour, which had students
memorizing hits of orgaMzational theory frotn Taylor through NIcCregor. or
ti)o specializ.ed. like the introducton. Operations Management course. which
required them to learn equations and clo a lot of math problems. Students
weren't the only ones who questioned the value of the quantitatively oriented
'in.magement science. CH' 'operatic ms management courses The adjunct fac-
ulty of the program. recently retired front the managerial world, flatly ques-
tioned their relevance, and one of the graduate students teaching the course
conceded that:

As a matter of fact, when they get out into the world. I'm not sure how
much contact they'll have with the operations side of the business
at least in the I"nited States the operations side has been neglected kir
a long time and everything was run hy the finance people and the
marketing people So I really don't know how to answer that question

when they get In the real w odd. how much help will it he.'

In any event. ha/. Lourses were taught seemed to make little difference
to bow students thciught of them. Both marketing and finance were verv large
lecture courses students were usually onh, required to take notes im the
lec tures. read the textboi iks. and take multiple choice tests over the material.

ct inatketing was disliked \\ title finance wasn't. Marketing lacked 'practical-
th I Ii ic and according to Dorothy consisted mainly of 'numerous facts that
I didn't think w vie parucularly relevant to anything in life' The finance courses
chew more positive reactions from students hecause they were ccinsidered

applicable I() eN.el"\ day life s Clam explained

1ln the Managerial Finance classl %on learn about investments. and
It] IL'am \\ lid is a gig KI inveNtmcnt. him ti) determine ii something

14( ii ILl Ill% CYO:Ill:Ill or a bad investment. You I an reallx 1.1,C that IC's

v,il pill tk ii I Mean, ii (Ill he FA I It'd) eNt MA lel ci. Or at ,1

k eI

1..lk I/ /heft \\ \\ L./OK'd It K ieleyanL e to the work \\ odd.
external spal e. lather than its Ft:It:V.111k C I( odlel (IllIst."- II IN l'ell'ValiCe

eak the ,ii I(Iynt. ludgctI the kiliin.o.\ uuik Ilar.,111\ In the management pro-
giam \\ en.. lit (-Aimed guilt\ until pil (Al nun/ IL Cilt I )ehbl'it s LI Minlent

tic I NII.itt", it tinliCi Id Mg 5tiNII1( lull

1111'11 Pi. llt.1111\ so111111 had. kit I lit ,%\ .1

All ti tilt. business \. odd I 1111111, thy most iisclul Wing Is

NPCI Ill I( ItIlL itislcijis. (LH \ thing I mean. unless L)Iu ic. out

tuivit \ oki it' not going to learn how 'businesses um through hoolLs
and stilt! I Inc,in \ (In gct hill I kill Id . Ille iii Ill
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tnends got a job and they looked at him and said, 'anything you
learned in the book. forget it, because we're going to teach NMI the
wa \ do it our way' (Delbert).

Management students considered their coursewolk 'stilted', that is, 'n1( ke
connected to theory, less connected to action' ( Rhonda). The physics program
avoided this problem or rather, made a virtue of it by creating a hermetic
disciplinary space that prc winced disciplinary phenomena in the intrcKlucton,
courses and then mathematized them Through a recursive curriculum. The
program enrolled students in organizations of space and time where it was
imperative to deal not with the physicality of the everyday .subjedive world',
IM.It with the phemunenal world ccmstructed in the representational spaces
of physics. And to get access to the phenoineno of ph\ sics the colliding
parndes, oscillating systems, and so ftwth that were o institutive of phvsks
one had to du physics tor learn to see ever\ day activity in physics terms).

In management, students were similarly pulled between two competing
actor-networks trs ing to impose definitions on the phenomena of the business
\\ oi Id. the program on one hand and on the other the business world itself.
en ountered through st.1111111er jobs, familial connections, and most importantly
till iligh the sotial networks they encountered in the business school. I nhke
physics. ht wever. the management pr(cgram's interessements failed and the
academic constructions ot realit \ ne\ er approached those of the business world
in importance tor the students For the moment Ill suggest that this lack of
enrolment \\ as o consequence ()I the fact that there was no obligator\ course
sequence in the progiatil

Students Shaping the Course Sequence

1 he spatial and temporol organi/ation of academic work in the management
)glain \\ as shaped h\ student prooke Instead of having to lit their lives tc)

the pogrom's space-lime regime. students «add move Ill Mill (Mt Ut the pro-
giant \\ ith !clan\ e ease and fit its academic iequilements into theii ongoing
patterns )1 at tivit \ Ph\ nine Vs as nionopoli/ed by required c ourses
that hod tu be taken in .1 strict sequem e Nlanagement majors tciok many more
e!ectives, and while some pons of required courses were sequenced Ie g . the
two occ ()tinting c ourses) there wen: m) substanti\ v links between them As .1
result. management students didn't int ivt thtough their courses together and
the MIR ;Isn't a -ate for lorming friendships and crafting .prolessional.
identities I filw ever, Mc rogmented course sequem e did f (Isle! othet forms ol
social crgarwation that , oul,1 impu,se 1 stnic tine on the variable curricular Lind
s, ,tic I nc ik Hluhlhicd Inh mnalmn lIlt cut cc 1111`A.'`, Auld

lit lli.. tutu ii hu\N OW\ In`q riht'd .Ind tilt 6111/Cd the «)111M.",
(11OIC111 ccl ni magement courses N. aricd hoin professoi icc

1)1( dessol IC\ (1) 111, )1(.' s11 111.1n In 11111CI 1.1.11. II .11, I( k 11U1111ig m.
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students' choices about when and from whom to take a class shaped the
space-time cirganization of their coursework.

These choices were guided by student-organized advising networks in-
stead of the official advising system run by the business school.'" Some of this

peer advising was informal: during registraticm, fot example, when people
congregated in the business building cafeteria to exchange information:

In fact I had several people come up to me going 'What classes should
I take?' And I'm going 'Well, you want an easy semester, do you want
an average one, or a real hard one? Or do you want to learn a lot or
10 it learn a thing?' (laughs) ... And you get the general consensus
that it's a tough class but you do learn something. And, ah, usually just
people yi)1.1 can walk around the business building the week be-
fore preregistration and you're going 'Wait a minute, what's this
pers( ni like?' And everyluidy's in the cafeteria and they're helping
each other: 'You don't want this person!' (Sheena)

More often information on cc mrses and faculty was managed by student
organizations According to Rhonda, students in the Management Organization
group would tell her such things as 'This is a good course, this is a fun course,
this teacher's really good, this is a course where you really ha\ e to work hard
to illake all A but it's very worthwhile. Things of that nature.' Sometimes
meetings were arranged specifically to allow students to counsel each other:

This next cimiing Tuesday, the Management Association is piing to
have a [meeting! about we're just all going to get together and help
each other out on who to take who not to take. ( )r, 'if you Wahl 0)
take this, this Is what you're going to haVe to do.' So people know
w hat to expect. It makes you feel like maybe it makes you feel like
you have a jump on the next gu\ and you probably do (Dell).

haternines and sororities (whose nu...mberships were disproportionately
composed ul business majors) had institutionalized this process. Sheena

explained:

Vith the sowrities a h fraternities, wliat the du is like they put, like
they put them ill .nto alphabetical order They put Aloney and Rank-
ing' :ind tilt:\ *II put 'Dr X' beside it, and they'll have a list. They'll have
a 'good list' and a 'had list. And the bad list are usually professors that
are Mcoherent or something is not kosher. And then You have to
put N, oui name Lindei the stuff \ ou wrote down That meal is that
pC( come to You and ask you 'why (WWI \ utt like (hi', {Ix's'
lake pet)plt: NA ill k oille tic mitt, alld they're goillg to ask me 'well, Sheena,
wly didn't you like Managerial Finance ith 7? And I'm going to
gci hasiC,Ith hc,x :Rise of my attitude, I didn't cart. I v-Intcd a gi3Ok..
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I Vs lilted OW Of that L LI '0, `411dIcd tot It W. hustiated, hecause
I tried and I couldn t do it. And therefore I don t like the class. And
they're going to oh. OK. And Ill go. .But, sou know, if you're :t
finance ilytjor and you get into ec.onomics and accounting, then that's
fine, you'll love the class. But ft ur me, uh-uh.' . . it's what people
want, it's not just good or had "

Instead Of having their spatial and temporal trajectories shaped by pro-
gram requitentents, students organized the space-time relations among their
courses Schedules weie composed for reasons unconnected with the sub-
stance oldie courses. As Curtis explained:

il3tc 8:0() classes. And also I liked getting out early in the after-
noon, which is OK. So I changed my 12:30 class to 9.30 so I could get
out at noon, instead of having to break I have three straight
classes I'd rather go twice a week f(g that than three times a week
f(ur ;0 minutes although three times a week goes by really quick
as far ,ts when you're in there.... And also, another thing I like is to
he off on Fridays. Ise done that on three semesters. I've Iseen off on
Fridays

Instead CI. a curriculum producing a onnpressed. disciplinary sticial space,
as in physics. management students shaped their curricular sequence to pro-
duce i tninimal disruption to other social activites l'his construction of the
suniculum as an aggregation of unrelated courses, in conjunction with the
temporal :Ind spatial fragmentation that resulted from the course selection
practices I've described, led management students to representatkmal prac-
tices for mobilizing cource/ook rather than disciplinary phenomena.

Representational Production of Academic Space-Time

hi the phssics program note-taking, studying and problem-solving were parts
()I a cascade of representation that enmeshed Silidellls in the discipline's rep-
resentational productions (II space-time. Physical phenomena wen: reconsti-
tilted aS stabk', muhile and combinable forms that could he worked upon in
phs sics practice In the management program, hs contrast, students inscrihed
or spanali/ed the social practice of their classes in movable forms that could
he comhined and consumed in a te.-aing situation. These strategies of inscrip-
tion varied irt nn course to ontrse As Doroths explained:

Ft)I a t (Mist' such as the management class I'm taking right now, :111.
he the piolessorl emphasizes his lecture notes I write down as Much
.1 I possthls can ... partialls because I do nut want to miss anything,
partialls hecause it keeps ine alert if I'm onistantly wnting ... and I

J
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study the notes heavily because he sfrays from the book, he doesn't
feel the hook is complete . . As far as the hook is concerned, I don't
spend as much time on it as I would other classes, simpl because he
emphasizes notes

Pnifessors \\ ere the definers of relevance. Rather than perirmers demon-
strating paths through a text-constituted space, management profess( ws tried tc,i
use texts to fOrmulate distant spaces (corporate settings and practices) that
students were supposed to reproduce in movable forms (notes) and combine
with textbook representations (written cases or theory summaries). \Vhat hap-
pened, however, was that students treated textbooks, lectures, and other tasks
as representations not ot the business w orkl, but of the end of the semester.
the test

As far as Int concerned. the first day, when they give you the syllabus
and they la\ out \\ hai they expect. that's probably the most valuable
class You know exactly what to do to get a certain grade. I don't
always do it, hut you know what you need to do. So I usually lust go

lth the flow of the class, see how the class shapes up and w hat I

need to chi, tr\ to lay it out like that Wen)

I think intonation list In Al teachers speak, \cm km iw what's im-
ponant I think basic ally if you illst go into a class and listen, a teacher
gi\ es so nian).% hints about what's important it's really easy to pick
out Also I've gotten into the habtt itt. ah. il the teacher emphasizes
that the hook is \ cry important; when I'm reading it I pi through and
outline ever\ ihing .Ah, I think I'm a good listener in lectures And I
tliink I take good ric ties. I Onnk I'm able to capture what the teacher.,
(IA ing to NAN, fairl well in in\ notes, and so its basically lust snicking

IlOtes ;Hid the hc)ok (Rhonda).

I take ncites during class, w henever the teacher writes something on
the Is iiird I put it (limn. Anything that he repeats I put down, or
an\ thing that seems important tO tile Ill put down. Or if he's a teacher
that just follows the hook strictly, Ill be flipping through the hook and
underlining \\ hat he has covered in the Is cok. or putting a checkmark
hv it or (aiding that page number, scruhbling a note in the margin

)(mime )

Riohably the luckiest attnhute I 'lave Is that liii able to pick out w hat
illy teat uu s,i\s th..t is impouant It ma\ come !tom ahead\ ha\ mg
read the text II the teacher's saing something that the textbook said.
that c impoitant II the teacher is using an illustrato.e story, that's not
as unpin-tam Iii \\ ritc: down in detail. definitions a \ s itli
ponant lasts arc oh\ ay., important (Amos and graphs arc Away,
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important. Ah, it's quite simple if you've read the material and if you've
paid attention to the syllabus and what the focus of the course is. If
you've focused on that focus, then you should understand what to
pick up (Melinda).

!You know what to concentra(e on) mainly by what the instructor
emphasizes. .. Ever since I was a freshman, I've always believed that
if a teacher wrote it down on the board, it was important enough for
me to learn it. If it's something the instructor puts more force behind
or spends maybe a lecture or a lecture and a half on, it's important.
The textbook, if it's, ah, if it's simple stuff, if it's bold face, if it's a
title of a topic, or if it's continually repeated in the textbook, vou keep
being referred back to it Jack).

In some cases piotessors gave fewer cues and students had to wait to see
what kinds of matenal were being asked for on tests before knowing what
portion of the textbook or the lecture to include in their notes:

Some teachers are just really difficult to take notes from no type
of structured lecture or anything. Just kind of off the wall. Like l'Ne
got a finance teacher now who just loves throwing quotes, and little
stories out of 71)e Wall Street JO rn a t I ha\ e no idea what to write
down. so ... in that class, I try to pick up on high points. He'll say
something out of the book, and I'll make a note of like what he said
and the page number I try to folow him in the book, lie goes pretty
good about f(dlowing the book lie just doesn't really elaborate much
on it. And on the first two tests ... what he's said out oc "- .lok is

w hat's been on his tests, and not what he's draw tie Will/
Street Journal So I don't even write those notes dow n I lust study
\\ hat he says out of the book t jot.).

I take notes and I re-write my notes, and I also take notes from im
readings, and then I combine the notes from the classes and readings,
and that's w hat i study from and hojx. that I picket! (nit what
they're going to test over Most of the times I do Sometimes I hay('

I1( Rica \\ 11Cre they !,cit the mawnal lor the test mit \\ hat I ,
studs Mg (laughs)

.11.N as smilcnis c.c il)ll)!('Ssc.'tl and mobilized the test aspe...cts of their
ptotessors' performances in then mites. they distilled their textbooks to extract
testable items in ((impressed f inns I nlike ph \ sfls It\11)( ucks, \\ 111(11 l'Il
tc)( ils ,incl 'sit Lik tilling resources' (Lave, l()S8i tot group stud\ :ictivity, manage-
ment It'xibic iuks L'I'L' clI5till),11)1(' commotlities l'cm coul(ln't get :If thy sl);1( l's

and Mill', I )I 'ph \ MitsIdl. \ (11 Snti,e hind, hut 111:(11.114t'Illl'Ilt

( lc) til(' \ It' \( 111M 'management' \\ as i)(1./(b' the to\t TtAtluccik,,

1
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were irrelevant to 'business reality'. In terms of academic practice. manage-
ment students didn't have to move through a text-space or build space-time in
text; they merely had to mobilize the texts in forms that could be combined
and consumed (in short-term memorization) for one space-time event (the
final test). Thus I'm less interested in the ideological assumptions in manage-
ment texts (e.g., the depoliticized view of corporate life they present, see
Pfeffer, 1981, p. 14) or in their accuracy (see Pethia, 1983) than in how stu-
dents compressed them into more mobile forms.

Some students simply drew on their knowledge of tests as texts to trans-
fcirm ( edit') the bm)ks into test-preparation tc)ols:

As I read the book 1 highlight what 1 consider to be important and
beginning from a week to two weeks before the exam, depending on
h( iw much material, I start gc)ing through and making outlines of the
chapters in the bc)ok. Not as in Roman numeral one, a, c, d. as in.
you know, just summaries. I feel that the knowledge, the material is
put into my head better if I read it and write it down....
INevor: Ilow do you know what to highlight in the book?!

.. I tn to stay away from sentences that are bkmket definitions. They
stand out like a sore thumb, you can tell those. I rarel ever highlight
those.

think that's what., most likely to be on the

. Because in bold type it's obvious that it's important. So I don't take
the time to underline it. 1..sually you can pick up a blanket definition,
just on an exam, you know, it's obvious, 'number C is the blanket
definition'. So if there are any blanket definitions those are prett\
much obvious to me (Dorothy).

Other students tried to first compress the texts and then combine them with
the classnotes:

hat I usually do, I get the Niok out and outline the chapters Then
get the notes and kind of interrelate them with what I just outlined,

and then just study like: I'd get a legal pad and outline a page a
chapter, trying to put down all the goc id parts. And then with a dif-
ferent colour pen I'd put the notes in and stuff, and study like those
lot the next cc mple of days ( Delbert I

In management all 'studying academic work in or out nr the classroom
w,is It wused on the tests (or in the classes that used them, the papers, case

reports or game simulations that determined grades) While students differed
iii hitw they c (impressed textbooks into nubile formats (and stink. didn't lead
the books at all, a( cepting that this woukl hurt their grades but calculating that
ii wttuldn't hurt them too much ), all of the management students 1 interviewed
used their mobilizations of the k.oures and texts to coinpiess the CMIrse spa
tially and tempotall% into as lew pages that could be consumed in a short
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period (days or hours) Just pnot to the tests 'Studying for the test' (a test being
the ultimate compression of the course) meant replaying the course in a spatio-
temporally compressed form:

For a test . primarily I would study two or three days before the test.
I felt like I could remember it better. So I'd go through, three days
before a test, and inayhe read all the chapters, go back, highlight
chapters, and then from where I highlighted I would take notes. I

figure if I write it down. I coukl see it on my paper and I could
renrember the material a lot better. I'd do that primarily for essay and
multiple-choice tests ( Joe).

Everybody goes, you know, velI, ou slutuld keep up with your
reading, and all that stuff all the way through the semester'. Well, I did
that on my first round of exams, and I got all Cs. And so I said 'blow
this off'. And so my next ... risk management insurance exam ... was
oe six chapters. So the week before, I read all the chapters, and I
outlined everything, and left it alone, and the night before I went over
all the outlines: got a 96 on the exam. Cool, I've figured this one out.
And so I did that for all my other exams and I got nothing below a
90 So I said, 'okay, now I've figured it out'. . . I have to wait that

way it stays in my memory longer, and I can remember it. If I study
something in January and I have to take an exam on it at the end of
March, Ein not going to remember it (Sheenai.

l.ike Sheena, most of the students had heard, and learned to ignore, the argu-
ment that 'good study skills' meant studying regularly throughout the semester
rather than cramming. For most, cramming became standard practice:

I /nattily focus it before tests.... I'm not oik. of those got id people
that collies home from the lecture and reads over the lecture and
learns it then. I've never been able to do that. That's not how. I study
I study a hit hefore tests (Rhonda)

You memorized it tor the test and after the test \\ as oer 01.1 1.(11,t!pt

\% hat it \\ ;IS all about (laughs) . If it's a class I feel like I'm going to
have difficult\ tn, ill stud\ thm

(.11S.Nt's light now . I d(111't reel very thleatened hy them. I mean,
I take the notes, and then I look at them the night after class if I

don't, fine and then when test time rolls itotinid I always start :it
least ;1 week ahead for ever\ test And I spend one night getting
oigani/ed, and then altet a night of orgam/ation, then I go in and stall
spending two to two-and-a-half fri mrs a night until the test. Just

leading them over I ralelv re-mItlille: 11W notes or re-w rite them. The
same \\ a\ with textbixiks, I don't outIme the textbooks I lughlight,

kit I (it MI I" 11(11L's cl<>\\ 0 I d(1111 (11111111e testIsmiks ( Jack)

(1;
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.rhis coinpression of tilne reached extreme proponions in some students'
practices They delayed studying to the last monlent to force themselves to
pick (nit the test-relevant material and ignore the rest

tr to read the material and then I go back through and just the
night before the test I usually postppr,e it until I've got just a few
hours to study, and Fin forcing myself to just skim and just hit the
luglipoints. And I can't afford to) waste time with material that's not
important. And somehow I just tend to prioritize it, without think-
ing about it... I'll skim my notes.... In high school I never studied,
period. But I did just fine. Rut in junior college I had to study a little
bit more than in high school, but 11A n much. liut I found that if 1

eratmned right before the exam I did about two letter grades hetter.
Like I would make an A rather than a C . If I studied the way they
tell (oil to study. I just coukIn't seem to mavhe I learned the
material better, maybe it stayed w ith me longer if I studied the right
way. hut if I want to make liigh grades. the best way to do it is k) cram

Diorinneo.

Fven when such practices didn't produce high grades some students took
pride in their abiltty to make adequate grades with a minimal expenditure of
time Cunis was the most hardcore crammer of this t\ pc

First of all. die notes of course. mcent NIA: on them. 1 oil have to read
the Ilabus ills( a liot of tunes to get hints on things to stress. Or they'll
gi(e hints on whether the b(xok's going to he more unpin:int or not
more important . I (1(111.1 keep up w ith my reading on a regular
hasis like you sh(mld . liii a crammer. Like I said. I think I km ow
how to study real well I reall\ du. I m good at picking up w hat's
going to be in the lest I'm good at km owing w hat too study, because
s(oine oil tile cr.unnung lye done in the pa st. normal people woukIn't
be aNc to pass .md I can pull Bs or Cs out (4 stut I that people
woukln I (.\ en be able to pass. pen( od For inst.mc.e. mot to ) he pmud
( )1 this. but in my intermediate a cminting, w Inch is hard stuff. and I

dtdn t keep up in there be( Misc. [111 taking it ;V.'s fail. su h or thi,
1114 It \\ as realk prem to nigh. and I studied the night below
I( 4 all( nit Ito hours. lit col 1.2 homs. and I 4,11 ed up till S 1111 in the

muf fling. got an hint! s le.1(1 twit hapters all the w a \ tluough.
kind ol hard leading. kind ccl longind I lust lle\\ 1)\ (.1 the 111 oille\\

I looked at the answ .md figured outI didn't \\ orl, ni\ self I qr.,/

hoi\\ the \ did It \\. CH. 1 ended lip 111.1king hke .1 I in the (AMU hill
like .1 hi it if pet (plc \\ l u. 01 dung \\ ocuttlit t

wean. theic. .1 I( it of pc( ople lit) ale keeping up. doing All the
leading. doulg the hioiiiio\\oik. and the\ still make (Is And I can do
II like the night ot two beton' and make .1 C 'Nu I !kink as IA, As

ti)
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knowing what to study and lu)vc to study. I think I'm prett good at
that . On that same thing, if I read the chapters and kept up and
studied say, three II( Airs every night every night. then I could make
a lot boter grades. I could make As. And I don't make that many As
because of my study habits, the way I (10 it. Although when I ... st:1\
1.11) AI night writing paper,- 1 usually do well in them (Curtis).

In physics the chapter-end prohlems were shon jotirneys through physics
spake that Allowed students to make sense of the expository sections of the
textbooks. The test items were similar to the weekly homework problems
except that the students had to work the fc writer alone and within a limited
time period In both kinds of actiNities, students had to use the mathematical
formalisms of the discipline to move tlwough the text space. In management
the problem was different. The students task Was to compress the space
and time of a panicular course (its lectures and its textbook( s ) into a form in
which it could he. in .1 sense, consumed lust prior to and then regurgitated in
the test setting. \lelindai straight-A student, described All extreme version of
tliis process

Thc.' Most helpf iii (lung I learned to do \\ a- to Corldt:11,:e 111V notes
Because haing to condense them means that you li,i e to understand
them .1nd I would c.ondense it down to the smallest outlinc... form and
I «cold almost alwas reduce an entire chapter to a page And so
w hen it (.1111e 1O tone. instead cif being covered with this huge
textbook over here and 2-()...W. Of. 50 pages of notes over here let's
sa\ the texthook had 12 chapters and the teacher had staved with the
(e\thook. I d havc I. pages in front of me ,c)inetilnes (mly the front
ol them Because I \\ ()UM \\ rite real small, so it wouldn't be too much
for me to handle. cause it looked like one piece 01 paper: can k.lo

this It would all he on one piec.: of paper, so 1 could skim thniugh
it. and 1 would slain through, I would slain through those pieces of

lo the pc nnt where / «culd gc, through the entire «curse ill
((Nan It) minutes 14(re exam'That.., hat I l (mid du berme my
finals I'd lust read in\ notes fasti.41 and Lister ,ind taster and cundense
them and c ondense them I \lelinda

.1 'FOCI `,I,IndIng. the colll'st.' hemg able compiess it spatially and
tempoiall rek onstruit it in format that resembled the tests in their spatio-
temporal patanieteis

The Circulation of Academic Conunoditics

hen I Ilist started doing fieldwork I ncutinek asked students if they'd give
thcll ,111e1 course was civet I cfuiic kl\ ieah/ed 1 cc itildn't do intii

(15
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with the ph% sics students notes, that it was the process of taking them, trying
to work ahead of the professor's lecture, that was important, not what was
written down. In management, students had other uses for the notes and
wouldn't give them to me. Melinda was the only management student I inter-
viewed who destn)yed hers 'I just saw these mounds of paper that were too
big for me to ever go back into, or to care to. You could never find anything
in them.' A few students kept theirs, though usually fOr no particular reason
(as Joe put it, 1 think I keep them lust to have proof that I went to college't.
Only Rhonda claimed to actually use old notes:

My notes: I keep them in a file cabinet. and I usually do end up going
back to them a lot for other classes .... There's one class where I'm
working on a marketing class and we have to go back and do

lot of financial analysis, and so I've gone back to my accounting
notes and gone through some of that (Rhonda).

Nlost of the students in the program. by contrast, gave their notes to other
students 12 N(Ates, tests, and papers dime for a class were routinely circulated
to students about to take the class. .., s one student explained:

I save all (my notesl, I have them all up on a shelf. !sunne people I
know, younger, I've given them to, and I've gotten .1 101 of notes from
people.. . u might have an old test or two and 'oll can see how
the 're doing it. It helps a lot to study off of those. That's been a big
difference this semester, too. Fvery single class that I've had was re-
commended to me. I think that's made a big difference, no question

I >ell

A lot of times, I'll take all of in notes, plus I'll copy someone eke's
not a lot, l'ye clime this with two courses and copy someone else's

n(nes to supplement mine, to get both of our's perspectives (Clara)

\ otes were passed down acn uss gcnerati(ms of students:

A lot of people, they come up and ask did you have such and
such a class'i What were the tests like'c here's my test,
in\ old test, my old notes and stuff' I mean, I got all these notes from
other people, they lust keep getting passed down the line So, I mean,
I have them all. and I had 11 lot of them I.ve glven away `.,(i the've
ome in helpful, like tile using other people's notes, cause I mean. it's

the same class, but they'll get stuff (nit ol it, ma be, that I Vs )uldn't
haw . that's been realk useful It's just another set of notes that I

yotilcf ouncide with in\ mItes, V.111Ch I W. (Mid then coincide with the
outline of the c hapters tu I trv Iii get the basic ideas. the main points (il
the «iurse ( Denten I

tl;
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Tests and writing projects (term papers) were also circulated:

I save them all.... I save tests I try to save as many tests as I can.
And I put them in the Phi Chi Theta test file, for other people, to help
them.. . In fact I'm bringing mink! calculus tests today (Clara).

These test files were not secret. In addition to the ones controlled In
student organizations like Clara's, professors of quantitatively oriented courses
.uch as finance usually put sample tests on file in the university library and
students knew of at least one course with tests on file that were still being
used. Papers, on the other hand, were circulated only through student organ-
izations. Bart, a senior, described the practice of writing pRijects:

being passed on and soniewhat amended in different areas to change
it a little bit. So you've got a 20 page project that's due for professor
N, and you've got a friend that says 'hey. I had professor N. I did this
project, let me give it to you.' I think there's a lot of that going on .

Either that, or modelling it after another. \Vhich would save a lot of
tune (Ban).

Sonia, a commuting student w ho didn't belong to ain student organizatic )ns.
told me that

Istudents1 that are in .1 fraternity or soront\ it the\ ha\ e to I

paper they have tons on file they can choose from, nd just kind of
re-write it a little bit I mean. I've had several tell me that's what the\
do... And they make real gocid grades, hut I 6)(11 think the\ leain
anything (Sonia).

Neither Bart nor Sonia was especiall\ upset In this pra( lice 1 althola:h
they said they didn't indulge themselves), and both secured to think that the
professors were aware of it Sonia suggested it was one leason so few
papers were assigned in business courses. In terms of ins argument. this ( ii

culation of coursework reflected a spatial compression ( it academic a( t)\ 0\
that allowed students to organize the cuniculum in a iepresentational spa( c
time e g., laying out syllabuses and orlirSe as,,Ignments our tahics and t.,
amining various possible configurations just a', they iirganized the material
space-time of the program through their course-taking decisions These am\
ines, once again, did not nu ibilize distant business-world phentimena, or (Te aft'
.1 plIC11( workl in a reptesentanimal space. ii e\ en help students to
become facile w all the discipline's representational technologies Instead, ther,
led to the ciafting (4 commodities that had onl kical exchange value (ex
( hange for a grade, exchange in the student social networks) I low w as this
separation of the management program !nun the business world c culniplishea'
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Separating WorkL,

Vs: e can examine how the 'irrelevance of the management courses was con-
stnicted by looking at the last management course students took: Managerial
Strategy. Faculty called this the program's 'integrative course' because it was
supposed to force students to use what they'd learned in previous classes,
especially accounting, finance and marketing,' in coursework 'relevant' to real
hu:iness practice. Of course, given the study practices rye described it should
he no surprise that students couldn't draw ()II their previous coursework and
rec.( iunted experiences similar to Melinda's. As a straight-A student she was:

ver\ surprised to learn what I hadn't rememhered. I go through all
these classes but you ask me what I learned in my Accounting,
Financial Accounting, I don't know. I really don't kno.w. I passed the
test and I forgot.... I guess business is just something you have to
work \\ ith every day to keep sharp cm it. Rut I had to sit down the
other dav and really learn what I learned in Financial Accounting.
surfa(e. I had to learn beneath it.

managerial ,,trategy faculty accommodated students h\ briefly reviewing
the needed subject miner from previous courses (which was, in any case,
minimal), and Mtived (in to the two main (omponents of the course: case
analyses (some done individually. some done b\ teams of two or three stu-
dentsl and the 'liusiness computer simulation in xx Ilk h the stu-
dents. split into teams. competed against cad.. other running firms in an
imaginalx et. ononn. "

/il Ill Xs

game . js it \ kni n students. was a «imputei
simulation of mailufat tuting firms (R ains (if three in toni sifidenisl ilillijiet
imi \\ ti I t.%1( I itlii,'r in the singk mai ket ',Indents ( hose dick o\\. n learns.
No !aid\ knew other people in the t lass and thus ( 'hen \\ olked \\ ith stranger-,
1.1(11 hegan ith thu saiiic .1s-sels md li,itl II) make \\ eekk de( isions
about NINA man\ items to 1irdLle. how man\ mat Innes hu \ Int h legions
to expand intt C . how inia, Ii tiC pa\ how mu( Ii to hollow, and so
foul) These de( \\ ".s.ICIed ink) I. ()witty! w hew a prngiani deter-
n1111Cd I \ 111.111 \ i inkl sell. \\ fiat thin piofits Add be, and

lorth learns ".eit.' Linked .11 Ihe h Ion the Imsis il pioht
on inn .111(1 giatles awalded ui he I if Ow

unal Tanking \ i tiling to one if the tk"slgIICI. (.1 Olt' simulation

pia l ut lly gainv It-t\ planning and
it (lc\ .1 skill /ing \\ hut I. 11,111p.'111I1g 111(11 lea( ling
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to the «mlpetiti))n and othel Luton. ill it ale etthel taN.01.11,1He
unta \ oniable to the partnels and the r11111

In the terms I've been using, the goals of the designers were very ambi-
tious they wanted to produce VeNiOnS of disciplinar social spaces teams
in competition for real rewards (grades) and they wanted the groups to
employ disciplinary representations of space (plans, etc./. In practice. how-
ever, the students' 'strategy. and 'planning" were not directly assessed. The
professors embraced an imagined. repiesentational space of 'the market in
which the gnmps' .monetary' outcomes could he treated as veridical evidence
lot the quality of their stategies.

We 101kiw the principle that the quality oI strateg\ and the quality of
their implementation is reflected in two things the total net profit
earned and the wa\ the\ deal with the assets under their control. hey
have the opportunit \ to shrink them or expand them and si ) \\ e grade
them on two things the net profit earned and the return on total
investments And we measure them and dies are then ranked In >in
one to ten

Its the student. interpreted thys, it %x 3, the end result lather than the It /gic and
depth then planning il Lit «milted

I mean. that s die \\ hole goal. that s the\ (..11V ovet there. is
we ha\ e to make ni ttie I Ill in .1 Lls light now w licie 411 per ( ent
(il in\ grade depends (wi htm much mone\ I make in tins imaginar\

'wan\ 'Hut the \\ Itt)le thing 'Hie\ don't ( are hc i lt t it. lust

I make 111( \ [id Ilan I, III,: die
I Vellndal

I he g.une s enipl Isis on Tholl let iii ITh lit maxiiin/ation rathet than ',ILI
legit pl.tnning \%; '1% kit( \\ 11111 )It \\ hen i inter\ iewed
hoot e lie tI Likt'll Lilked I I la \ mg

hcjid st . .i i ttii pe /plc vs lit, 1131 t: teall Appit,al lied

1.111i mall\ It\ mg to he an MI. make big expemli
tines ni )\\ /11,11 \\ 111 1,,i till in the future and this t ljss olll 1.1,as
Ihlec' Months and thew i e,ull \ itt Inhale and the\ end Hp (onsisi
entI\ heing the 1A\ i.mked git nip nd Ihne gotten tliall(' .1 lot ot
ailsden ol that sim I li.ne a feeling I in going to keep that in the

k cml ni\ mind make mime\ . make monk. \ Wake Inone\ hil
,I1( ii le11111

hl soll1( \\ .1As this sll.)11 1(1111 ii ii.iit.itut mu ma\ not ha\ C h(en umeast mahle
11.1ixtb )0%,`)/. point.. (MI !hal OR' 'Tat hint' t t,in1'lit,'ssittil

HMI( ,n,t1 and intemmitIn,i1

(p)
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makes it extremely difficult to engage in any long-term planning....
TI tis means either being highly adaptable and fast-moving in response
to market shifts, or masterminding the volatility. The first strategy points
mainly towards short-term rather than long-term planning, and culti-
vating the art of short-term gains wherever they are to be had. This
has been a notorious feature of US management in recent times (pp.
286-7).

The problem with the game, though, was that in addition to the short-
term orientation it had a lot of features that made it seem unrealistic to stu-
dents. Bart pointed out that the tactics and strategies allowed by the game
were severely limited:

you don't have lead time, you can make contract purchases and single
order pulvkises, and, yeah, you save money by contract purchases, but
that's almost obvious. I think. So areas need a little bit more intricacy,
to be able to take more input from you.

Jack, who had worked for manufacturing firms in summer jobs, pointed
out that the game decontextualized the social nature of business practice:

the B-game is fairly random, mainly because you ckm't have a whole
lot of information. It's actually kind of vague. considering like
entering markets and stuff like that, that you know nothing about. It's
highly unlikely for a business, you wouldn't enter the market if you
knew zero about it, zero about the price and about ..our competi-
tion .. Here in school it's all done on paper. You don't see the items
come in, you don't see the items going out, you don't understand the
severity of a back order, because on the job you have a customer
screaming down your neck asking you where the product is, and in
school it's just, 'well, you have a back order. That's cost you SI() this
clumler.' That's it. So it's a big difference, because lin the real worldl
you're dealing with the public and you're dealing with the items them-
selves instead of just watching the items flow on paper.

Of course, as the physics case demonstrated, the fact that a pedagogical
activity doesn't resemble disciplinary practice doesn't mean it can't serve to
enrol students in the disciplinary actor-network. And as .Jack's comments sug-
gest, the business game paralleled in interesting ways the homework problems
of die physid .. prow am: the group work (here compulsoty rather than student-
initiated), the weekly cycle, the completely textualized interactkm with the
silbject matter. Indeed, the creation and use of the game poAxibly reflected an
attempt to inake managetnent and managenient education more 'scientific' in

100
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some sense The problem w as that students' najectoi les through matei ial spaces
had already acquainted them with business practice: they were all, in a sense,
in the position of the physics student Paul who'd worked in a lab and hence
saw academic problems as 'completely orthogonal to real life situations'.

Instead of 'rational planning' the legitimate way of temporalizing busi-
ness activity from the perspective of the professors students dealt with the
game by making ad hoc, situation to situation decisions. Velma, for example,
gave this account of how she went about making 'decisions:

As far as analyzing ratios and that kind of thing, I didn't do it, I kind
of work with my gut instinct: 'let's try this, I think it'll work' or 'it looks
like the price is what's going to make the difference here, this quarter,
based on last quarter.' And then it turned out through experience
liii the 1.1-gamel that it was how much you paid your salesmen that

-was going to benefit. So it was just kind of a gut instinct. We had a
strategic plan, but w e didn't really stick with it all the way.

Sheena wa.s even more blunt:

We had no idea what we were doing the entire time. We came in -tth
lout of 101 (laughs). I- fad no idea at all. Someone said 'watch inven-
tories', so we said 'okay', so we watched for it. We had no idea at
all ... we had fun doing it. It was kind of 'well, let's try this'. And I
think that the main thing that was kind of frustrating was that there
was no way to get your salesmen to sell inure, without 'cause they
would say lthe computer woukl send a messagel, 'okay, we want an
increased salary' you'd get 3 little notice 'salesman #13 will quit if
you don't raise his salary by SIO0 or 5200' or whatever. So we'd raise
it. We ended up r. aying these dudes S2,000 a piece. And they had like
80 per cent commissions, and they had expense accounts that wouldn't
quit And we'd raise their commissions and they'd still want more
salary. 'No'. So that ate our lunch as far as our fixed costs. I learned
a lot that way, I said like 'can't we have little promotional deals, give
little bonuses or awards or something?' Rut the computer program
says it's not possible.

Such experiences led students to o include that the game was meant to
teach them how difficult and unpleasant it was to work with othei people uo
a p('rson, management students disliked working in groups), to teach them the
randomness of the business world, to teach them that there would he situ-
ations when' they'd have to make deciskms without the necessary inf( mina-
lion, and to teach them that their superiors (in this case the professors, who
were pointedly unhelpful in explaining the game) would rarely offer direction
or take responsibility fOr a decision lef. Jackal!, 19881.

J
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In addition to the simulation, the Managerial Strategy course required stu-
dents to do a number of arUlyses of business 'cases'. The case is a natk)nally-
distributed representational technok)gy that had its origins, according to Orth
(1%3), at the I larvard Business School, where it's 'the basic pedagogical tech-
nique employed in all of the educational programs' ( pp. 32-3). According to
the Harvard Business Sclux>1 Cat:14)g:

In the business world, where evet-y deciskm must be appropriate to
the specific situation and no two situatkms are identical, it is the
ability to analyze, to judge trends, to weigh diverse influences, that
leaels to sound judgment; and that ability can be developed only
through practice.

Therefore, from the outset the students at the Business School
discuss cases, i.e., real business situations in which executives take
action and are responsible for the results

The students study the case individually. Then they meet in small
groups for further exploration, sharing their varied backgrounds of
experience and sharpening their ideas in argument (quoted in Orth,
1)63, p 33).

The case w.P., the Ill(Ist pervasive pedagogical format in management
education, and variants (f it could be found in most management textbooks:
in the introductors texts 'cases' might he no more than brief ignettes, hut by
Nlanagerial Strategy the linal course in the curriculum they were full-
blown, running 20-30 pages, accounting for. the vast majority ol textbook
pages. and structuring the majority of students Omrse activity. They followed
a typical formula: the depiction of a particular firm (usually a real enterprise
like Mary Kay Cosmetics or Coors Brewing ), described in a certain vocabulary
ol finance and management, as at a 'decision point' in the history of its opera
tic)n. In analyzing the case students were usually expected to asmatne the role
of 'managers': weighing the infc)rmatkm provided and making a 'decision'
abc nit the firm's future. In theory what's important is not just which decision
student,: make. but how they justify and explain their decisions.

Consklet the case as a technology for mobilizing the world. Corporate
.111JIlagentent' was not enacted in the material spaces of the business school.
Instead, it was mobilized in the contents of textbooks, lecture:., and so forth
that flowed through the space-time of the program along with the students
The particular substance of the mobilizations the finns and deciskm issues
that the cases are about are less important than their fortn and function,
which presumes a 'rational' de( ision-maker with access to all available infor-
mation selecting a well-delined decision option in a depoliticized setting.
larvard exported this technology for constructing the substance of business

education (although there are now even bigger secondary distribution points),

02
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and Nillillitatlec illsk 1 dlat is. h\ the same action) established it as an 'obligatory
passage INiint in the the network of representational acculmikition (if you
want to describe business practice for business education, you must use the
f(irmat and con\ entions of the case)

What was being mobilized in the case metho& It \VW, not the professors'
ideals of rational decision-making (cf. Orth, 1)63). At the school I studied
students viewed the cases as short-term tasks lo he done for a grade, with only
the thinnest of connections to the .1eal woild of business. Although the cases
used in the strategic management course were descriptkms of events in the
lives of real c4 )rporations. they were temporally and spatially dislodged from

the world of business. Students read them as incomplete accounts of past
history:

Well. to he honest with you I don't really know lwlut the point of the
(...ise analysis isl I think it might be a little bit more beneficial if we
could read the (.ase, solve it ourselves, and see how it was actually
solved. and whether that solution worked or iu)t. But as far as just
solving the case on our own; we don't get any input as far as what
actually happened in the case. We could be shouting in the dark all
the time ( jack ).

As Bart explained: .\\ ere using old cases. but they tell ou not to look at
w hat's happened since then In spite of the authentic nature of the material
(the cases (Men incorp(wated documents and data produced in corporate pi ac-
tice ). the cases moved the business activit\ they described out of corporate
space-tinie in which problematic situations have to be resolved and conse-
quences fiillow from the deciskins of managers into the frame of academic
work, where a multitude of decisions were allowable (if students could make
a good case ii ir them) and the only consequences d vat followed were the
grading and evaluation decisions of the pnifessor. Rather than situating stu-
dents in the social space-time of business the eases distanced students from it.
As a result, students treated each case as a distinct event. They didn't use what
they had applied in one case analysis to analyses of later cases -- at least nOt

the way the professors probably wanted them to: Curtis boasted of re-using
the same graph and (Than unrevised, in different case analyses, having guessed
Mat the grader was focusing on the quality of the graphic work rather than its

substance or relev:mce to the case at hand:

curti.s.. listen to this one. I used I slkiwed Delbert the same.
where's my old case (shows Dorothy his Walt Disney
cascl Look at this [show s her an elaborate graph] Walt
Disney I got a 'good' on it, I even got a 'good' (in it!
What'd you do the gcaph

tants. Look, Mary Kay Ishows her same graphl.

IQ;
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'same giaph [general laugl net I
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One way of discussing thee kinds of accounts would be to suggest that
the program achieved the irrelevance of its courses by transforming academic
knowledge into a kind of commodity, spatially and temporally segregated
from everyday practice. exchangable for grades (Kvale, 1983, p. 45). In such
situations we could speak of academic knowledge being mystified. Grades
and knowledge would 'appear as independent beings endowed with life, and
entering into relation ... with one another' (Marx, 1967, p. 7 2; see Nespor.
I990c, for a different perspective on the grade economy in undergraduate
education) Lave and A'enger (1991) evoke this line in suggesting that:

where there is no cultural identity encompassing the livity in which
newcomers participate and no field of mature r ,ce for what is
being learned exchange value replaces the use value of increasing
panicipation. The ccumnoditization of learning engenders a funda-
mental contradiction between the use and exchange values of the
outomie of learning, which manifests itself in conflicts between learn-
ing to know and learning to display knowledge for evaluation (p.
1 12 ).

One of the problems with this analysis, however, is that 'making deci-
sions' for their short-term exchange \ alue may well reflect the practices of 'full
participants' in the managerial community (i.e., the distinction between 'ex-
change' and 'Use' value may not hold for 'political labour' (Collins, 19-9) as
opposed to productive labour). For example, Jackall (1988) gives this quote
from an 'upper-middle level' manager as a representative statement on the
nat ii re of corporate decision-making:

There's a tremenclikas emphasis put on decision-making here and in
business in general. But decision-making is not an individual process.
We have training pn)grams to teach people how to manage, we have
courses, and all the guys know the rhetciric and they know thev have
to repeat it. But all these things have no relationship to the way they
actually manage or make deciskalS. The basic principles of decision-
making in this organization and probably any organization are: (1)
avoid making any decision if at all possible, (2) if a deciskm has to be
made, involve as many people as you can so that, if things go south,
you're able to point in as many directions as possible ( p. 8.

Management students may have ,Ippr(lximated 'legitimate practice vlien
the\ sulwerted the stated flInction of the case method and opted tor slam-term
reward and the use of 'rationality' as rhetoric rather than the cultivation of

s )
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tationalit as plactice Indeed, tationaht as piactice ma emst onk in aca-
demic representations of space, fulfilling a kind of allegoric function in the
m magement students' educations

The Case as .-111e,qorr

.Alleg(wies', as smadar Liyie (1990) puts it, 'are texts telling an individual st( rry
to convey a lesson for the whole group, a private story that attempts to rep-
resent the cr )llectiyity as a whole (p. 29). The 'case' is allegorical in just this
sense: not that the particular business situation described is supposed to
represent that of all firms, but that the processes and circumstances of 'rational'
decision-making it formulates are defined as central elements of the practices
of managers considered as a collectivity. Rut Lavie also goes on to qtkite
Greenhlat's (1981) argument that:

Allegory arises in periods of loss, periods in which a once powerful
theological, political or familiar authority is threatened with efface-
ment. Allegory arises, then, from the painful absence of that w hich it
claims to recover, and, .. . as the paradox of an order built upon its
own undoing cannot be restricted to this one discursive mode, in-
deed, .. . the longing kw an origin whose loss is the necessary condi-
tion of that longing is the character not only of all discourse hut of
human existence itself (p. xviii, quoted in Lavie. 1990, p. 30).

The business 'case'. 1 think, is best understood as an allegory of a 'tech-
nical cir instrumentar rationality celebrated by experts and bemoaned by the
academic left, hut in practkv a representation of space accomplished not hy
corporate officers managing companies hut in the practices of academics and
analysts. If the program had been part of a trajecmry leading students into
academia (and if the social space of academic managenient studies were con-
tiguous N.:id) the spaces of corporate practice), the cases, like the textual forms
in physics, might have l'unctioned as spaces on the page (nR>bilizations of'
distant practices). Rut management students were on a trajectory out of aca-
demia. There was a divide between the academic program and business spaces,
and case analyses were thus more like public perliwmances of 'rational' decision-
making that, in good allegorical fashion, established for students the absence
of that rationality. The case was a space-in-the-page, an imagined or represen-
tational space that ccnikl not he produced outside the social space of the
academic program. Students used case texts as parts of ritualized performances
instead of" working on them to become producers of a disciplinary represen-
tational space (as did their peers in the physics progiani I.

In the end, then, 1 don't think it'd he appropriate to say that students
cic..scribed the management courses as irrelevant because my internal peda-

igical characteristics or a lack of connectk in to real-wcwld business practices

1U5
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(it tin,. \New how things w oiked surd% ph\ sics students would ha\ e found
their coursework far more irrelevant I. Irrelevance was not an inherent feature
of the courses but the outcome of a struggle between the school and the work
world: the consequence of the school's fltilure to enrol students in an aca-
demic network

But, again. it won't work to just say that the program didn't enrol students
in the academic discipline. here are always multiple actor-networks vying
to enrol people and things. and the fact that students coming to the pro-
gram along such diverse trajectories could leave it with such similar accounts
of their experiences suggests that there had to be another, more powerful
actor-network working within the busnwss school context, creating interesse-
ments separating students from the academic portion of the curriculum. Where
I could tell a story about the physics program as enrolment into a powerful
network, there are two stories to tell about management: the one just finished
of the failed enR)Iment of students inu) an academic network, and the one to
come, of their enrolment and bodily mobilization in business.

Notes

l'he department chair's 4. omments also reflect a particular kind of rhetoric com-
mon among businessinen and business cducauirs since at least the late 190s-
caluation of broad training and .1 rejection of specialization and vocationalism

ionic in and lb well I Piers(m et a/. 19'19).
fowever. .1, 6ordon and I lowell (19;9. p. 1 I-) pointed out long ago. there

is a certain schizophrenic tend...T.-, y in the corporate attitude. a stated desire kW
'therm arts preparat h in. but recruiting practices that emphasize specialized voca-
tional preparaticin in business. In pact as .k ines I 198b. p. 12) ) suggests, this reflects
the speculizah()n of the hiring tUnction and its decoupling Incin the decision-
making donuins of top executives.

2 Adjunct faculty c(cukl be quite critical of the rest of the department, ',hough few
tensic cns. arose because the adjuncts were essentially imitated and ignored by the
regular faculty (cf. Nyre and Reilly. 19-9) One retired CF.0 of a middle-sized
regional corporatic in. wlucse elective course on management trends was very popular
among students, onnplained that 'the students %%ere the forgotten customers I

think these bastards (the regular facultyl chase around and play politics with each
other Another adjunct faculty member commented that much of the emphasis in
the department scented to him inelevant on the lusts of Ins i() years as a manager
wall .1 multinational corporation

i It should be emphasized that these descriptions of field structuration refer to the
tinclograduaw 'grams in physics and management not to the flekls themselves
t tor the latter see, e.g.. Whitley, 198.3).

4 'lite tight coupling between universitc and !ugh school cow ,,e%% nrk totind in rIn.
R s v As absent iii hUsiness I ligh sdic cccl business eourses were not connected to
undeigkiduate programs of study !students who'd taken high school business

intl \Ix.cted college business ci )(uses to Ile a 424 411111111,1114M 441 411(111 w etc.

quit Id% disillusioned
.1herc was. in fact. kind of cascade of programs that students desk ended as they
NA ere pushed out of demanding progiams. while business gil many ot those who
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lett engineering and the sc.tences the liberal arts got mans of the students w ho left
business. Thirty-seven per cent of all students graduating with sociology degrees
over a one-year period were former business students who'd flunked out of the
polgrani (from a transcript analysis).
A notable difference between the two fields was the level of 'occupational inher-
itance . None of the physics students had parents who were phsicists. hut several
of the business students were consciously choosing to follow their parents into
business although in eyei-y case the students had initially tried majoring in a
non-business field. The inheritance of business occupations is apparently relatively
common Wens (19-3), using surveys of freshmen in the early 1900s. found a
strong 'father-ch(iice. :tickle! guiding students decisions to major in business: -H
per cent of all inales chiRising business as a major were sons of business men (1
per cent was the figure for physics) ( there were no parallel calculations for women.
apparently bo.ause so few women chose either field at the time). Ilunado (1089)
also found a suong 'inheritance' of business as a 'career field (about 28 per cent
ar10 mg freshmen of both sexes). Three of the students interview ccl fell into this
pattern.
I learn and Olzak (1981) argue that men are !wire likely than women to chi x)se
undergraduate programs tightly cc ivied to specific occupations in fields offering
high status rewards !such programs emphasize training, discipline, and technical
skills rather than the general intellectual. moral or sochtl growth of students Women.
supp(isedly. 'emphasize internal. instrinsic. nnmediate rewards over external. ex-
trinsic. deferred rewards in choc)sing their majors' t p. 19- ). Hearn and ( Azak (1981)
conclude that men tend to opt fin unsupponive departments conferring higher
rewards, while women tend to opt for supportive department with lower rewards'
( p 202) Eisenhart's (198C) study of women's career choice decisions lends partial
support to these conclusions. though she emphasizes that women do consider
extrinsic rewards such as monetary return in their career choices they merely
appear to give such factms less weight than men Although it's a less disc ipline-
oriented and 'high status. held than physics. it's hard to sec what 'internal. intrinsic.
Immediate rewards management could offer to females or males.
These arguments cc-11(16:fmk. among analysts of undergraduate business education

Among the many entering the business world. fewer ci One prepared with
the necessary levels of communicatic in skills. cognitive abilities, and human
understandings that are requisite for success beyond the entry le\ el The
tec hnical bent of business study can equip students with narrow prohilem-
soh tog approaches destined lot an early cihsolescence The underlying
rationale iii Immness study at many colleges is also flawed it assumes
that business is populated by ration d executives who c Terme in a sys-
tematic results-Imented fashi( m. c( itirse. those who have spent 'even
a brief time in the businey, world know that this Is rarely true 1 Manch.

1982. p Nunihei (lunching is the thing to do. and studeris
and( k the Anultichmensional. consequential prohlems of enterprise with
largely unidiniensii nal. inconsequential mathematical nuidels and simi-
Lirk 111,111(2d paradigms of human behaviour tlichiman and Levin. 198
p 1 ft/ :font's. 1980. p 13 4)

l'hough 101 mote I Nil( nild Mi)l init.
01111S i lilt tic,it 1)% MO pc; & en) (c1 mach

that h&'ir inanagenal skills 55 cie leatned
tate iilhiers listed as most iiiirinitant liii
(minium( atm t. arid interactional skills

the plogiain 5 al 551iik

than corporate managers t 'seem (198t11
'gets ocgaidless 14 ci ilk-ge nimori report

tht joh ( p 8(c) lite skills that IiIpt)
managers --- mo.t ol them dealing with

\yen. not ...mong those einpliast/ekl cii

Ur-
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For the internal labour market of the corporatim, then, the specific con-
tent of college learning typically plays little role in the manager's per-
formance or advancement alseem, 1986, p. 8').

A collegiate specialization in business does seem to be related to obtaining an
entry-level position (Useem, 198(, p. 87), but I:seem argues that this is less be-
cause of any genuine connection between the courses and managerial competen-
cies. than because the business major and business course-taking are taken as
tokens o) business motivation by recruiters:

As perceived by employers, liberal arts students attending an institution
without a business concentration had no choice but to major in the liberal
arts, while liberal arts students at a college with a business major could
have chosen it but opted not to do so. The latter are riskier hires than the
former, company recruiters infer, since the latter appear to have rejected
business values (Useem. 1986. p. 88).

in All but three of the inteiliewed students availed themselves of these kinds of
advising networks (two of the three exceptions had outside jobs, and selected
courses on the basis of what would fit into their schedules, the third 'researched'
cc mrses by sitting in on the first class session, looking over the syllabus and the
teacher, and then adding courses late). Every management student I talked to said
the official advising system was hard to use: it was centralized for the entire
business school rattler than departmental-specific, meaning students had to wait
for long periods of time to see advisers who were mostly kept busy by senioN
wanting them to check graduation requirements. Once students got to an adviser
they found them unfriendly and their advice unreliable.

II This was not always a sure-fire method, as students had to pre-register foi their
courses and the instructors listed in the catalog were often not the ones who
actually taught the c(iurses. ( :lara, fig example. had heard that a particular statistics
instructor was good. .So I signed up for the class but she's not teaching it
anymore and 1 have a Chinese lx.rson (laughs). So it di)esn't always work..

12 With the gn)wth of independent note-taking services at many large universities
(for-profit companies that send note-takers to classes and then market the mites to
students) this circulation of notes across student networks may change. Only (me
of the students I interviewed. Claia, talked of having relied on lunag:ht notes (she
got a B in the course).

13 integrative', seiliorlevel courses in 'business policy' were promoted in foundation
reports of the late 19COs (see tiord(m and Howell. 1959. pp 206-- ).
l'nlike the physics students. management students did not usually work in go Rips,
and found in the grimy) w(irk required f(ir Managerial Strategy an endless source
in complaint. Sometimes they complained of the difficulty of coordinating meet-
ings ()inside class and getting the work done on till Ie. but mote (then the poillleni
was getting people to do their fair share of work:

There wasn't any structuied way (if organizing it. .. And it turned out.
me and the glly I knew t (21C the only ones who did the work, the other
two leally chdn't cate. they were graduating in August and just said, let
them do the wink. we 11 lake the credit for it . There w as enough
woik lot four people. and we w ere di mig it " Ith "14 twit " asn't
good situation 1The professorl said, that was out responsibility to
take care ol ii hit It, vt Al know, we tried, but it didn't really work
( :foe)
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An underk ing reason gmup actn it\ didn v ork well was that students didn t
!time through the courses together and thus often didn t know or had ne\er

orked betore with the people N Ith \A, hum the, ended up being grouped_
Simulations similar in aim and design to the B-game began appearing in business
school curricula in the 1950s (probably inspired by simulation programs used in
corporate training) and became widely used after receiving strong endorsements
front some of the national studies of undergraduate business training in the late
19COs (see ( ordon and 1ii)well. 1959, pp. 36--8).



Chapter

Mobilizing Bodies for Management

Mose who run the bureaucratic coiporation often rely on outward
manyestatimis to determine who is the °tight sort of peilswi. Manag-
ers tend to carellIr guad power an(1 privilege for those who jit in.
fin those the). see as 'their kiml (Kanter 1977, p. 48).

Bodies, then. are not born: they are made tIlaraway. 1091, p. 208).

I 'nlike physic's, the 'cascade of representation' in the management program
didn't invcilve the representation of inanimate phenomena in incieasingly 'ab-
stract' (that is, stable, mobile and comhinable) forms.' True, academic course
work was lextualized' or reduced to stable and mobile written tOrms (notes)
that could he combined and consumed in the semester climax (the final) and
then circulated among other students. However, there were n(1 pathways con-
necting that work to netw orks of managerial practice (althmigh both educa-
tional and protessional settings shared an instnimental, sh(wt-terin orientation).
Phsics students were expected to continue to graduate school: the discipli-
nary ideolcigy was spatially oimpressing, bringing the physical world under
control by reducing it and constituting it in mathematized terms. Fcir manage-
ment students, association NA it Ii the academic discipline ended im graduation,

hich time students had come to accept a sharp division separating ...ica-
clemic and business worlds.

There were, mine the less, key pathways that oinnected the management
program to corporate space. To see them we have to look at the organization
ol material spaces and bodily practices: at the pmcluction of mimetic environ-
ntents ark' the strategic construction of bodies For instead of compressing
students spatial arenas and putting them on a pathway leading to settings (if
disciplinary practice, as in physics, the management program routed students
into a z(ine organized as ari analog of o irp( irate space. Instead of physics'
mobilization ol the world through textualizing space, the representaticmal
organization of space-tune in management connected the program to the work
world hv mobilizing social practice in an embodied funn.

Mimkry of Corporate Space

Hush c alpctc. p)tted trees, bur7ns/4d oak wall pawning fine reprodia
lions and sometimes originals of great art, mahogany desks, pollShCii
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gla.ss tables and ornarnents. rich leather upholsten. perfectly corllared
attractive and poisol receptionists. and pritatesubsidized caftlerias
are will. a Jew of the pleasant features that grace the c(nporate bead-
(IMOWIN" (?1. corporation (Jackal". PAW. p. 36r.

Physics students were routed into pmgressively smaller spaces and tighter
temporal regimes that cut them off from alternative academic actor-networks
((idler programs of study). Nlanagement students. by contrast, reserved sub-
stantial amounts of tinie tin non-academic activity, and spent most of their
time on campus in the business building, a material organization of space that.
instead of cutting business students off from other academic programs (several
had double majors) reinforced the divide between 'academic' and 'non-
academic' worlds and contributed to the de aluation of the academic world.

The business building reinforced the academic-non-academic divide by
producing a public space that mimicked the spatial form of the corporate
workplace. 'Hie coursework Illay have been typical lecture and test, but the
material settings of practice and ultimately the social spaces they produced

were tied to those of the corporation both metaphorically (through
simulati(ms of corporate furnishings) and metonymically (though visible invo-
cations of corporate links).

The business school building was a huge, labyrinthine structure housing
a complex system of hallwa s connecting classrooms, offices, study h cunges,
computer w( crkn corns, dining halls and courtyards. All business classes were
conducted there Ct r in a newer business building connected to it by an above-
ground walkway). Unlike the austere physics building, the business school
wasn't geared solely to academic or scholarly activity. The wide landings.
lobbies and hallways of the building, all lined with deep cushioned couches.
were sites where students chatted between classes, read the newspaper, and
waited for each other. This public interi(ir space was organized in large part
to simulate corporate space and function as a stage for the display of sociabil-
ity. Ilk. large, Open entrancewms to the building advertised the corporate ties
of the school Their walls were covered with large plaques bearing the names
of maim donors who had flinded chairs or profess(nships, while smaller plates
lune the log( is and names of other c(nporate and inch\ idual sponsors. The
furnishings and artw ork in the building (unlabelled original paintings in
Nfinimalist or (:olcnfield styles, Oldenburg-like sculptures ) ' reflected onporatc
tastes in interior decoration, and the large hallways served as social spaces for
displays of business demeammt and dress.

In management and business generally, students and faculty occupied
physicall distinct and socialk distanced spaces The academic faculty had a
wing of the bnikling tic themselves for departmental and private offices and
thew w etc elaborate anangements to restrict and regulate student movement
through this area Fa( h depdflillcnt occupied a separate tloor with a central,
glass-enclosed secretarial suite ringed lw faculty offices. A notice on the door-
way leading to the faculty office,. instructed visitors and students to c heck in

J I
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ith the sec fetal ies below entei ing \lost office door, had plaques klentiking
the occ upant and many had notices ot office hours taped to them. Faculty and
students were visihle to one another hut their spaces were never intermingled.
Faculty resided in chised, symbolically restricted areas into which students, if
they were permitted at all, went in and out:

A good example of this separation was the organization of eating in the
huikling. The husiness school had its own cafeteria system (the only other
school with a cafeteria was Fine Arts, which was located on (he periphery of
the campus). Once. before a remodelling of the complex, faculty and students
had shared a single dining hall (as was the case in Fine Arts). Now, they ate
in two separate areas. For students there were short serving lines offering
inexpensive fast-food breakfasts and lunches that could he eaten at long rec-
tangular tables in the large, well-lighted dining hall. Next to the dining hall,
separated from it by a wall of glass, was a three-story commons topped by an
opaque-glass skylight. Boxed plants gave the area an informal feeling and
there were benches for Ating and eating and space for student organizations
to set up tables. ACT( ISS ti us commons, enclosed by another wall of glass, was
the faculty dining hall. Sitting in their dining hall or the commons students
coukl loo acr( iss and see faculty and their lunch guests sitting at the small
round clothed tables, the f(x)d barely visible in a buffet-style serving area.
\\ hen privacy was desired. the faculty dining ro(mi could he hidden from
student view by drapes

In addition to the separate spaces they controlled, faculty and students
shared spaces. The most important of these were the interviewing areas and
the advising office, Ix Ali spaces in w hich students enacted their subordinate
statuses within the pn)grain.

The business sch()()I had the most elah()rate placement office on campus,
taking up a floor of one wing of the building. In one set of offices, counselkgs
helped students write resumes, find out more about the corporations by
whom they were ali(uit to be interviewed, and prepare fcw their interviews.
Outside these offices there was a wall covered with a bulletin board where
sheets were posted listing the corporations that would be interviewing on
campus the kinds of positions they were trying to fill, and the dates of the
interviews. Students would cluster around these lists looking for jobs that
inteiested them, and signing up to request interviews. The placement office
scheduled the interviews, either on first-come first-serve basis or, if the cor-
poration requested, sorting through the interested students and weeding out
those whose grade pc)int averages were too low

The interviews themselves took place in a corridor lined with church
pew-like benches built into the walls. Young men in dark suits (kept but-
t( wied) with conservatke ties, and women dressed in dark skirted suits, white
blouses, and sc out scarves, \Natty(' nervously lot an inteiviewer to step out.
shake their hand, and ask them into the mom. The moms themselves were
small and hare: a table. chairs. some small repniductions of photographs or art
On the white walls

/ /2
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administiak\e and achising offices w tie also suhoidinating spaces
lo see ime of the sec eial undergiaduate ad iseis ou had first to entet a glass-
enc It sed lobby. Wait in line at one of three windows to make an appointment,
take a seat on (me of the always crowded benches :11(ing the walls and wait for
your name to he called, then be let through a door into the back area where
die advisers had their offices. I went through the process myself trc ing to set
up an interview with 3 counsellor and felt as though I was at a dentist's office.

In these subordinating spaces students waited. In the placement area they
V.aited for interviews, brief hut intense encounters with oirporate recruiters.
In the advising area they waited ',Or review and evaluation of their transcripts,
fin advisers to certif'y that they'd been taking the right courses and keeping
their grade averages high enough to permit their continued enrolment in the
program.

In classrooms, by contrast, students listened. kniked, wrote, and, on (KVA-
si( in, spoke. Classrooms were not so much subordinating spaces as a no-man's
land in which both students and faculty were transitory inhabitants. The busi-
ness school contained several mammoth lectUre halls, seating hundreds of
students in terraced semi-circles cif thin tables and seats sloping down to the
lecturer's podium. and a larger number of micklle-sized rooms (seating SO to

similarly designed with gently tiered arcs of bolted tables sloping down
t() .1 podium area In these middle-sized rooms the lecturers stood in front of
a system of screens and chalkboards designed for different kinds of visual
prcsentations There were televisions in aiimist every room (th(itigh I never
saw or heard of them being used). Another wing of the building housed much
smaller. brightly-lit classrooms ringing a wide hallway. Most of these rooms
weie furnished w ith small, movable (though never moved) tables big enough
to sit two or three in comfortable, wicker-backed steel-framed chairs with
ilasInoned seats.

Finally, there were w indowless rooms, antiseptically white, set aside kir
computer use, filled with rows of white IBM personal computers in wo)den
carrels These were usually used aC adjunct classrooms where classes that
nnght normally meet in regular classrooms would meet once a week to per-
t( nin a «nnputer analysis or participate in a simulation such as the li-game

The organization of gaze was more variable in the business classrooms
than in physics. The curvature of the seating in the larger rooms put the
students in each othei's lines of vision another example of the display
onentation of business school space There wet(' also differences in the ways
faculty functioned as hical points in the classrooms. In physic's one looked not
s() much al the professor as :It what the professor w as doing, the physic's he
unfokled, ba, k to the students, on the chalkboards The teacher w as an ad-
junct to the material, n instrument for the conveyance of truths that belonged
not to him, but that had an Jut( nit imous existence. In a sense w hat physii
professors did wa.. recieate the space of physics itself in the two-dimensional
arena of the chalkboaid, while students in turn recicated the professors'
spanah/ations on the sin lace of their note-papers
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In business and especially management classes, by contrast, .the profes-
sors were usually the focal points of the classrooms. Their classroom practice
centerd around talk rather than writing. Students learned to gauge Inuit the
tc ne. tempo, and emphasis of the lecture what was 'important', what woukl
appear on the test. The visual adjuncts that faculty used took the form of'
prepared displays. such as overhead projector transparencies, instead of crea-
tions unfolding in time, like the physic's professors board work. The visual
displays supported and illustrated the professors' talk. Knowledge and exper-
tise resided in the speaker. who was imparting his understanding rather than
c(inveying 'absolute truths'. In Bourdieu's (1986) terms knowledge in physics
was 'objectified', in management 'embodied'.

In their academic work students were correspondingly most concerned
about what the particular professor w<aild find acceptable, not what was 'right'
or, as the physics students would sav, what 'worked'. In this strip of conver-
sation, taken from a group case analysis, Cunis and Dorothy debate how much
explanation the need to support their recommendations the debate is
about how the professor will read the case analysis.

Cturhs: Ile's not gonna dig that deep
Donyhr. I mean. I km)w, but I mean but if he IL.ads down here and

he says 'ou don't have any basis for making this state-
ment'. you know. 'you didn't support it.' Know what I'm
saying?

Curtis reduce costs I low about that? It'll decrease transpor-
tation costs. .

Pondhy Yeah. but it'll increase other costs.
( But still. we has'e a basis, that's our basis, that it's gonna

decrease costs. That's our bask fOr making the statement.
Ile doesn't know what else we thought of, .oti know, that
it might increase something else. Ipausel And after reading
ten papers. if he thinks, if he's gonna think about that
I mean [pause]

In the cumulative course of the curriculum. Managerial stratep. students
themselves became, for a session or two at least, the focal points of the class-

schls (something that (-ever happened in physics classes). The were ex-
pected to display their own embodied knowledge in formal 'presentations' of

the rest of the class. As Sheena recalled, these presentations were
sc 'lira's (If great stress.

I Ii

We haul to make a presentation in Managerial Strategy We were Inc
ftist gittup I went up dale and I used to Ll() this all the time in high

h ccl, but once \ ou're out of practice you go up there and it's like
'11101M lel0000' all ol us were shaking Every one of us did this
And we were talking, each group as they finished their presentation.
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they'd go out in the hall, .0h, I'm nervous, I wonder how we did', and
everybody walks out and pats .them on the hack: 'You did fine, don't
worry about it.' And, ah, it's different. Because, really, we haven't had
to do this until ... you take Managerial Strategy. Ah, in most of my
other classes you just sit there and the teacher talks to you, you write
it down, and you regurgitate to her hack on paper. Or turn it around
and twist it and see if you can understand the question (Sheena).

In these presentations it was not only what students said that was impor-
tant but how they looked, presented themselves, and managed the questions
and comments from professors and other students. In one class I spent time
in, the professor cut students off in mid-sentence no matter how cogent or
well argued their presentatk in if they went over the allotted time.

In other classes, dealing with questk ms from the class was an important
part of the presentatkm. In sinne cases, students collaborated with each other

Itold the floor and pre\ ent their pmfessors front intervening and confronting
the presenters with demands t'or detail, vague queries CI clon't understand
your sentence.), or flat contradictions l'No! They're verv strong product-wise.).

Sheena put it:

l'ou don't want Or Xl asking you questions I leil throw you one
from left field that \ ou're not expecting. At least with the students
%011.ve got a general idea. They're on the Sante knowledge level as
V(iLl Are (Sheen:ft

In other classes, however, grading was competitive and students tried to show
up the presenters (and thus \yin attention for themselves) lw asking difficult
questnins (w making critical c(nmnents.

Finally, in simile classes professors manipulated the presentation formats
to lot is them less on content and more on students' interpersonal skills. Curtis,
for example. told me about an integrative finance class he'd taken (very similar
to 'Managerial Strateg\ 1 where the professor would regularly disrupt planned
presentation changing teams at the beginning of class, making team members
sw itch with each other the parts of the presentation they'd prepared: forcing
them to work people into the presentation on short notice: or even to make
presentations using someone else.. notes

In all ()I these kinds of publk performances students were expected to
stay within the tight disomrse parameters of corporate subordinates: don't
challenge the professor, don't ask questions that advertise your ignorance.
don't ask questions to generate discussion. When students occasionally \\ ent
he\ ond these pammeters the results were aw kward silent es Dorinne, one of
the ()Mei students I inter\ iew ed \\ ho had lull time jobs and ed uihf

cainpus made good grades tnt her ci )(Arse`, bull didll I mimic corporate styles
of dress it « >flyers:akin As a icsult, the other students treated her as an
( )(Ida \

I/5
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I'll ask: 'doesn't it strike many of you Imw eas4 we conform to propa-
ganda? Doesn't it scare any of you?' I asked that in class, and I got
blank stares from about three-quarters of the class. Sometimes I feel
that I don't really fit I know I don't really fit in the business school

Mrinne ).

Dorinne's outspokenness and sometimes unorthodox dress I remem-
ber being in a large class on Ash Wednesday when she came into the class-
niont late with ashes on her forehead and most of the room turned around in
their seats to stare at her were unusual. Most students, knowing that they
had yet to be judged on their suitability for employment, regulated their ap-
pearance and performance styles tightly.

A 'Street' Inside: Students in Public Spaces

Bodies theinseh'es generate spaces. which are produced and
their g(Noires (lAyelwre. /9) 1. p. 2/61.

The atmosphere of perfOrmance, of being on display in a public setting, per-
vaded the business school. In contrast to physics, which collapsed the world
into its work space through powerfully reductive representational technolo-
gies, management organized space and time by stretching itself out in a sort
of imperialistic way across material spaces to produce a very extensive social
space This was accomplished partly by the kind of inter-institutional architec-
tural isomorphisms described earlier in this chapter, but it also required prac-
titioners niohmile, stabk., combinable practitioners who could be sent out
u 'practice' those spaces properly. \X'hen I say that perfOrmances were routinized
I mean bodily practice. appearance and sociability, were being standardized
and tnobilized in disciplinary forms. Student associations were a critical mediuin

pr( ices!.
In the physics program students interacted with a stable block of fdlow

majors with whom they moved from class to class, studied with, and formed
riendships. The management students I interviewed didn't move through their

classes together ir w(irk together, and their friendship netw(rks consisted of
people fnini lumnet(Avn sdlools who were auending the university, people
they'd met in university dormitories, and their boyfriends or girlfriends not
their classmates. Where academic and social life merged for (the male) physics
students. I( ur management students 'business' activity was ((instructed as sepa-
rate Mit (ink' ft( mt 'the academic but also nom 'the personal'. Finally, although
enrolment in management resembled that in physics in that it took place
dm nigh .t gy nip medium, OW nalurC of the gn nips and the ennilments were
%CR dIffeteIll.

The requtrement that management students take a lot of courses (nitside
their majoi produced student groups that w ere more loosely organized than

16
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friendship networks. Students entering the business school found the social
world of the college dominated by a wide range of organizations: from frater-
nities and sororities (whose memberships were dominated by the business
students), to the business school 'service organizations' that did community
work and orchestrated meetings between students and members of the busi-
ness community, to the associations linked to particular majors (e.g., the man-
agement association, the marketing association), or particular areas of business
(e.g., the International Association of Students of Business. Commerce and
Economics). Unlike the work groups in physics, which were formed afresh by
each class of students, the fraternities, sororities, and associations were stable
entities that pre-existed the student cohorts that participated in them. Some
were allocated cramped and shared office space within the building (near the
student cafeteria), and all had glass enclosed display cases along one hallway
to post notices, announcements, and so forth). The groups weren't creatkms
of the program, they were independent networks of association that extended
the business school space beyond the academic setting and connected it to the
world of work. Almost all students joined or attended meetings of these groups
at some )int in their academic careers.

Students believed that job recruiters placed a premium on menthership
and activity in these organizations, and that by participating in them they could
network' and make connections that would help them in their careers. The
groups were important for recruitment as forms of social certification
and also served as means of access to jobs and employers, as introductions to
job networks. As Dell explained: 'Definitely one of the main advantages of
lbelonging to groupsl is that it lo)oks good t( a future emph)yer, I think, being
involved, not just being a student (cf. Dalton, 1959, p. 1(o.1). Other students
had similar analyses:

I'm in the management associatkm and the marketing asso)ciation here.
I've also been in IASHCE, Internatio ma: Associatkm of Students of
Business, Commerce and Economics. But I was only in that for a
semester.
iNespor: Why did yom join those'd
Well, I hate to say it, but a lot of it had to do with resumes. Towards
the end you stall thinking 'I've got to make that resume look better.'
And while that's not a very good reason for stalling it, I've really
enjoyed my experiences with these associations, and thought that
they've been very beneficial. Although I didn't get into them for maybe

rigl it ream ms or whatever ( Rho mda

sometimes membership coulel lead ehrectly to) a

I found a lot of friends in the business school just because I think
su aware of 'netwrk mg. (laughs). And you want to make' these

frk'nels, and it's lust something that you do consciously. . . k )ined

t).
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(the Management Association! because I was getting worried about
getting a job and I wanted to have more contacts. And it worked. [The
group's sponsor, an adjunct faculty member with gmd connections in

the local job market! got me a job (Melinda).

As these comments suggest, students were encouraged to look at their
everyday friendships and activities in terms of their business utility. One re-
turning alumna espoused this (wientaticm in a presentaticm u) students in the

Nlanagement Assciciaticm:

Learn how to talk to other people. And I'm talking about people in
your classes, people that you meet on airplanes. One job offer that I
had was on an airplane coming back frcon another interview I had

had.. When you go to parties. make a point of meeting people that
You don7 know. I know it's easy to feel comfortable with the group
that you are with. But try to extend beyond that group and meet new
friends. because .you'll be amazed how that circle will widen each
time. It's kind of like a pebble in a pond. It gets, concentric circles, get

bigger and bigger and bigger....
Re involved lin! clubs. whether they're fOrmal or informal

groups, professional organizations . .. civic groups as well . . even
volunteer kinda goitips. I'm involved in a I 'nited Action for the Fklerly,
and the Meals on Wheels Program, and I've met contacts through
that.... The other area . . is church. If you have an opportunity to
regularly attend a church. you meet all kinds of folks through that

Brenda, a corporate officer and alumna speaking to the Management
Student Association).

Nlanv of the cirganizations' acti\ ities centered explicitly on making con-

necti( ins and learning job-getting skills.

ioined these clubs to learn things, not like for soda! reasons I.ike

lin a service organizaut nil. yin, learn things that will help you in your
business creer We have lc p Imsiness people come talk from all over.

\\ Ily them in and they speak to us and give us pointers. We have
like executive cocktail parties. We don't drink at it but we have like
..!rio executives In int all over tly in. We've had resume workshops

>Clara

The things being mobilized here w ere bodies: textually in resumes certi-

lk tug ()Ilt:\ sot lability (mit to mention the business (-aids that all( Aced one to

a( cumulate acquaintancesimd physically in the exec utives and speakers
Nought in to interact w jib students Students weiv also encouraged to malw
themselves ph\ sic ally mobile-

IS
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Itel()cate if necessary. If y( )11 have an opportunity for a good job but
it means you have to leave friends, family, security, do it. I promise
you, you will never be sorry. And I can say that from personal
experience... . You develop yourself by doing that. You find out what
your fibre is, and what you're made of. And, again, it's an opportunity
to have contacts that you'll keep for the rest of your life (Corporate
speaker to Management Association seminar).

The cultivation ol expansive networks of acquaintance (Granovetter, 1983)
allowed students to extend themselves across space, to regionalize themselves
rather th;tn localize thernselves in tightly connected networks. The message of
promoting or marketing oneself across large regions of space was broadcast
to students at mixers, placement office programs, 'career week' seminars and
similar events that taught them how to dress and act in business environments,
and by ctirporations themselves through campus speakers and workshops.
lhe following pronouncements were fairly typical of such events:

Too many people looking lot the same jobs ... Competition for all of'
us.... We'd like to suggest to you tbat . . . (-cover phinning skills boii
to market yourself bow to ell ourself in a competitive environment.
Is as important as those skills that you're developing in .mur discipline
(From a seminar presentation to business students, sponsored by a
majoi corporation and business magazine, emphasis added).

These 'skills' of self-marketing were forms of corporate sociability that the
business scluuoi envininment promoted in an unstated but powerful way though
the organization of everyday activity as a public spectacle. Management stu-
dents (and other business students) didn't huddle in corridors late at night to
study like the physics students. Instead almost all business students spent a
c.insiderable amount of their day socializing and relaxing in the corporate-like
ambience of the business building. As far as I could tell, this public side to
their academic careers distinguished them fn tin students in mun-business pro,
grams, where pn)grammatic activity classes, labs, or study groups took
place in cktsed or c( mtrolled spaces.

The pul.)..c space of the business school, as I've already suggested, was
a stage for the display of one's emluidied corporate competence. Dan Rose
l98-), an ethnographer of urban street life, gives an account of the public

street in urban African-American culture that resonates with my own obser-
\ ati( ins in the business school, with the students' comm,:nts on sociability, and
with Ja(kall's descriptions of managerial practice.

The street \vas unclei constant sur\ eillance, scanned, spied upon It

\\ as fully lilled in; everything was noticed, the least gesture attended
to. It was a viscous gelatin of awareness. Walking down the block was
extremely intense. The facades were alive through their apertures, and
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all who walked on the street felt they were in the theatre of total
performance. People cut through the viscosity as they walked, or
inhabited it as the\ left indelible, communal traces; they inscribed an
aesthetic nuance with their gestures. their speech. their lives (Rose.
198-, p 38)

V'e could think of this as a kind of 'panopticonisin (F)ucault, 19-9; Spain,
1992). but only by imagining a panopticon oimposed entirely of mirrors. As
if on a street, tudents were on display throughout the business building, to
look at and be seen by other students passing througli the halls. This was true
even in the bathrocans tat least the men's), which differed from those else-
where on campus both in size (they were very large) and in the fact that each
had (me wall, across from the wash basins, c( vered with a full-sized mirror in
fnmt of which the young men preened and prepared themselves for re-entry
inn) the public area. Students watched each other (and the iaculty one
professor in particular was ridiculed for his thin wardrobe of acrylic sweaters).
and faculty judged students, in a very general way (im)st management faculty
never learned the names of individual students), on dress and demeanour.

Late in the semester, for example, waiting for class to begin in a Manage-
rial Strategy omrse I'd been sitting in for the whole term, a day on which
students would present research projects, the professor stopped to comment
on the different ways students dressed and presented themselves: sonie elab-
oratel \ done up, others extremely casual, wearing shorts. T-shirts, sandals (I
never saw anyone in the li-school dressed that casually, but the first speaker
in class that day did begin Ills presentation wearing a gimme-cap. The pnifes-
sor insisted he take it off ). The professor argued that those who showed more
consideration for their demeanour were more likely to be considerate and
diligent on the job: appearance w as a token ur competence.

Dress and deponinent were spatializing devices that alk)wed one to pn)-
duce or accomplish business space, and to signify belonging to the business
space, being a legitimate player in it (cf. Jackal!, 1)88, p. I-). Melinda, who'd
begun college as a liberal arts major. explained:

The business school is more fOrmal. You'll find a totally different dress
oide 111 the business school You walk into a business class and every-
body's all dressed teal nice, and you can point out the people that
have interviews t( )(lay. I used to have business (lasses on like Mondays.
Wednesdays, and Fridays. and Liberal Arts classes on Tuesdays and

would dress dinerently on !nose days. Ali, s() there's

«mipk4ely diflerent feel. And for a person to realize that they dnn't
lit intu the Inv,iness schOol, that \' Mid be important to learn that ('arly
behite \ ou get all (aught up in that major ( Melinda )

1.)ifferences in the standards of dress kir men and women reflected the
.gendeiedness' of managerial occupations. their association with *masculinity'
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and the concomitant devaluation of traditionally 'feminine styles of appear-
ance. According to one corporate consultant: 'By way of nature and their
conventional dress standards, women generally have a harder time looking
professional' (Cox, 1986, p. 74). Physic,: 'attractiveness' (as defined by men)
is a handicap for female aspirants to managerial positions (Heilman and
Saruwati, 1979. ) and women in 'masculine' apparel seem to be more favour-
ably rated by recruiters than women in 'feminine' apparel (Forsythe. Drake
and Cox, 1985). Students may not have been conscious of the research under-
lying dress prescriptions, but they were usually aware of what was prescribed.
If they weren't, they were told. One Placement Centre official recounted that
'a couple of semesters ago it-.seemed like nobody even knew how to dress. So
we did 'How to Dress' workshops, you know, and brought in retailers and
different things to give them examples of what they needed to wear.' One way
or another, students were highly conscious of bodily expectations:

It's something you look for even in your classes You can tell who's
interviewing that particular day because they have a maroon tie on,
and a dark grey suit. Girls, females, are expected to wear blue suit
Students are very aware of what the appropriate dress is \\*hen
vou go to a party and everyone else is standing there and vou look
different, it's pretty obvious what you need. There are seminars held
in the business school on what appropriate dress is, what ou're ex-
pected to wear or not.... You really do need to fit in.... Certainly,
w hen you go to the c()(:ktail parties, when you go to the recruiting
functions, there's a certain way you have to act, and certain colours of
suits, certain colours of ties, certain shoes you ('an wear. It's a Yen-
restrictive environment in a lot of ways (Doug).

Dc mg's analysis is echoed by .lackall's c()mments on managerial practice
in the corporate world.

In a w( )rkl where appearances in the br(); dest sense mean
everything, the wise and ambitious manager learns to cultivate assidu-
ously the proper, prescribed modes of appearing. lie dispassionately
takes stock of himself, treating himself as an object, as a commodity.
Ile analyzes his strengths and weaknesses and decides what he needs
to change in order to survive and flourish in his organization. And
then he systematically undertakes a program to reconstruct his image,
his publicly avowed attitudes or ideas, or whatever else in his self-
presentation that might need adjustment ( Jackall, 1988, P. 59).

This « msci( ius and strategic constructi(m it bodies and bodily practices
is not quite consistent with the position articulated, rot example, by Bordo
(1989), w ho, following 1:(nicault (19-) ) suggests that

121
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Not chiefly through 'ideology', but through the organization and regu-
lation of the time, space, and movements of our daily lives, our bodies
are trained, shaped, and impressed with the stamp of prevailing his-
torical forms of selfhood, desire, masculinity, femininity (p. 14).

This notion of 'docile bodies may be misleading. By embracing it we limit
our ability to conceive of and study the strategic self-constructions of powerful
bodies (bodies of power?) that occupied the energies of both students and
practitioners of management. Foucault and those who follow him on this point
address only one side of Sop's ( 1989) 'socio-spatial dialectic': they ignore
people's creative appropriations and reconstructive activities within material
organizations of space-time, in particular the conscious manipulation of bodily
organization.

Bourdieu's work is problematic for similar reasons. Parts fit well with my
arguments: for example, the suggesti( In in Bourdieu and Boltanski (19'8) that
the modern corporation.

requires agents capable of conducting external public relations (with
other businesses, tlie state administratkm, etc.) necessary to the opera-
tion of the large integrated firm and to the maintenance of its control
over the market, and also the internal public relations by which. in
normal times, the internal order of the business is maintained.... Their
outstanding qualities become an aptitude for disc ussiom and newItia-
non. a knowledge of fol eign languages and, perhaps especially, civil-
ised and subtle manners . . . the new style sociability objectively
required by the changes in the ecoinomic field .. . all aspects of exist-
ence of the new managers, from their consumer habits to their clay-
1(i-day ethics or even their physical appearance, a sign of a new relation
to) die hodv (pp. 20

But Bourdieu insists that the 'principles' embodied in dress, hearing,
physical and Verbal manners, arc:

beyond the grasp of consciousness, and hence cannot be touched by
voluntary, daberate tiansformation, cannot e% en be made explicit;
nothing seems more ineffable, more incommunicable, more inimit-
able, and therefOre, more precious. than the values given body, mthh,
body by the transubstantiation achieved by the hidden persuasion of
an implicit pedagogy, capable of instilling a whole cosmology, an
ethic, a metaphysic, a political philosophy. through injunctions as
insignificant as 'stand up straight' or 'don't hold 111tIr knife in \a MI' left
hand I In. p 91)

The insistence that non( ins such as 'emhoclied cultuial capital' and habitus'
lionudieu, 19, I 98()I ( n only Idyl to unconsck )us dispositk ins outside the
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(.)ntrol and manipulation of the actor limits their value (Moerman. 1989: de
Certeau. 1984). As fackall 119881 argues:

the notion of cultural capital is a concept that may obscure more than
it reveals about managers' actual social world while adding little to
one's real understanding of what makes that world work Managers,
at least American managers,- tend to think about the matter differ-
ently. They recognize, of course, the crucial imponance of social breed-
ing, particularly exposure to the proper social manners that the right
schools afford. But one can try to acquire the 'right style by altering
one's personality through self-rationalization. In any event, One does
not accumulate style (p. 2141.

In other words, a regime of bodily practice or sociability, a style, embodied but
not contained in the ,body (rather, distributed across the network (if dress,
people and material spaces in which people interact) can be consciously and
strategically assumed by management students within the material spaces of
the business school.

CA( >thing, gestures, and the like, weren't simply 'markers' (Golfman, 19-1)
of a corporate sociability, they were integral to its production. Again, there is
an analogs' to the life on the urban street described lw Rose ( 198- I:

(:k)thing w as worn like a in;:sk a mask not of concealment but of
revelation. It was a statement or indicator, not just of self in sonie
abstract \\ ay, but of where one wanted to appear as a performer in the
public staging. . . Clothing makes the man; the logic, according to
T(un, was that if one presented a finely turned out version of oneself
and was made social by it. one became, bebtnd ilia/ (as a result of 1,
ambitious. In other words, one ould ha e perfoimance possibilities
to live up to (p. 1- jI

Compaie l.LCk.t ll s ()ids

managers also suspect that dollies and grooming might indeed make
the man. . Proper management ()I one's external appearances sim-
pl\ signals to one's peers and to one's supet lOrs that (Mc is prepared
tIc undenake other kinds of self-adaptation I Jackall. 1988, p. iTh

P.u't cit w hat distinguishes the street inside from the street outside is that
coup( liate spaces are connected across time and spa( c in a niudi more stable
netw (Irk than urban streets The people Rose I 198-) studied built spanal strile-

had to be rewnstnicted daily and thus w ere locah/ed to the c(cininun-
of immediate c() participants. The end of performam.e was the creation of

a distinctive 'personal. identit By cc cntrast, the corporate practik e management
students wen. ino\ mg tow aids invoked explicitly formalued and iituali/ed
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body styles and modes of interaction that made the bodies of practitioners
much more .stahle and mobile across corporately organized spaces and thus
more easily connected or 'combined with those of others (cf. Collins', 19-79,
discussion of 'formal culture').' The business school environment was a prac-
tice space for corporate appearance and behaviour and thus a site fOr stalents
to begin mobilizing and stabilizing their bodies and bodily practices.

If students were occasionally loose in how they dressed fm class they
were almost never so when encountering corporate representatives. We've
already seen that this happened occasionally in meetings of student associ-
ations, mixers, and so forth. One place where such meetings invariably hap-
pened for business students was in the job interview.

The Interview as a Display Space

Listen intentl.v. When ready to answer a question. it is smnetimes
eflective to take a moment or two to ponder an answer. It will make
you look thoughtful and make your allSUVIN tvpear nuwe meaningful
ancl less as if they hare been Invpired in advance. which, of course.
they hare been (Stewart and Lamy, /979, p. 239).

'Hie recruiting interview was a kind of trial-by-interaction. It was more impor-
tant to geuing hired, students argued, than grades. Clara reflected the common
wisdom of students that 'frecruiters1 wimld first look at the interview .. . and
then look at your (rade Point Average (GPA) and activities and stuff like that.
Rut I think that the interview is the most important thing.' Of course. many
firms used GPAs to limit the size of the applicant pool and select the students
they would interview, hut Clara's insistence on the interview's importance was
frequently repeated, and mit just by students. A speaker at the corporate spin-
s( wed seminar tin 'career skills', drew an anakigv between dress and deportment
in an interview and the presentatkm of a pniduct in a televisk ui ccimmercial:

/2

I'm going to draw the parallel between the interview and a commer-
cial \X'e have to express ourselves, express our interests, express
our ace( nnplishments basically, express what we're all about in a
period of eight minutes... A very limited amount of time. Just as a
commercial Relieve it nr not, the first ten seconds of the interview is
when You make your most Listing impression. .. What can you do to
hest sell yourself within ten seconds? . appearance. You can kiok
the part. Which doesn't necessarily mean your grays and your blues.

. smile is key. as Well as, :IS well as eye contact . . it makes you
%el 11111 omuik KLINC, s mleN alv whii can't establish that eye contact
immediately . because it helps to develop that positive lirst rappou

ith the interviewer .. Right level of assertiveness, which includes . .

the handshake with the interviewer."

1.3,3
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Skills of self-presentation were critical in setting the tone of the interview-
ing and framing the recruiter's interpretation of what transpired in the remain-
der of the interview ( Motowidlo, 1986). Like the speaker just quoted, recruiters
brought in to speak to the Management Student Association claimed that de-
cisions were frequently made within the first minute of an interview: 'first
impressions are the most important', one put it, 'the handshake might be the
most important thing you do (cf. Buckley and Eder, 1988; Springbett, 1958).

There was a fairly elaborate system in place to prepare students for these
encounters. The placement office stocked 'how-to' guides on job hunting and
a library of information on corporations. Counsellors provided students with
tests and self-administered questionnaires that assessed their wants, interests
and goals and thus helped them present themselves more effectively to recruit-
ers. Students were reminded that they didn't really know what they wanted to
do in life; that their 'goals', like their outward appearance, had to be con-
sciously molded. As one speaker to the Management Student Association, a
recruiter for a large high-tech firm, remarked to the assembled students:

Here's the most difficult task for . you to accomplish: have a
goal .. nuike a stab at coining up with a goal, and write it down. You
hear that all the time. And I thought, 'write it down, I mean, what's the
big (leal?' When you write it down you make a commitment to your-
self, on that sheet of paper, that this is what this is gonna be all about,
and you tend to follow through with it a lot better. And you tend to
not get so confused along the way (Brenda, a corporate officer and
alumna speaking to the Management Student Association).

In addition to coaching students in the technologies of constructing
appropriate goals and interests, the preparation system also provided students
with more mundane resources. The placement office. for example, had guide-
lines, examples, and templates for writing resumes (including a list ( pl. over 200

'action words' verbs to be used in describing one's experiences in the
resume), cover letters, letters requesting an interview, thank you letters, letters
acknowledging or accepting a job offer, letters refusing an offer, lists of ques-
tions most likely to be asked in interviews, 'questions you can ask in an
interview', and 'tips on interviewing' (listing .11 sins that can 'kill 'our chance
for success' in an interview . tO of the 11 dealt with appearance or interactional
style problems). Almost all of the management students had used these re-
sources by their senior year, and sonic applied them in detail. Curtis, for
example, explained:

I have those . . 50 questions interviewers like to ask' la hand( ait
obtained Irom the plat ement tented I go with those And I think

iw lin going to answer those, most of diem. n()t quite all of diem .
go over these questions and that's basically it. It covers pretty much
the whole sheboom. And then also, I try to write down a few questions

, .I
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I want to ask them. And that's the main thing Some of those
questions are pretty deep, pretty hard to answer. Like the first two:
'What are your objectives for the next five years?' Long range objec-
tives .. This [the handout) covers pretty much anything they would
ask. although I have heard of thc, alt, *interview hints', like in the
placement manual He shows me the manual!. They have some hints
in there, like 'Look them in the eye and lean forward', vou know, that
sort of thing But I've kind of learned that after a little experience it
makes it pretty easy.

In fact, though, depending entirely on books or guide sheets to help one
consciously mold one's body and bodily practices was problematic. Curtis, of'
whom I saw a good deal in the spring semester when he was interviewing,
could explain li(iw One successfully interviewed, but he didn't do it (and was
seemingly unaware of the fact). Ile wore oli-the-rack suits that didn't hang
right and his personal mannerisms, at least in his academic classes (I never
saw him interview) were immodest, or to use the phrasing of the placement
center's sin list: 'overbearing-overaggressive-conceited-*superiority complex'-
know-it-all (Sin 2). As a student who worked with him in the managerial
strategy class remarked to me once, he was a show-off, and 'members don't
usually sit around recounting personal triumphs.' Throughout the spring, he
was stuck with a string of interviews for jObs he didn't want (e.g., in sales) with
relatively undesirable firms.

A number of students told me that, as Curtis's case suggests, the resources
in the placement center were wcwth using, but had ( ssential litnitati(MS:

Well, really, I've found it difficult to prepare for an interview, because
if you don't know- like you said, looking at the questions they give
V( Al fr(no the placement center, nine tinies out of ten those questions
aren't asked anyway, so really, just trying to stand on my feet the best
I can. I try to think as quickly as possible ( jack).

l.ike Jack. Rhonda argued that books were no substitute for the experience of
interviewing.

There's so much written on the subject lof.interviewingl but bal.ic-
all if ou read a couple of articles or books or whatever, it starts
repeating the sante things. And I think, as far as answering questions
and things like that, ah, practice. That's the only way to feel comfort-
able in situations

'Practk ing' InterVICV,', was it way for students In gain experience in the
connol of demeanor and proper interactional technique. They did this by
',Citing up app)illtinellts with recniiters front companies that ihe weren't really
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interested in working for. Although students had to know something about the
firm they interviewed with to ask appropriate questions, the questions they
would he asked by recruiters were so standardized that interviewing with one
firm could be a useful preparation for an interview with another firm, even if
the two companies were in different industries. Although placement officers
frowned on this practice of 'practicing'. students were encouraged to do it by
both advisers and peers:

I'm one of those terrible people that will tell you to interview fOr
interview's sake. The Placement people hate me 'cause, hiev, liii the
one that helps jam up those lists ffaughsl and the lines start 'tit-lying
all the way down, and every time something comes up wh they
son through all the resumes, boy, mine was in there. it was in the box
Brenda, a corporate officer and alumna speaking to the Management

student Association)

Tlk. practice interviews gave students opportunities to develop self-
confident and smooth interactitmal styles. One had to he able to present a self
that refused to admit any weaknesses or uncertainties but simultaneously re-
frained fri nfl INKisting of strengths As Brenda explained, interviewees get in
to mble when 'they tit m't (-tune across as themselves And peopk. in an
interview spot that, like that! tio, he yourself, and he confident about who von
are But being yourself was a complicated balancing act that inycilved, in
Brenda's words, 'stretching lila mit king alx int your competent it", 110W sil(mld
tine respond to questions like Are you creative? Are you analytical? Are you
a leader? with ci r m and assured nit idesty. I hiw do you negowte the common
'kin tck-out' factor 01' lacking well-defined goals and a career plan? B excising
all the modalities of desire and need that make one less mobile in corporate
space When I asked Bart about his goals he struggled to articulate them:

Vt ell, I have to consider niy wife when I make goals, hut I guess we're
kind of traditional. We've got your American dream. I don't want to
he stagnant in my career, hut I'd like to not have to move around a
kit. And that's asking a lot these days. But if I coukl just get myself in
a situation where I could see where I had the opportunity to go, as
tar as moving up the t areet tackle!. I wouldn't mind settling down and
getting a house with some land. We'le hoth real family-onented So
vt hew we could rake a family and still spend time seeing ULM f;Illitly
and friends But then agamn I would have my career as far as what I
want to do with my career. If I can see where I have a chance to gn

w on't get imi(m redundant 1)11 III (itle position for good
lule As It nig as I kiMV% I (.111 move up in im calve! I'd like to settle

dow n .ts far as geography goes so I guess that's our It mg-term goals
Raise a !mink I don't know
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When I asked him how he woukl have answered that question i I'd been a
corporate interviewer asking it, his reply omitted all the concerns of his ori-
ginal answer and put in their place the thin logic of a corporate trajemiry:

I have been asked that question, like 'in five years, where do you see
y(mrself? I'll say, 'moving into a middle management position.' Which
is what I want to do, but, I wouldn't say '1 want to be CEO in ten years
so watch out.' just to be in a position where I can move upwards,
upwards without having to move away.

Be ambitious but not too ambitknis. The truly profi(ient practitioner of
corporate sociability, at least 1), one account, wouk1 never deviate from the
studied norms of bland pleasantness. A corporate-sponsored speaker advised
students to:

Be professional, and polite, to each and every person along the way.
Which includes secretaries. Secretaries oftentimes can play a very key
tole in w hether or not you're hired for the position. Be polite to
everybody akmg the way, front the person who you're Walking next
to along the street, to the person w ho you ride up the elevator with.
You never know who that little man is over there in the corner of the
elevator (Corporate-sponsored seminar).

It's hard to argue with the notion that we should be nicer to secretaries,
but what's being advocated, I think, is less a common civility than a strategic,
self-monitored performance of 'professionalism': personality without the
nu)dalities oh huimair, passion, desire or conscience. Talking of-bodies and
social practices in this way presumes a vision of them as malleable construc-
tions constituted and articulated through 'semiotic-material' (I faraway. 1991 )
systems: dress, toilet, material settings, the regulation of the kinds of people
one interacts with, interaction settings, the foods and drugs one ingests -- all
of these codified in relatively explicit ways that stabilize them and make them
mobile within networks of corporate pradice.

TItis interplay of lusly and space in the business sch(Sil is a c()inplex one.
Corporate space itself reflects a shift 'from the space of the body to the body-
in-space (Lefebvre, 1991, p. 1%), a decorporealization' of space that produces
an 'al )stract' 'space dominated by the eye and the gaze' (Gregory, 1994, p.
392) Of course, something similar could be said for physics as well, but in
physics abstract space was a construction on fmper, a way of making distant
and invisible things visible, close, and pliable. In management, abstract space
w as a material organization of space-tune, a way of making close and
o mtextualized things isihle, dktant and mobile The N/d1' became a spatially
organized construction taking form as a comunction of somatic and extra-
somatic flows within standardized dispkw spaces woven across settings of
«Iipoiate educ at l(M1 and pracnCt!
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Tilt! undergraduate management pn)gram. instead of connecting students
to a network of practices for mobilizing and compressing the world into a
(.entral setting. prepared students to go out towards the distant centers of the
corporate network. Whereas the physics program was tightly attached to a
core site of practices for mobilizing the physical world, the nlanagement pro-
gram was one of many mobilized settings tor corporate actor-networks. In the
former students 'learned by making things move, in the latter hy making
themselves mo)bile.

Notes

"Htere are. of c(nirse. any number of mathematized representations in management
'Return on Assets'. etc. -- hut the management students I talked to did very little

ith such ft )rmulas Even in their final, senior Year courses they had to flip back to
textInnck appendices to remind themselves of the exact nature of the formulas: and
they used the I-I militias only when directed hy pnifesm irs. .11 ssress. however. that
I am talking about managemen( majors here The situation may have been very
different. and more similar to ph sics. in a field like acc(cunting or operations
management.
I mention the art there was a I( it of it and the pieces seemed to have been Innight
in pan for their sue tall were Ini;) in pan because of the parallels with the
corporate workplace and in part because it set the business building apart In int
others on campus. none of which had art collections like this tat best. portraits of
the people the huildings were named after or si )me reproductions hung up in office
areas)

facult were also socially distanced from .practicar faculty. The instruc-i I I

((UN and adiunct faculty were scattered an Rind the c(unplex in small offices, witlunit
secretarial hullers. close to or in student areas Of the huikling iadjunct faculty. in
fact, had offices in rooms that seemed to he originalk designed as Mien iewmg
rooms fin corporate recruiters).
The advisers in ph iysics. hy contrast, w ere in offices that opened directly into puhhc
hallways Their chi( rs were r1( a (1( ised when the adviser was present. and students
smiplY walked in unless land sometimes in spite of the fact that) the adviser was
already engaged. Mine( wer. the undergraduate adviser in physics did II( ii evaluate.
hut instead handled schedulmg pniblenis. finding students internships in prides-
sor's labs. etc.
(ontrast this to the intrinsically Iocal modes of associatn the tight Inendslup
nem oiks among w (irking class Furopean.Americans. Hispanics Or African-
Autericans described by Willis (1981), Foley t pm, of Rose i1u8-i This is not .111
exclusive opp1 isition. how eer. As we ',ON with physics, extremely locahied groups
ran he extremely powerful to the extent that they are able to niobilize large parts
of experience and collapse it into theu local space. I 'sing Gollman's ( Pr ) terms,

«mid say that the inanagement progiam. Mid colporate practice generally.
niarginahie horecl tics' w lute creating dense webs of 'anonymous. ties 'Personal
iclentu doesn't disappear. but it is pushed intic Wrnet., and .sur 1.11 identities.
take ( cruet stage In physic s, by cc ntrast. petsonai and social identities are col
lapsed into one

0 I dressed differently w hen I went to the husiness school as \sell II I cut into
phtv,su s or miciolicgy areas wearing a suit and c anymg a iiticth Asc. I'd be pegged

tlAth( cnk s,miesno,iti But withnut the momitiements mid thus .V.1 a vet'V long
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tinte bef( ire I began to think in terms of the analysis I'm developing in this chapter
I felt (mt of place in the Business Schisil Building, oiwn/LIN. awkward. I started

t arrying around a tie and fresh shirt in lily attache case and always went straight to
the men's room to freshen up when I came to the B-School from ani)ther part of
campus While bodily appearance is hardly the whole story of mobilizing oneself
for a corporate traject( iry it's a sine <lila WM. I once interviewed for a job with the
educational division of Arthur Andersen and without exception, the first thing I was
told when I talked to some(me was that I'd really have to shave my beard (I didn't
get offered the job).
The qualifier is important. Business schools play a much nwre important Rtle in the
l'nited States than in France (Marceau. 19-9). In other words, 'cultural capital" may
be less malleable in France than in the United States.

8 I I are several advantages for Core firms in an economy in having employees
who share attributes and interpers(mal and communicative styles geared to the
deniands and practices of the (nganization. They alkm- the rapid translation of
external events into the operating vocabulary of the organization (March and Simcm,
19C8i, make possible the rapid and accurate transnfission of information across
large. ge(igraphically fragmented social netw(irks (Ranter. 19--. p. I. and facilitate
group formation and action by signalling status gn Rip co-membership (Collins,
1)-9. p
'Chese seminars were presented by relatively yimng men and wonien (in their 20s)
who perfonned skits ( it interviews and such in additimm to talking to the people
attending There were also brief video presentations on various issues (the videos
slipping in generous references to the products of the sponsoring torporations)
I'd emphamie the fact that the presenters were Wit business pe(cple, nor, in the
i:ase of the one fellow I talked to. graduates of business sill( Hits: he was an actor.
'Hie pi tint is that the si iciability being conveyed was explicith a performance. a
sfinulation

to



Chapter 6

Knowledge in Motion

Spatial and temporal practices are never neutral in social affiiiiN.
7bev always express some kind of class or other social conWnt, and
are more ofien than not the 'Oct's qf intens(' social struggle (Ilart'ev.

p. 2$)).

Declaring that km)wledge and learning are space-time processes is a WaV of
detaching them from the discourse of psychology and connecting them to
debates in social ;.1eory. Assumptions from both psychology and social theory
get disturbed along the way. This chapter summarizes that disruption, examines
its relevance and value, and looks forward to its implicatk ins.

"Fhe question that framed this study was how schoc >ling activities are
connected to activities in other settings. In traditional psychological accounts
activites are presumed to be connected by individuals who, possessing some
sort of generative capacity (e.g.. cognitive schemata. habitus), have that capa-
city alteced at one point in time lin school!, and carry with them the conse-
quences of those alteratkms to their practices in settings encountered at points
later in time.

By focusing on spatiality I've tried to disrupt these assumptions. If it is not
clear by now, let me emphasize again that I'm interested in spatiality and
temporality as constructed spaces and times, constructed through networks of
relationships connecting animate and inanimate objects combined and arrayed
across vastly separated contexts. I am not using 'space metaplunically, nor am
I merely saying that since everything happens in space, then so must 'learn-
ing'. I'm saving that people nb ve thrcmgh space materially, and simultan-
eously tin lye and construct space-time through practices of representatkm, and
that what we call 'learning' are segments of motion which follow the shapes
of more stable institutional or disciplinary networks.

Institutional settings and activities aren't arrayed chronologically in time
(from the perspective of the individual). but in networks that construct space-
time telations. Participants in one pan Of a network are always interacting with
the other parts of the network, tin (ugh the interactions are «ftcri asymmetrical
and unequal `-,tut.kiits in the lffidcigradllatc progralils weten't being prepared,
or preparing themselves, to panic watt.. later in pu)lessional fields of practic e,
the were Ong ith those fields

Flom this perspectie, learning' is, first, being able to move oneself and,

I 3 I
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second, other things through those space-time networks. If the phrase 'having
knowledge means anything it means participating in an actor-network that
organizes a field of practice such as a 'discipline' (although that is only one
example unions, community organizations, and so on could also function
as actor-networks). Participating means becoming spatially and temporally
organized in a form that moves you into the material spaces of the field, and
becoming proficient at using the discipline's representational organizations of
space-time. The 'discipline' itself exists as a stable entity insofar as it ties
together spaces and times, mobilizes elements, and moves them across the
distances to a center where they can be combined and acted upon. Some
college programs are both components of disciplinary networks in this sense,
as well as sites for reproducing disciplinary practitioners. The programs I stud-
ied were sites where people were connected, albeit in subordinate ways, to
networks of power that organized activity in crucial parts of the everyday
world. To understand learning and knowledge it's just as essential to trace out
the network structures and the political economy that sustains them as it is to
study students' experiences in specific settings of pedagogy or practice. The
programs are n()t different levels' of a process but different regions of a com-
plex, highly interactive network.

Although it owes much to theories of 'situated learning' (e.g., Lave, 1988:
Lave and Wenger, 1991), the argument advancing differs fundamentally in
its insistence on attention to the spatio-temporal mobilizations that bring those
different regions of networks into articulation. The preoccupation of situated
learning theories with apprenticeship models and practices in small-scale
craftwork communities suggests a kind of nostalgia for localized, pre-capitalist
f( wills of social organization. Activity is presumed to take place in circum-
scribed; bounded settings among practitioners linked by strong social ties. The
key notion of community seems or a piece with the Ileideggerian notion of
'place', glossed by Doreen Massey (1993) as that of a clearly hounded setting

ith an essential identity 'constructed out of an introverted, inward-looking
hist( wy based on delving into the past for internalized origins' ( p. GI). The
results are limiting conceptualizations of setting, activity, participation and
identity Power drops out of the analysis, history is reduced to the life cycle
of the local community.

In contrast, I have argued that sch(x)ling (or any (ither setting or .commun-
ity of practice' ) can't he understood on its own terms, hut only by looking at
lam. its practices are enmeshed in much more expansive networks. Schooling
isn't a mere reflection of 'larger' processes economic, political, or whatever

n( ir does it .produce' ((M. reproduce) thcise processes. One part of a network
doesn't create another, Init lines of connecti( m and the people and things
fic iwing tIm mgh them :tic always under stresses, always contested Things are
defined by theit connections Places are constructions made up of other spaces
that have been mobilized and circulated through networks distributed across,
and constituting. spaces and times. l'ace-to-face' interaction is a misnomer: in
addition to peuplc and things in the immediate setting people are always

L.'
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interacting with distant entities that have been materially or semiotically trans-
ported into the encounter.'

Once we see the world as laced together through space-time compression
and processes of distanciation, questions of power become unavoidable. I

showed in chapters 2 to 5 how the physics and management programs simul-
taneously concentrated student activity within bounded material organizations
of space-time and began to link those students (albeit in very different ways)
to distant sites of disciplinary practice through representational organizations
of space-time. The programs were one articulation of a process in which
centers of power become concentrated in small, densely organized places
scattered around the globe but connected to each other by flows of represen-
tations through the disciplinary web. This 'simultaneous, flexible process of
centralizing and decentralizing activities' (Castells. 1991a, p. 14) is character-
istic of global economies, where the 'territorial dispersal of ... economic activ-
ity creates a need for expanded central control and management' (tiassen,
1992, p. ). These are necessary conditions for sustaining a globally dispersed
elite and generating spatio-temporal boundaries separating that elite from other
groups. As Castelk (1991) suggests:

The new prolessicmal-managerial class cokinizes exclusive spatial
segments that connect with one another across the city, the country,
and the world; they isolate themselves from the fragments of local
societies, which in consequence become destructured in the process
of selective reorganization of work and residence (Castells, 1991, p.
348).

The dispersed centeN of power are connected in representati)nal organ-
izations of space-time that tie together what Castells refers to as 'spaces of
flows'. Indeed, the power of the centers depends on their being able to con-
stitute a space of flows that ties them together while localizing and fragment-
ing other regions of activity. The centralizing and decentralizing features of
modern social organizatkin (the material and representaticmal organizations of
space-time, respectively) are created and sustained through the activities of
actor-networks. These netwcwks revolve an Auld the work of mobilizing the
world so that it can be moved through a space of flows, and so that elements
of the networks, including students, physicists and managers, can themselves
move through those spaces in one fc)rm or another. Disciplinary learning and
knowWge are forms of motion tlirougli representational oiganizations of space,
spaces of flows.

Tlw physic's and management students, by attaclnng themselves to actor-
nem orks and panicipating in their practices of representation, were heconnng
pans wants in the control and manipulation of disciplin,n) flows. Physics pro .
duced a mlLutciial 1 )rganization of space-time where students were concentrated
and linked to ()them practitit iners and settings of physics by a space of flows
that reduced the natural w odd to texts and machines Management produced
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a space of place that mimicked but sharply distinguished itself from pr(ifes-
sional wiirkspaces: a space of flows in which the self bec-ame a flow.

'Selves are not simply multiplied or fragmented, thev.ce distributed across
space-time networks. constituted in their material and semiotic connections,
1)ifferent disciplinary constructiims of space and tuue mean different construe-
titins of self.' The physics program compressed students' spatial and temporal
activity, bent them into the discipline in a way that transformed them into
dense integrated selves defined by small, close-knit networks of immediate
peers, but also tightly linked to distant and unknown others participating in
the same actor-network. The management program spread students out and
segmented their practice into discrete frames of reference and hence different
organizations of self, but their disciplinary selves were mobile bundles of
social practices that allowed them to move in and out of distant business
settings, at least provisionally.

Making other things mobile and acting upon them in your setting. and
moving yourself from one powerful setting to another. are characteristics of
the disciplinary power that the physics and management students were be-
coming participants in. As Doreen Massey (1993) puts it. there is a 'power-
geometry' to the space Of flOWs: different social groups and different individuals
are placed in very distinct ways in relation to these flows and interconnections'
( p (i1):

mobilit\ and control over mobility both reflect and reinforce power.
It is not simply a question of unequal distribution, that some people
move more than others, some have more contnil than others It is that*

the mobility and control of some groups can actively weaken other
people (Massey, 1993, p. I.

.Fhis idea of a p0Wer-ge0111etry 1.0 the organization of :vac( :s .1:er
a of making the point that the mobilizations of students in th. d: ..ipH try

network are constitutive of pc )wer relations, not just incident: lly nn

to them. It isn't so much position as the pattern of movement. Knowledge in
motion, that defines power relations These different regimes of motion build
on an(1 create social divisiims that are rooted in differential experiences of
space ;inch time As Pred and Walts ( 1992) summarize this argument:

In ICastells and I lenderson's ( 198 II language, one fundamental as-
pect of the intemationali/ation of techno-econoimc processes' is the
tendency for the 'space of 11(ms to supersede the space of places'
p. Deleuze and Guattari ( 19"") refer to this sort of phenomenon

as .deten non:di/anon', iii w hi( li OK' actual ki\ namics of a glVell
tic in rely on. and are shaped by, adivitics and forces that are decidedly
non-local The logic and dynamics nt territorial development are in
creasingly placeless. Yet at Ilk' s'.1111e WM', social relations, and mu( h
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of what passes as everyday life, continue to operate according to a
local, place-oriented logic (the 'space of places') (pp. 11-12).

As Caste lls ( 1991) himself puts it, 'People live in places, power rules
through flows' (p. 349). This produces a 'schizophrenia'. he argues, 'between
the spatial frame of reference of the dtmlinant elite and the spatial experience
of most people who are rooted in their communities' (Caste Its. 1991a, p. 19).
The result, is a dramatic weakening of the possibilities for communication,
cooperation or conflict.

I low can a flow relate to a neighbourhood meeting or to the forma-
tion of culture on a playground? There is no relation, there is no com-
inunicati(nl. The poicess of disintegrating society starts at that pt)int,
because people are not enemies, hut aliens (Caste lls, 1991a, p. 19).

If physics and management students were becoming 'alien to people like
me and others outside their fields it wasn't because they were being swat-

Aved up in disciplinary apparatuses or having their lifew(wIds colonized (to
use I labennas's phrase); it was because they were moving in space-times that
the rest of us don't and increasingly can't move in.

Caste !Is qualifies his bleak portrait, but his general message is cautionary.
Space-time compression and the globalization of economic and cultural flows
ovate fragmenting pressures and disrupt ommuunicaticin among groups differ-
ently posititmed and mobilized in the power-geometry. As we have seen in
this book, disciplines are implicated in this process as they organize space and
time in distinctive ways closed to outsiders. As educatitmal practices play key
roles in moving students into these spaces and times and in creating the
houndaries that separate insiders and outsiders, the study of learning and
km )wledge can't he separated from the study of the organi/ation of the social
world, which includes its Tana lines and temporalities. As Gupta and Ferguson
(1992) remark.

e need to theorize how space is being reterritorialized in the con-
temporary world . . Physical location and physical territory, for so
long the only grid on which cultural difference coukl be mapped,
need to be replaced by multiple grids that enable us to see that
connection and contiguity more generally the representation of
territory vary considerably by factors such as class, gender, lace
and sexuality, and are differently available to those iii different loca-
tions in the hekl of power ( p .2())

.1nd I w (mid push "1111(t: out iesearch, Mec iwing. and wilting .ne
«mu ibutions to Hum., nf mii ufolatinn. and hence make us participants in the
reterritotiali/ations unit works confluent on, w e're obliged to take responsibility
liii the politics 111,11 e An he accomplished thiough out works.
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A lot of educational research tells the stories of groups that have been
discriminated against or disadvantaged by the schools; groups localized, im-
mobilized. or mobilized to serve the needs of more powerful groups. Such
research conjures up the political agenda of critical social science (Fay, 1988).
It holds the promise of raising consciousness, explaining to oppressed groups
the conditkms of their oppression, and giving them a theory and praxis to lead
them Out of that oppression. Although such works often move within a spatial-
ization that keeps them separate from their intended audiences, hence vitiating
their politics, the intended logic of the research enterprise is clear.

The logic of the present work mav be less obvious. I've 'studied up to
examine the educat h >nal construct k ins of 'powerful' learners. My aim is not to
raise the students' consciousness or move them to action (they have a good
understanding of their programs); nor is my aim to improve pedagogy in
the fields (for, despite occasional doubts voiced by educators in the fields,
the programs do petty well what they're intended to do). In fact, some of the
arguments I've advanced in this book could be taken as explanations for Yvhv
it won't have much impact as an intervention in physics or management prac-
tice. Action moves through space-time networks and the book moves in a
different spatial and temporal frame of refeience than physics or management .
oractice. Its etk.cts will probably be confined to the network within which it
mobilizes educational ponkms of the physics and management networks: edu-
cational research.

What the book offers for educatiimal studies is a re-territorialization that

rejects the hOundaries commonly drawn around institutions, communities and
acto.ities. Instead, the focus is on what's getting mobilized, how it circulates,
YY ho accumulates it w here. and how this motion defines and connects things
as it shapes spatial and temporal relatic

To do this right probably means re-casting research as a multi-researcher
inulti-site engagement. Most actor-networks will be inuch harder t() study than
disciplinary settings like the physics and management programs. And it hasn't
escaped me that my own spatiality in this stud y. was highly localized: ideally
there should have been multiple case studies of different regions or positions

in the disciplinary networks, studies of the different ways of moving through
them. It'll be difficult to organize this kind of work unless it has a clearer link
to. and a clearer political engagement with the groups whose space and time
wc. ;is researcliers and writers, participate, albeit in subordinate ways, in shaping.

Such engagement means thinking about how others can get involved in
pioducing iepresentational organizations Of space-nine. how the geometry of
flow s can he re«mligured so that formerly marginalized sites can become

n( ides and enters nr accumulation as well; panicipation can he maximized.
I don't mean to suggest that these are questions we should ask in our research.
I mean that our w oik, not so mu( ii how we write. but how what we yy ote
moves, implic ak's us in answers to these questi( ins

The IC nipliiig ol kmm ledge and powei Is something mole than a rhetor-

ic al assenion it's an empirit al question of flow inatei al spaces are constrik ted

io
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or regionalized. 11(m people in(we in and out of them and within them; how
the world is mobilized. w here it's collected, and who acts upon it. Physics and
management education resolve these issues in ways that allow them to as-
semble widespread and stable networks that shape and affect large regions of
human experience. What sort of networks do we as educational researchers
build? How might we reshape them?

Notes

1 Notions such as 'incrtextualitv r heter(Tlossia. assume distanced interacti( ms.
hut ignore the question of mechanisms the networks that organize space and
tnne. In fact, they are grounded in the particular networks of and reflect an
unacknowledged universalization of the position of academic, university-based
readers.

2 one problem with the 1,a\ e and Wenger (1991) framework is that it takes as its
model seemingly localized and isolated fields of practice and treats them as exemplars
of all practice.

L4u
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Apperldix I

The Place of the Major

This appendix explains In' decision to focus on courses in the major field of
study rather than non-major or .general distribution courses. For the reader
uniamiliar with physics and management programs. Tables 1 and 2 reproduce
the official course requirements for degrees in the fields

It's clear that this book has focused on a partieuktr portion of students*
trajectories through the course requirements: 101' physics students their physics
and inath cocirses, for management students their business and management
courses Ign )ring the 'general education' courses and mm-specialization electives
isn't unpr(cblematk, but it doe.. mimic the practice of the students themselves,
all but a ft'%\ of whom described such courses as distractions. In analyzing a
vcar's worth of transcripts of recent physics and management graduates and in
interviewing students nearing graduat k m I ficund that students took their general
distribution courses at various points in their college careers and imported
man( of them from other (usually less demanding) institutions such as coin-
munit colleges As a result. COUIses Ill the major were spatially localized and
temporally sequenced in distinctive w avs while «curses outside the major

erc

Spatial and Temporal Dispersion of the Non-Major Courses

%Ian specific courses vs ere required in the student's major field of study, hut
students had a great deal Of discretIM in where and w hen they took theii
general distribution courses. The transcripts reveal a spatial scattering of stu-
dents' non-major coursetaking Althocigh they got their degrees from one
uni( ersitv, their academic careers crossed many institutions. Over $() per cent
of 'all the students in the transcript sample had transferred hours from other
uni( ersines, and over i per cent had taken thin\ -one or more hi cur. at other
olleges It e . in excess of one lull-year-equivalent of courses). As I've already

suggested, the transfer lk curs were not randomly distributed acniss types of
courses, but w ere concentrated in distribution ()I non-major coursework (see
Table 31

%lost ol the tiansfei hoots in pin. sic. s the result ccl students beginning
then studies at ofht.'1 ersines or in ()Mei majois, transfer homs ni 111.1Ilage
ment were more often the result of students strategically taking courses at
idler, less academically demanding institutions. Only three ot the managetnent

I
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Table 1 Administrative Requirements for the Physics Mayor

Distribution Requirements (40 nours total)
9 hours of English. -Freshman Composition 'Masterworks of Literature*. and Writing

in Different Disciplines'
6 hours of American Government
6 hours of American History

13 hours in a foreign language
3 semester hours from one of the following anthropology. economics, geography.

linguistics, psychology. sociology
3 semester hours from one of the following art, drama music. classics architecture.

philosopny

Related Math and Science Requirements 07 hours total)
24 hours in mathematics, at the calculus level and above
8 hour: of introductory chemistry
5 hours of biological and/or geological science. including laboratory

Required Physics Courses (minimum of 40 nours)
12 hours of lower division courses in physics

Wave Motion and Optics (with lab) (4 hours)
Introductory Electricity and Magnetism (with lab) 14 hours)
Introductory Mechanics (with lab) (4 hours)

28 hours of upper division courses in physics .ncluding
Classical Dynamics 1
Ciassical Electrodynamics
Introduction to Quantum Phenomena
Applications of Quantum Mechanics
Subatomic Physics
Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechamcs
Quantum Mechanics
Advanced Laboratory

Recommended ohys,cs courses
Electronics Techniques (a 3 hour upper divlsion course)
Introductory Physics (a 3 hour lower division course not counting towards the BS)
l-itrcoj(tor\ Physics Seminar (a 1 hour lower divisoon course not counting towards the
BSI

interyiew.cd fin tlik study ILO 1)cen .11 the tirtiersit\ thuctughttot then
( )1 111t.' tint' Itt the imiver,i1\ with about

/11t.' \ t.".11 (4. t iiiui'.t''siri'k NI/ 'Alt.' t.t/L11(.1 gtal hei !turn tu()re prestig-
lints 1114111111i /11 111,111 lilt' ()Ill' heglIt.1 .1' 1.11rec.. othets. wntitt...11. titiwycl

Irr in) itltiltitir It) tulltAving laisi)antls itt boyfriends.
I'm the rest, moveuticint in-;tiltitiotrs ,Is strategk.. spending .1 ear

.tt crintititinil illtg(, I() gct tIktI il)titir ill tequirements (Inanity 111)-
erat ,irts stkil 111g11\11. 1111( /IA , gmertiment, 1.tirt .tkit mint(' ttl the

hti".inti-os requirtittitinti, tit hI .1', til:1111..it (intuiting :intI rinirmit ',tit (4
the \ .1 AI 111'4111111i/11s 111.11 \\L'It.' 11(411 Cht.',Ipt'l' .1111.1 111.111 111t.' 11111' \
it 11 i lt t'\,1111pil'. tin th 21 ii /111s .1 ..q.'111(.'s1C1 )MI111.11111 « \\ (irked
11,111 11111C. And 111,11111,1111t'd .1 )il 441.1t1C 11(11111 .1 \ t'1.112,V1 )111t.'1

t( lid till' \ Cr\ 1.iigt' illipt.Pti ili,li ii i\\ tlit ili ill t
al «Milting, i'llLth'Th, v1111111'111 intl iliti IF\ . Anti tittik "lit ii lasses

,11 t (411111111111% itti,ir tItHing

1 'it Li
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Table 2 Administrative Requirements for the Management Major

Distribution Requirements (60 hours total)
3 hours of English. 'Freshman Composition', 'Masterworks of Literature'
8 hours Business Calculus
3 hours of psychology or sociology
6 hours in fine arts or humanities archaeology, architecture, art, classics, music,

philosophy. Greek. Latin, drama, fine arts
6 hours in the natural sciences astronomy, biology, botany, microbiology, zoology.

chemistry, geology. physics
6 hours of American Government
6 hours in American History
3 hours in 'applied communications' (from a college-approved list, including courses in

media, journalism, and languages)
3 hours of upper-division business electives
6 hours of upper-division social science
At least 7 additional hours outside the College of Business Administration

Business Courses 139 hours)
Introduction to Macroeconomics
Financial Accounting
Introduction to Data Processing
Introduction to Business Law
Principles of Marketing
Operations Management
Organizational Behavior and

Administration
Managenal Policy arid Strategy

21 semester hours of upper-division coursework in the College of Business Administration
Among these must be 12 hours from the following

Introduction to Microeconomics
Managerial Accounting
Business Statistics
Money and Banking
Business Finance

Advanced Organizational
Behaviour and Organizational
Theory

Personnel Management
Personnel Field Practice
Advanced Operations Management
Introduction to Operations Research

Special Topics in Management
Design of Productive System
Collective Bargaining
Personnel Assessment

Tah:e 3 Ave'age Semester Hours Taken ,n Selected F.cids and Percentages of Those
Hours Tar or' at Ccweries Other Than the Lin,versIty

F,elds Phys,cs Students rN , I 71 Management Students =

Average totai hours 157 (24 2"Aii 134 (29 1

Physcs 48 (10 3% I
Managen 23 109 5%1

nglish 9 131 5",i 11 147 1%,1

Govei rin,ont 6 133 7 (48 8%1

I,Story 6 139 5%i) 8 158 15.1

N./lath 30 (20 4,; 8 (62

/ jo
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Management students took over -45 per cent of all their liberal arts hours
from other schools. Fourteen of the 36 whose transcripts were examined in
detail took no history or government at the university, while only six of the 36
took all of their government and history o)urses at the university (by contrast.
only four of the 17 physics students received their degrees without taking
history or government courses at the university). Much the same was true of
the introductory coursework (which, significantly, served to 'weed out students
who began their careers at the university). Only 5'4 per cent of the manage-
ment students' courses in economics were taken at the university, 55 per cent
of their courses in accounting, and 37.5 per cent of their math courses. Eleven
of the 36 students in the random sample took no accounting courses at the
university, 12 took no economics courses, and 19 took no math. By contrast,
very few transfer credits were used in finance (7.8 per cent of total hours in
finance). marketing (15.9 per cent) or business law (19.5 per cent).

Although the courses appear closely connected in disciplinary represen-
tations such as course requirements and transcripts, they occupied uncon-
nected positions in the material organization of disciplinary space-time. Physics
and nianagement students could fulfill their 'English requirements', for example,
at one of thousands of post-secondary institutions in the countn , at tw , or
more different instituti<>11s, Or through tests that allowed them to 'place out' of
tl re courses. This kind of spatial dispersion of courses outside the major made
it less likely that they would he connected through network links or that
students could relate them to one another in substantive ways. It almost cer-
tainly precluded a group effect on physics and management majors what-
ever they took away from their scattered non-major courses was almost certainly
different fnmi what their co-majl)rs IOOk.

Concentration of Courses within the Major

It the courses outside the major were scattered thmugh space-time. the oppo-
site w as true of c011fses in the major held. Only 31.7 per cent of the physics
students' and 17.5 per cent of the management students' required coursework

aS in their major field (cf. Levine, 1978, pp. 31-1). However, the university
I studied, like many others, required students seeking degrees to take most of
the courses in the major 'in residence' on the university's cainpus. The result
V, is that students took ahout 90 per cent of their coursework in the major field

the uniyersi6, (Tahle 3). Moreover, whewas the vast majority of general
education courses could be taken in ally order, courses in programs such as
physics and management were temporally organized by prerequisite require-
ments The physics and math courses \\ ere interlocked .so that, in theor\ at

hom then hist through theri final semesters phi\ sics matt ns TWA cd thu mgli
sequent e ()I courses «impletel) structured hv ptereqursites

anagement had a mole (. ()mph( med stnicture sequenced set
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«curses required of all business majurs, ak wig with three sequenced manageinent
courses. Sumewhere during the management students third or futioli Year of
studies they also had to take ficur management cotirses (fown a variable number
ul options) that were sequenced m different ways to the main set of «curses.
The resulting temporal organization created sinall clusters or sequenced courses
rather than a single long string as in ph\ sics.

Official sequencing rules such as these exaggerate the pace at which
courses \\ ere actually taken: college catalogs portray undergraduates marching
thruugh their courses of study in four years, eight full-time semesters. In the
sample <if transcripts I studied, (mly 21 per cent of the management graduates
and only S per cent of the physics graduates matriculated in four Years. AINcut
A quarter of the students in the two fields spent more than four years because
they ( hanged majors in mid-course: uthers transfrred to the university from
uther schools and had to re-take courses. One major source of delay in physics
was cluing puurly in a (..a Mrst.': 29 per cent of the graduates had flunked a
physics ((curse and had had to re-take it befure continuing with the program.

The most (ununun source of delay. however, was the strategic slowing uf
the official pace: students took 12 hours a semester rather titan the expected
IS Management students touk some of' their courses in the summer to allow
themselves these lighter «Turse loads. Physics students would frequently reg-
istei lOr a course. Own drop it and re-take it in a later semester.

Althuugh the pa( ing varies in this fashiun, the ufficial course sequences
(/() define the general tiatector uf students' paths through a program a
it:tit:our\ la( king in the nun-majur «curses. he nanscripts sliuw that with few
ex( eimuns ((curses outside the malur \\ ere not sequenced b\ prerequisites
The\ were tempuralk scattered acruss the students' academk careers (the
general exceptiun being the pusinuning (if 'Freshman English' in the first ur
se( uml (II studies) \Ithuugh the tempural fragmentatiun of nun-
majur «curses duesn't necessarik mean that the\ weren't organized intu know
ledge-cunstitutive netwc )rk... it dices. alung \\ ith the spatial disperstun mentioned
earlict. make stit.I1 nem (crk effects much less likef . in courses uutside the
main!' At least, this scented to he the cat' lucl the students I inter\ wwed.

Iii c_lu Hcsing nunlnajur (ourses. kir example. management students spuke
ut looking fur fuut things cunvenient huurs, easiness (dues the pruf essui tell

C\akal\ A hat he wants and then test \ ciii uvei it ). entertaining teachers
and entertammg subject inattei .lc Ce. fur example. pi.used his (las', in the

Iistc ci ccl Munun In MR's' dill,.

I tout\ that het acts:. I heald it \vas teal ea.\ , taking it a., au (...1(:(11\

\URI again. It \\ as the same ase. Ithe pnclessuil \\ as just ill teduble.
cue ()I the Icek teak Ilka t had at (the univcisit(I
I he cly I Iv \.1`, 111',I lean\ t. 11.11 \ tti

11.1lI It) INIRPA

cnti,ist. hy spc cke shiihctciigI cci c (misc. like Imghsli
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The Fnglish, I guess it's probabk impouant to have. lit ha\ e a little
knowledge of literature and the Correct Way to write that's certainly
important. Rut I felt like it was a little overemphasized.... I had, let's
see, composition the first semester, and then your Masterworks of
Literature which I. I guess it's good to know stories by Thoreau and
Poe and all tlkise gu s. Rut I don t feel it's necessary.

'similarly Curtis. who didn't like to read, spoke of having 'lucked out in
taking a literature class where the course work consisted of learnlingl a bunch
about the authors Where they were born What their parents did':

most of what we read wasn't that long. It wasn't like going home and
reading Cu pages before class. It was more like maybe 15. Soinetimes
we'd read two or three p, )ents that \\ ere like lialf a Page each. \'' far
as the reading part of that cmn-se, it wasn't that had. It was more trying
to figure out what the) mean

Ph\ sics students, b) t ontrast, had far fewer non-major coursc.s to take and
ould occasionally find classes relecant to the sciences that lullilled their non-
',me() reglurements ,1 .parageograph) course in the humanities. history

courses on the lustorv iii sc ietwe. in alc110)-astrononly course in anthropo-
log\ sociolog) couises on nuclear power and weaPonrY. ( the whiile theY
loi)ked mole favourably on ncin-inai(g courses than the management students.
Nu still formulated their approc al as apple( iations of partk ular unrelated courses
rathei than t onnected sequences of courses

Let's see. I did get something (kit ( )1. he government class I took. I had
%OA gixid professor w Ito was eel-\ animated and it was on Civil

labemes under the Constitution . and he made it Yen interesting,
and I t. ante out knoWlng a lol mote about Civil Liberties. Ah, the other

ernment (las', I had it Was realk more lust a grind, it was just the
basic introdik non t( i g net nment, and I don't kik )\), that I hadn't had
all of that stun before I took an anthropology class, the study of
folklore. and I found that wally interesting. reall) enjo)ed it.... \Ve

intoulls \ things as Well as some 1)1 the older
folklore Let me see the Fnglish classc s that I tnok we covered
some ne\\ mateual. I di HO kit( t t hit 1 got anything out of it except
1W-4 the enlo% ment i if co Clang the material. I really didn't learn any-
thing new except Ilan, ne learned sonle new things about yune
stones I Bob)

\s the quoLuk ins suggest. lot holli go )ups i if stlIdents tliele Welt' no pat
terned inoventents through the space outside the malor. m ) transformations M
so, telations of mind, no connection among the contexts of the non-m.11)11

ottl ses
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The spatial localization and temporal sequencing of courses in the major
marked them off from courses outside the major. II undergraduate education
had systematic effects on students if it produced 'outlooks', 'skills', 'know
ledge', or 'ways of knowing characteristic of groups then these effects were
produced in the major. The non-major courses may have stayed in memory,
hardly registered, or been immediately forgotten but in any event they were
monuments glimpsed at a distance, non places lived in, non integral parts of the
journey into the discipline.

t.i



Appendix

Making Knowledge About
Knowledge in Motion

What I planned when I started my fieldwork was over-ambitious. I was gomg
to carry out an ethnography of four prc)grams at a major university. I analyzed
catalog requirements and enrolment statistics to select two 'academic' fields
that seemed ui have a graduate emphasis (physics and sociokigy), and two
that seer ied to have an 'applied undergraduate emphasis (inanagement and
secondary science education). The programs were also selected to produce
dimensions of some substantive comparison: physics and science education
both dealing with 'science' issues, management and mickiliTy with 'human
social In..havk Air' issues.

I hoped that studying pRignuns with such contrasting structures woukl
allow me to sm something alniut how curricula tile sequences of courses
required for a degree shaped student learning

I began by approaching the Deans of the f(mr colleges concerned to gain
their permisskin for the study, then I met with department chairs to get their
OKs. All were open to letting nie approach faculty in their departments. Nb,
goal was to interview all Faculty wlui'd taught undergraduate courses in the
preceding year. This meant almost all of the sociokTv and secondary science
education faculty, about half of the management piofessors, and a relatively
small number of physics faculty. /however, some teaching assignments were
unfilled until just before the beginning of the semester (e.g., for the introduc-
tory courses in micicA( igy and nunagement ) and in (nher cases teaching assign-
ments were changed at fairly late dates (in physics and sociol(igy). In addit
to this, many faculty simply were not on campus or available before the be-
ginning (if the fall semester. For such reasons, the process of introducing
myself u faculb, and making arrangements to interview them continued into
mid-( )(lobe!'

Finding and talking to the faculty I coukl identity wasn't all that easy.
Many didn't post office hours, woukIn't return calls, and didn't show up w hen
their secretaries expected When I walked into sociology and physics office
ateas dressed in a siait I was taken as a textbook salesman, but if I ventured
mound the business s( hool in anything less formal I \\ looked at askance ,ts
all uncouth student As it turned (nit, most of the lacult, once I found them,

crc yer gricious (the exceptions were physics faculty, some of whom w ere
is cun to me as to their students). I tried to meet them first to get a Wily (it

bi



the syllabuses tor their undergraduate c(iurses, to NO up an interview at a later
dale. and to get permission to observe classes.

( )nly one faculty member declined to he interviewed on tape. and e\ en
he \vas w illing to speak informally. The interviews a\ eraged :thout 0 minutes
ill I(..ngth and focused mainly on three areas. la) the instructors' views of the
goals of the departments. the place of their courses in the department, and the
characteristics of the depanment that influenced how the\ taught. tb) w hat
their goals \\ere for the courses in question, how they taught them, why they
selected the particulai texts the\ used, what kinds of students they had, how
they e\ aluated students. and so forth: and (c) (hell own resear(h interests,
(.(illegial ties. and status in the department The questions about course goals
and activities usually focused on statements and assignments on the syllabus
I had a list (if questions \\ iii&ii 1 Used tO remind myself of issues I wanted to
talk about. I dill not worry about preserving the exact wording of the (11.1e5-
11011s 01 an\ particular order. Thus the inter\ iews. especially the sections de:11
lug \\ ith the sy11.11111ses. Weft' relatively unstnatured. I did .1 total of IS interviews
\\ ith faculty (twelve in management. nine in physicN eighteen in sociology.
and six in education).

I did attempt to compare the s\ Ilabuses I c(illected to those used in the
same dep.:film:Ills at other uni\ crsities w 1111 similar national rankings I bt night
catalogs front tile and wrote in depaument heads to try to arrange hCI
them to send Me 1 0p1e,. CCI ',V11,1111.1('',, Nit the It.-1)011'.e m) lint:V(11 I had
1,) .11).1116M Ole c11011

Talking to Students

CettIng, .111 eso. IC C student., in m11111' \\ .1\ s. the student
hock \\ har(k.i The ad\ iser in thy 1.)11\ s ck.partillent Ilelped me get names
.11)11 ph( me numbers of ph\ "Rs stmlents Thy aclvisl.is at the business sc hool,
on the othel hand, tokl me that although names of inaloiN ancl phone numbers
\\ cid jiiii 1111 mfoiniation. and thus legally :lc 11

tii' II ished. 111.1kt. ',licit information restricted \X ell. I sakl, (1))10 give me
th,ise th(..\ teplicIl. \\ y don t kno\I ones might 11.11e nhicle h

lequest. the\ le not !lagged on the C oniput,..i. \\ ( an't plc ou any naim.s
lest one of the il''.tiitt1xt ones shps through In sot iology cclulanon then.'
\\ eiciTt 1..1 an\- ad\ iscis .111110..H. 11 1.10 01)1.1111 ',11.1(1ellt- Ill 111e 10111

111,1101) 110111 lilt: (C1111.11 ()Hi( Mild IC(it111 '\ 1(111 1 special pm
gmmining .11111 this in 111111 011111 ,11. , ictiunc (1,11)))1,Ity ninc

(1e1.1y, .111d neg) )tiations )

Ill management, shc I, )1( i141 ond edm au, ,n. then. I simply «imentrate(1 CCfl
aut.:Kling ( lasses ti o)lises that All inapt, in the plogiolii \\ (mid be lequiled
takc.. not ('le( II\ C. and ( in management I student ass, ,t !alum ).,1

to )\\ .11111 toll, to students lithium:illy. and fel\ \\ ecks lilt» the -setlleqer 1
ed student,. in All CII the I Lisst., I sal III III Thy ',III\ (.\ Ilu ludcd

/



Making Knowledge About Knowkdge in Motion

written statement describing the prc)ject and were distributed with a sales pitch

designed to interest students in being interviewed. Students who wanted to
participate were asked to sign and pn wide a phone number at the bottom of
the survey f()rm. From both groups I'd try to recruit students fc)r formal inter-

views Again, the 'sample isn't representative or random, the students are
analysts whose perspectives are points of entry in the explication of their
programs (Smith, 198")

In selecting students tOr formal interview's I concentrated on seniors for a

couple of reasons. First. I wanted to be able to talk with them about their
academic careers in their pn Trams. Second, I discovered that in management
nd ,,0(.101( Ty, at least few students 'declared' the major before their senior

year. In fact, the only pn Tram with sizeable enrolments at the freshman and
sophomore level was physics, and there I did observe a sophomore class and

interview second- ear students. I interviewed eighteen sociology students,
eighteen in secondary science education, fourteen in management. and eight-

een in physics (eleven seniors, seven soplomowes). This, of course, does not
include the regular informal conversations that I had with students in each of
the majors. The formal student interviews were, like the faculty interviews,
loosely structured and open-endcd, though I had a faith' elaborate set of
questions. They a\ eraged between l minutes and (me hour in length.

Classroom Observations

Thy prolACIII Of how tO exanline what actualk went on in the courses of the

majors how curriculum was enacted was a difficult one. The common
practice in research on college classrooms has been to use techniques and
methods modelled on those developed for research on public school class-

rooms (c.g.. Flitter and Barnes. 1983). l'he basic though usually unacknow-
tedged assuinption behind these appniaches is that the classroom can be treated

as, a self-contained unit of activity that can be meaningfully analyzed in terms

(it what teacher behaviours scent connected to what student 'outcomes'. But
01 course student': interpi-etive strategies shape their rt"ponties to the demands

oi tasks of the teacher. '.oreover, ket, activities such as note-taking. textbook
reading. studying for tests, paper writing, homework problem-solving, and so

lord). take place outside the classroom The kinds of detailed observation

notes that 1 %x as accustomed jo taking in high school and junior high class-

looms ( crbatim accounts of speech, running sometimes to almost 01 pages

II mg for a "--I() nunute class) wele of limited use in studying the lectures and

presentations that chara( terize most classp toms at the unlyersitx (or for that
inattei, discusso ins in the occaso coal seminar classes).

made ( lose obsei \ atoms ot mink' 10(1-od(1 1 las,s NC.,SIOn. 111 additi( in to

regul.0 obser\ atoms ol student 1)1.161cm-sok ing sessums I espt-vian

iii pin s), and ot student stuck outside the classroom it' g go nip work in

case anal\ sis in business) This was in addition to my chuly noic-taking and
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observation of students in libraries, campus meeting places, student associ-
ations, and so forth.

TranscrIpt A?utIrsis

I analyzed copies of 225 transcripts representing all of the students who'd
graduated with degrees in the four fields over the most recent year fc)r which
re«wds were available (getting access to these records even with the names
removed took about six nu)nths of negotiation). The analysis focused on
the number of issues: the number of hours taken and semesters attended, the
number of lumrs taken in the major field and outside it, the number of hours
transferred from other institution, grades made in and outside the major, the
kinds of electives taken by students in the different majors and the sequence
and timing in which they were taken, and so fonh.

What Happened to Sociology and Secondary
Science Education?

The book deals with physics and managetnent alone. There were some prag-
matic reasons for this exclusion (length being an obvious One) but the basic
problem with incorporating sociol(Ty and secondary science education into
the account is that they're different kinds of educational experiences, different
kinds of stories. Physics and Inarragement were pmgrains that seemed to
generate group effects by moving students through shared material and rep-
resentatic mal organizations of space-time. Sociology and secondary science
education were spread out across the campus, had no regular temporal organ-
ization, and no gnalp effects.

As I had initially surmised, graduate education was the main focus of
teaching in sociology. I had assumed, however, that as in my own experience
in anthropology, the undergraduate piogrant performed the role of socializing
and re( ruiting students into a graduate school orientation in their field. This

as not the east' As a professor explained, the goal of the departinent was:

Training graduate students w Ito will then make a name for themselves
w ha h will 1 luil(1 up the reputation of the department here and benefit
e%erybod% who's in it. It's not to teach undergraduates.

The last sentence in this statement must be qualified slightly: if it was not
1111pol-taut to teach undergraduates so( iology, it was important to have a lot of
students in undergraduate sociology c(auses. First. to enter the graduate pro.
giant m sociology at this. as at many unlycrsita,s, one dal not need an under
giaduate degiee in so( iology Thus the undergiaduate piograin did not tun( non
as a re( rutting ground for the graduate program. as was the case in physics
se( ond. so( iology was funding-poor relative to the sciences and the business
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school, meaning that it could not rely on outside funding as the principal
support for its graduate program. Third, the rules and 'course load formulas'
regulating teaching assignments and the allocation of teaching assistantships
made large courses desirable in sociology. Without going into details, the
formulas created a situation in which the larger the courses a professor taught,
the fewer courses he or she had to teach, and the greater the number of
graduate teaching assistantships allotted to the department. These assistantships
supported the graduate program in the absence of large and steady sources of

outside funding.
These factors created pressures for courses that attracted large enrolments

and worked against a sequencing of courses structured by prerequisites. Aside
from the four completely determined courses required of majors, the majority
of st )ciologv course offerings dealt with topical, high-interest issues (e.g., nuclear
war) or areas of perennial interest (e.g., sex roles) As one professor explained,
'marketing' w as 'part of the logic* fot such curricular decisions:

If you have under 'social problems a course on say, racism, sexism,
violence, any number of things, chances are you're going to attract
more people overall than if you have one or two sections on 'social

problems' In general.

It woukl be misleading to sa \ that these courses were offered because
they attracted large enrolments. The courses represented areas of genuine
concern to the faculty ho taught them hut it was the need for enrohnt.Ants
that created the opening fm faculty to pursue these concerns. Thus sociology

ultv had given little thought to the undergraduak. currk'ulurn beyond their
ov n courses, as can he seen in the following exchange.

I.vespyr. Theme are four required courses in the undergraduate curric-
ulum .. Why tOur, why those fOurd
A sacred sociological number [laughs]. . A'ell it seems to me like,
ah, let Ine ,,,ty I have not done a lot of conscious reflection on the
undergraduate sociolog curriculum. . I suppose part of it is career
tratector\ That's soniething that I've been able to avoid, and I have to
avoid a lot of things in order to make it in the academie world.

A Ink: atomizing the onuses and denying any twcessary connection among
them ( let alone a cumulative effect on students), the curricular structure was

matketing device, a way Of generating undergraduate enrolments to help

suppott tho' graduate program. Students majoring in sociiilogy, for their pan.
used the commodity being marketed to their own ends obtaining a degree.

gl iolop wasn't R'alt it .progiam' It was a set or loos('

icquirements (21 hours in sociology, without prerequisite re(fuirements) that

;luta( ted stuok.nts wIto'd left other programs In the transcript analysis, tor

csampk.. I it Mnd dhlt 3- per cent Uf the students w graduated with liAs
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Ill soc ii logy lucl entered the program after flunking out of the business sclmol.
.ndergraduate sociology courses clew not organized into a sequence or net-

w( irk tied together in a material (irganization of space-time. Instead, they were
l(mstructed to attact large numbers of students, which in turn generated
assistantships for graduate students and reduced the teaching loads of the
faculty. Ii \\ as the graduate program (which rated in the top twenty nationally,
see Jones. Lindzey and Coggeshall, 1982i that faculty were omcerned about.
The undergraduate courses were cash-cows supporting it. Only one of the
eighteen students 'majoring' in sociology I interviewed was thinking of con-
tinuing to graduate school in the field. The others were going into the workforce
upon graduation and had ended up in sociolo;ny because it had the lowest
number of requirements and it allowed them to get a degree in swne area
rather than leaving school witlu )1.11 a degree.

I.ike sociology, secondary science education didn't func non as a 'plogiam'
in the way management and physics did Sec ( indary science education faculty
Intended their pnigrain to prepare students for the workplace, teaclung spe-
cific fields of science at the secondary level. The science education program
cc as distinctive, 11( iwever. in its dependence (in other departments and colleges
(it the um\ ersin, -- in particular those in the natural sciences. First, the major
chew its students hom these fields: students who had initially intended to
inajor in .1 science or engineering field, and had later decided to teach. The
science departments also ckcided w hat kind of science courses students should
lake. and taught the «itirses as \cell As a result, there was a lot of variability
,R discipline, Ai (in,. woreme, sec( indary science students getting certified
iii Inologx had to take 20 total limns hiology ( in courses of their choice),

hde at the othet extreme, students getting certified in chemistry had to take
29 hours in c ilemistrv tall of them specified hy the c henustry department and
2.i of them sequenc ed F plerequisites) and six additional hi iurs in science
Not surptisinglv. I() iii the 31 recent graduates whose transcripts I examined had
hiologx as Weir main concentration while only ime specialized in chemistry.

Lacking control (icer then students' science c urricula, the education Faculty
genetallc expiessecl dissatisfaction with it 31`, one secondary science education

ultc incmhei explained

1 tvpic all gic e them !dn students! a pre-test when we first start, to
find out vs hat dual undeistanding (il fundamental «incepts or I mast(

epts is For inst,mc e, this semester not ( ine of those students.
ec en though they ).(,( ml (Act 3 II average ill 0101 Sc Ral«' courses, V ith
Animist 00 semester !louts fti science, not one of them «mid define
molecule in an ACtit.ite WaV line could opetationally define tem
permute It x as .1 x small pet c ent that «iukl define voluine None
ol 111(111 I shoukIn t sac none hut , laic that anc ot them hay('
anc notion at all about the lent c, in terms of the mimic
of sl ientilic laws iii theories or how (hey are ealh.l'd The1.VC h,ld
pkil tic .1th iii prepamtion in terms of any kinds (i1 thinking skills like
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din\ ing infeiences hom data and ilk piocesscs in\ ok ed ()ui science

courses at the university level lust don't do anything for them. at least

n( it those kinds of things... They realk do need a different kind of

science than what they're getting. because the kind of science they're
getting isn't helping them to teach kids at all

)ne facult\ explanation for this was that 'teacher preparation is not one

tlieir priorities in the natural sciences Ancithcr explanation, 11<iwever, emerges

from the transcript analysis of :SI students who graduated over a Once semes-

ter period The transcripts show that Most Of the science courses students took

were introductory science courses. fiv introducton I mean a course that
actualk serves as the first in the mator I has the I( >west course number. requires

no prerequisites( or a lower-di\ ision course that requires no prerequisites and

is designed fin- the general. non-science student (e.g.. Botany for Gardeners.).

['sing Ons definition. Si per cent of the physical science coursew ork of stu-
dents concentrating m physical science Was introductory, to per cent of the
Nolc)gy cimrsework cif students concentrating in biolog\ was introductor\
and 41 per cent of the earth science collIsework of students getting science

specializations was introducWr
What these numbers suggest. and as was borne out in interviews with

students, the curriculum merely set numerical levels of course taking to define

acceptable exposure to a field, titudents selectively sampled from the fields in

order to acccumulate the needed hours in the easiest manner possible They
did not participate in the student cultures of the science fields nor did the\
construct images of the fields as intellectual domains: by focusing mainly on

introductory and low er-leyel courses (designed lw the science faculty either as
ennilment generators (it as weed-out courses, and in both cases organized
around the routinized presentatu in of material and obtective" test formats such

as multiple-choice) the students came to to( ik at the sciences as distointed

aggregations of 'facts. (something the students resented- they referred to their

ience «iurses as scarf and bad- courses and complained of their uselessness).

Although the «iurses in the education portion of the secondary science
education curriculum were sequenced lw prerequisites. there were no sub-

't.iiiti\e l(mnecticms across them In part tins Was he( ause the curriculum had

been buffeted b\ legislative interventions in the certification .standards for

sc hoof teac heis \ew c( iurses were created w lute other pinions of the curric-

ulum w ere truncated The courses that w c.'re lec (mt. siate-nnuidated additions

to the c urric ulurn s ere not well-integrated \\ ith the other education c (curses.

( )ne, fir example. tiled tic address suc:h topic s as the organization (if schools..

legal aspc( Is of su hocding., 'ethical aspec ts of schooling., 'attention to students

\\ HI) \ aryIng needs . and 'media' It wa,, as one faculty member explained.

k iqnbm.Inon abous topic s put into one thice-h(nn couisc. and the\ don't

tic( ess.ml . lit togethei in n\ meaningful \\ l'\ en the mole established
oulses of the c urn( ulumim. suc II as educational ps chology were. in the words

of one insnuctor. disci cntuntious. with the rest ol the pieparanon program

6
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'The slimed piogiammanc experiences of the seconclart science students,
then, really amounted to two courses (Secondary School Teaching and Sec-
ondarY Science Methods) and student teaching not really a 'program in the
sense I've been using in this book. Thus. as I've suggested earlier in this book
and elsewhere ( Nespor. 1990b) physics and management reflected kinds of
disciplinary educations the movement of students into networks of power

not post-secondary education generally. Each student graduating front so-
ciology and secondary science education had a unique rather than a shared
trajectory through the space-time of the university: the stories of those students
arc important stories. but they're not the ones Fm telling here.

Making Knowledge about Knowledge in Motion

canniit c(mclude without acknowledging the tensi(m between the theoretical
anibitions of this hook and the practices of research and writing that created it.

Consider the interview material I draw upon in the h)ok. Standard inter-
view ing practice focuses discussion On the researcher's topics and, insofar as
those topics arc drawn from the academic literature. transforms the interviewee
into a commentatol on the categories of the disciplinary discourse (smith.
0--). Rut interviews do more than shape content. First, they foreshiwten

tune' ( Rose. p 2 t). Instead of experiencing the rhythm and improc isator
nature of an event we are provided with a inap of it as already completed
(Biaircheu, ) secc mnd. interviews reifx the 'individual' as a source of know-
ledge V'e hear account. c( instructed frc cm the perspective of a single seem-
ingh independent source (ignoring our own role as interlocutor). Third.
interviews produce accounts that are 'referential' (unambiguously indicating
people or things III the 'real w orld) and de oid of tone or expressive or
creative features (Briggs, 1980, pp. 110-I9). In short. as Briggs ( l98()) argues.
interviewing produces :an 'initial decontextualization of the data even before
we begin the analysis' (p 118 I. 'Coding' and the other standard components
of interview analysis further decontextualize spec( h until its spatial and tem-
poral groundings are no longer visible:

Standard miciological analysis uses mime methcid of coding and inter-
preting such accounts to order the interview materials in relation to
the relevances of the sociological .. discourses. These enable the
mien lews to he sorted into topics typical of the study population. In
such a process, the standpoint of the women lor menl themselves is
suppiessed. The standpoint becomes that of the disonirse reflecting
upon properties of the study population Characteristics of the studs
population become the object of the know er's ga/e (smith, p l;.(2

crur methodologies deciintextuali/e prat ti« to produce 'data the stip
pies,. its tempi ci.tI and spatial organization and ignore the space-time organ-
i/ation of the resean hers practice that produces the analvtk account rim
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preoccupation with academic work is just one example of what Smith calls the
'sectioning out of experience by research practices). Our practices of repre-
sentation produce the object of knowledge as a spatially bounded and self-
contained entity, either static or unkAding regularly through time.

do not pretend to have overcome these difficulties. My interviews, for
example. tended to suppress the expressive and poetic features of discourse.
My questions focused primarily on the work of schooling: clo)osMg majors,
selecting courses, ck)ing assignmenis, and so forth. They didn't allow students
to construct themselves as, say, 'emotional' selves. My observations were of
academic events and social acti\ ities on the university campus and don't even
touch upon life off campus, at work, during the summers, and so forth.

The book, then, is a very partial story. The basic strategy that underlies
its ( onstruction flows from Rosaklo's ( 1989) suggestion that the accounts of
people be treated not as 'data' to be 'analyzed in terms of a disciplinary dis-
course, but as informed analyses in their own right (Rosaldo, 1989, p. 112: cf.
(waltney, 1980)

Treating interview discourse as 'analysis' means thinking of it as a situated
account in which the speaker creates the 'objects' discussed in interaction with
the interviewer. Narratives are a representational technology (Nespor and
Barvlske, 1991) that speakers use to cc msutute and explicate phenomena in
the interview context, not referential accounts that can be 'coded' or reduced
to categories that allow one speaker to be combined with others. In essence,

gae up smne of the mobility. stability, .!nd comhinability of the interview
discourse 1)\ reproducing it in lengthy. relatively immobile chunks that are
unstable (in the sense that they allow alternative explications), and mix poork
because they are uncoded.

'Hie hook is not about students or student life, hut curriculum and the
organization of disciplinary knowledge in undergraduate education. The sttl-
dents were co-analysis, nut objects of analysis, in the sense that while the text
is ultimately my doing, the words and voices inscribed here are not entirely my
own. There's a difference between w caving and quilting. I could not follow
students across the four (or more) years of their studies, or duplicate their
journeys, but I could draw on their accounts of these things. As ClifThrd (1988)
points out, this is not a suaightforward solution: using lengthy quotations
accomplishes little if 'quotations are always staged hy the quoter and tend
merely In serve as examples or confirming testimony' ( p. C1). My goal has
been to make the quotations carry the burden (>f explicati( in. But treating
students' continents as analyses means reconciling ourselves to a text that
doesn't 'resolve' into parsimonious explanations or interpretati(ms. As Rosakb

1989 )

Nariative anal\ ses Ink! >m \\ Ituni di \ ergent peispecn\es w ill

not fit together into a unified master summation .. social analysis
thus becomes a ielational form of understanding in which> both> patties
acti\ ck engage in 'the interpretation of cultures' Rather than being

I 5.1
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perspectival. inscribed front within a single point of view, such forms
of human understanding involve the irreducible perceptions of both
analysts and their subjects. Much as two narratives usually do not map
neatR onto one another, one party's analysis can only rarely be re-
duced to the terms of the other (pp. If 206-2() I.

This non-reductionist approach goes against the expectation not just
out own. hut that of publishers, journal editors and most readers that the
multiple perspecti\ es explored in a work will in the conclusion be reduced to
(ilk single account that the author will explain 'what it all means'. Such ex-
pectations. again, are grounded in the spatio-temporal practices of social re-
search that seek to inscribe, reduce, and moNlize the world in interpretations
and explanations that allow achirs at the center of a cycle of accumulati( in to
speak for those elements of the world. As Smith t198-) puts it:

The multiple perspectives of subjects, the multiple possible versions
of the world arising in subjects' experience, create a problem for
socioliigy only w hen our project is to establish a sociological version
superseding theirs. It is a difficulty that arises largely fnint grounding
sociolog in -meaning', 'Interpretation.. 'common understandings' and
the like rather than in an ongoing coordeling of actual activities ac-
«implished in definite historical settings (p. I 41

.As intik hi as I resist it, I'm a creature of this wav of reducing the workl, as
are all of us w ho wnte books. The best I can do with this text is try to positicm
myself not as a translator of the , ieople I studied, but as ,.onleone who trace,
and explicates the material and i epresentatiimal productions of space and time
that link pc( iple to other people and things beond their arenas of face-to-face
inter:Lc non Mk arguments do not subsume those of others. Rather. I've tried
to situate their anah.ses, not interpret or explain them

Aside front an tine% enness in tone, which I've tried to minimize, this use
of the students winments ma% in\ ite the complaint that the hook is over-
reliant on student,' .naive' accounts of their experience. Rut 'naivete.' like
irrationality'. is less a thing than an accusation ( Latour, I98-i It seems to me
absurd to suggest that I know more about being a physics student than the
students do NI knowledge is no less 'local' than theirs: we simpli, build our
netw i iiks of different shapes ith different materials. They build their accounts
On ()ugh ongoing panic ipani in in the programs. I buikl a«-(iunts in part out
of theii ounts Rut this does not make my ideas mote -general' in some
sense

k ICI ,11 is #iiic,'i' It Kal (LW ,tro, idly( tinho,,, it has hccri
(()Ilivicted . and forced to ield t tiace Then it can be worked on

alAem e An Ain( an hutucr w.11() i,i ver,. dozens of square miles
and w h( I has learned to lecognize hum/reds ofthousairds of signs and

I th;
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nurks is called a local. But a cartographer who has learned to re-
cognize a feu- bundred signs and indices while leaning over a few
square yards of maps and aerial photographs is said to he more uni-
versal than the !muter and to have a global vision. Which (me w(mkl
he more lost in the territon- of the other% l'nless we follow the long
history that has turned the hunter into a .slate and the nupmaker into
a master, we can have no answer to this question. There is no path-
way between the local and the global because there is no global
(Litour. 19tift pp 2l9-2u)

No -global'. no unifing narratixe or perspective What we're left with is
pathwas and networks. and the task ot hgurmg out how people get started
down a particular route and what happens to them as they traverse it.
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Knowledge in Motion: Space, TiMe and
Curriculum in Undergraduate Physics and

Management
Jan Nespor

Knowledge in Motion is an ethnographic study of two university programs
where education and power come together in crucial ways: physics and
management. Knowledge in Motion takes these fields as points of entry into
an investigation of how students get connected to core disciplines of modem
society, and how they become part of durable and extensive networks of
power.

In place of the traditional psychological focus on knowledge structures within
individual minds, the book focuses on learning and knowledge as
organizations of activity in space and time. The language for pursuing this
line of analysis is developed in an introductory chapter. The main body of the
text presents ethnographic analyses of student knowledge practices in the
physics and management programs. Both programs are shown to reconfigure
students' spatial and temporal practices to connect them to the respective
disciplines. However, there are radical differences in how these
reconfigurations are accomplished by the programs. By showing how
students become enrolled as practitioners in networks of power and
knowledge, the book makes a substantive contribution to the study of
knowledge/power relationships. By analyzing learning and curriculum as
processes of producing spatial and temporal structures and relationships, the
book also makes a theoretical contribution to educational studies generally.

Jan Nespor is an Associate Professor in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, where he has been since 1987. In
1986-87 he was a Spenser Fellow of the National Academy of Education. From 1979 to
1985 he worked as an ethnographer on a series of Federally funded educational
research projects. The focua of his work is the anthropological study of the politics and
practices of knowledge. He has conducted ethnographic fieldwork In various community
settings and in school settings ranging from elementary to post-secondary institutions.
He has published in Harvard Educational Review, Journal of Education, Anthropology
and Education Quarterly. Journal of CurrIculum Studies. and elsewhere.
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